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Executive Summary
The Web is ever evolving. There are now multitudes of server-side Web tech-
nologies, and, on the client-side, the Web browsers are constantly expanding
the set of available capabilities and features. Furthermore, the initial two-
party client/server model of the Web makes way for multi-party scenarios
where clients and servers collect data from different domains and compile
a composite Web application. However, the underlying basic interaction
scheme of the Web has not significantly changed since its birth in 1990. The
client(s) and server(s) communicate using a series of HTTP request/response
pairs. In addition, one of the defining characteristics of HTTP has also not
changed: The inherent statelessness of the HTTP protocol and its inabil-
ity to provide reliable context information which span more than one single
request/response-pair. As a consequence, up to this date, it is the Web ap-
plication’s duty to ensure that basic security sensitive characteristics, such
as robust session management or authentication tracking, are enforced. This
enforcement happens solely on the application layer without any substantial
support from the protocol layers. Moreover, browsers can protect against a
set of client-side attacks. By default, they suffer the confused deputy problem
and enable cross-site attacks in the context of authenticated sessions.

After specifying secure Web interaction in D2.1 and developing a proto-
type of a server-side framework described in D2.2 to implement server-driven
secure communication properties, a central lesson from WP 2 is that changes
concerning authentication and cross-domain communication are necessary
on both sides of the communication channel. HTTP, the protocol in be-
tween, will not be fundamentally changeable in practice without rebuilding
the Web (which can be considered infeasible). So, browsers and servers need
to run more elaborate protocols and tunnel them through HTTP for trans-
port. An approach for such a protocol, named BetterAuth, is described in
this deliverable. Short-term approaches can increase security by introducing
second authentication factors to safeguard logins or sessions and client-side
intelligence to detect and prevent cross-domain attacks via the browser. The
Android Authenticator and Session Imagination are two different approaches
for second factor authentication, providing support for the four-eye-principle
or second factors in the browser respectively. DEMACRO as one building
block of LogSec mitigates cross-domain attacks where they happen: in the
browser. LogSec, moreover, reduces negative side effects and improves us-
ability.

The stateless nature of HTTP together with generic Web browsers re-
quires stateful Web applications to protect state integrity on application
level. Our control-flow integrity monitor prevents attacks based on race con-
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ditions, manipulated HTTP parameters, unsolicited request sequences, and
flawed handling of “Back” button navigation. We enhance our insights by
crafting a formal language to define control-flow integrity policies.
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1 Introduction
At a first glance, the Web application security landscape has not changed
significantly in the last three years. According the OWASP Top Ten of the
most critical Web application security flaws [101], the most critical class
of vulnerabilities are still injection attacks. Taking a closer look, however,
reveals that the topics addressed by WebSand are more timely than ever:

• “Broken Authentication and Session Management” is one of two topics
covered in WP 2.1 and now the second most critical security flaw in
the OWASP list.

• “Insecure Direct Object References” (A4) and “Missing Function Level
Access Control” (A7) together build the second pillar of WP 2.1 and
also partially gained significance (2010-A8 to 2013-A7).

• “Security Misconfiguration” (A5) and “Cross-Site Request Forgery”
(A8) are the major reasons for cross-domain attacks, the field of re-
search in WP 2.2.

• Finally, the integrity of intended control flows has not yet received de-
served attention with respect to its potential impact (see Sec. 4.1).
Our case study exposes the missing support for respective security
means [21]. So, we contribute to this area ahead of time in WP 2.3.

In this deliverable, we will outline our central findings on these topics
including the insights we have gained during specification (see D2.1) and
implementation of our WebSand framework (see D2.2) that enables server-
driven enforcement of security properties.

1.1 Authentication & Authorization
In a network of heterogeneous participants, like the World Wide Web, it
is crucial to preserve compatibility. So, instead of applying sophisticated
algorithms to prove knowledge of a credential, transmitting the credential
is the most fail-safe way to authenticate. First, the password is sent in
cleartext (though sometimes encrypted by TLS/SSL on a lower level). Then,
session credentials are transmitted back and forth in the form of plain text
cookies. This has led to attacks like Phishing, Sidejacking, SSL Stripping,
and Session Hijacking. Finally, the browser can be misused as a confused
deputy [49] raising a need for user consent when it comes to critical actions.

Recent history has shown a trend towards second factor authentication.
This kind of solution increases an attacker’s burden to gain access to user
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accounts, and, at the same time, allows to obtain a user’s explicit consent.
Second factor authentication was first introduced in business environments
using hardware tokens that generate one-time access codes. Online banking
transfered two-factor authentication to the consumers section. However, as
expensive hardware tokens were hard to sell to consumers, lists of one-time
authentication credentials were delivered to authorize transactions. Since
then, many new facets of two-factor authentication have been explored. In-
teresting enough, the banking industry moved to send one-time tokens to
mobile phones when these became ‘smart’ and, thus, able to execute sophis-
ticated programs, including malware. Nevertheless, mobile devices increas-
ingly matter as second factors. As a next step, mobile apps now compute such
tokens saving costs and the need for a network connection. Unfortunately,
users are still required to enter such tokens manually into their browsers.

In Sec. 2.1, we present a multi-purpose approach that, among others, is
able to authorize actions via a second channel and without a media break.
Therefore, an app is installed on a smartphone that receives authentication
requests from the Web application. It displays a notification in human under-
standable text and asks for confirmation. Also, it allows to easily implement
distributed authorization models like the four-eye-principle. In this usage
scenario, it is not only the same user that confirms his action but also an-
other user acknowledging an action. This scheme then implements both,
two-factor authentication and dual control.

Another kind of second factor developed in the context of WebSand’s
WP 2 allows user authentication without a second device. Therefore, user
and server share a session secret that is never stored in the browser and can
thus not be exploited for common browser-level session attacks like Session
Hijacking, Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF), and ClickJacking. The sec-
ond factor is established upon every login. In our prototype implementation,
we used pictures as second factors. They are displayed immediately after
login and served from a secure subdomain. The browser is instructed to not
store (i.e., cache) the picture, so that it remains a shared secret between the
user and the Web application. Whenever the user requests an irreversible
critical action, e.g. with a high financial impact, he is asked to identify
the right picture among several to authenticate. We provide details on this
approach which is called Session Imagination in Sec. 2.2.

While second factor authentication improves protection against Phishing
and session-based attacks like Session Hijacking, CSRF, and ClickJacking, it
does not help against fully fledged man-in-the-middle attacks as the attacker
could still intercept transmitted credentials – including one-time confirma-
tion tokens. The reason lies in the reusability of the used authentication
elements. Instead of transmitting them, it would be wise to proof knowledge
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by applying them and, thus, binding them to a user-intended action. We
developed an approach that applies well-known challenge-response protocols
to Web authentication. It makes use of the fact that user and Web applica-
tion share a common secret, namely the password, after account registration.
The password is then used as a basis to authenticate one another (so, both
parties need to prove knowledge of the password to authenticate) and es-
tablish a temporary session secret. The latter can finally serve as a key to
sign sent requests instead of equipping them with above mentioned reusable
credentials. Overall, a man-in-the-middle attacker can only spy on passing
requests but not use any included information to hijack the user’s account.
The approach is called BetterAuth and details are given in Sec. 2.3.

1.2 Cross-Domain Communication
While authentication usually appears as a bilateral problem, it is in fact a
multilateral problem in the Web. Browsers send authenticated requests to
one site when they load content as part of another site. So, cross-domain
requests happen in the browser. In combination with increasing capabilities
due to the CORS technology [130] and insecure server-side policies using
wildcards, client-side protection is necessary to mitigate existing attacks.
Our path to secure cross-domain requests on client side began with Reque-
stRodeo [63] in 2006 and has been continued since then, e.g. with CsFire [111]
in 2010. Both approaches aim at stripping off all authentication tokens from
malicious cross-domain requests. In the first place, they consider all cross-
domain requests as malicious and then define exceptions for benign request
schemes.

While both attempts reached considerable results in protecting users from
CSRF, we identified two aspects for improvement: First, Web sites use third-
party applications like Adobe Flash and Microsoft Silverlight to enrich their
cross-domain communication capabilities because these are not restricted by
the ‘Same-Origin Policy’ [108]. Both technologies allow the target server to
define permissions for cross-domain access, and, thus, make users vulnerable
with broad policies. A new approach, called DEMACRO, takes care of cross-
domain communication in the context of third-party applications [75]. It
renders client-side Flash proxies and server-side wildcard policies harmless
yet allowing unauthenticated cross-domain communication. The detailed
description is given in Sec. 3.1.

The second aspect we identified for improvement is client-side awareness
of a request’s authentication context. We developed an approach that detects
logins and logouts on almost all Web sites, enabling the browser to enforce a
more sophisticated policy for cross-domain requests. The approach is called
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LogSec. Basically, it allows authenticated requests to Web sites where the
user is currently not logged in. In that case, the Web application can not
assign the request to the particular user, and so, no damage can be done to
the user. LogSec increases usability (and decreases sideeffects) compared to
RequestRodeo and CsFire (see above) because these two sometimes strip off
cookies that are needed for functionality but do not cause damage. We give
details on LogSec in Sec. 3.2.

1.3 Control-Flow Integrity
Missing integrity protection in server-side control-flows can be exploited by
malicious users to run race condition exploits, manipulate given HTTP pa-
rameters, or change the expected order of requests. Real-world attacks show
the practical impact to state manipulation (see Sec. 4.1.2), while the aware-
ness of these issues only increases slowly. For instance, a generic protection
module in Web application frameworks could prevent most of the respec-
tive attacks. However, our recent survey showed that only one of the ten
most prevalent frameworks provides support to mitigate unintended control
flows [21].

We developed a control-flow integrity monitor that is applicable to new as
well as legacy applications (see Sec. 4.1). It expects a control-flow policy as
input and is able to prevent vulnerable resources from race conditions, pro-
tects the Web application against unexpected request sequences, and ensures
several properties of request parameters, e.g. the data type and immutable
values.

Nevertheless, the overall problem concerning control-flow integrity in Web
applications is not yet fully understood. We contribute to enhanced insight
by formalizing the problem and suitable mitigation attempts (Sec. 4.2).

Organisation The deliverable is structured as follows: We explain three
different attempts to improve authentication and authorization as part of
WP 2.1 in Sec. 2. Then, in Sec. 3, we present our approaches from WP 2.2
to mitigate cross-domain communication issues. Our results on control-flow
integrity (WP 2.3) are given in Sec. 4 before we conclude in Sec. 5.

Related WebSand Publications

• Bastian Braun, Stefan Kucher, Martin Johns, and Joachim Posegga. A
User-Level Authentication Scheme to Mitigate Web Session-
Based Vulnerabilities. In Proceedings of Trust, Privacy and Security
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in Digital Business (TrustBus ’12), Lecture Notes in Computer Science
(LNCS), Springer, 2012. (Section 2.2)

• Martin Johns, Sebastian Lekies, Bastian Braun, and Benjamin Flesch.
BetterAuth: Web Authentication Revisited. In Proceedings of
the 2012 Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC
2012), Orlando, FL, USA, 2012. (Section 2.3)

• Sebastian Lekies, Nick Nikiforakis, Walter Tighzert, Frank Piessens,
and Martin Johns. DEMACRO: Defense against Malicious Cross-
domain Requests. In Proceedings of the 15th International Sym-
posium on Research in Attacks, Intrusions and Defenses (RAID’12),
September 2012. (Section 3.1).

• Bastian Braun, Patrick Gemein, Hans P. Reiser, and Joachim Posegga.
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of the International Symposium on Engineering Secure Software and
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Springer, 2013. (Section 4.1)
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2 Authentication & Authorization

2.1 Android Authenticator
Strong authentication guarantees, such as the ones provided by multiple fac-
tor authentication, have been advocated to help increase the trustworthiness
of web applications [115]. In this chapter we discuss a solution for delivering
such guarantees by means of portable devices with cryptography capabili-
ties, such as Android smartphones. In particular, we focus on the problem of
strong guarantees for user consent: in this scenario, a user is confronted with
a request that he can either approve or reject. For instance, in the healthcare
context, it is important to have strong guarantees about the authenticity of
patient consent to requests involving the processing of sensitive medical in-
formation like Doctor Jekyll wants to access your medical profile. Do you
agree?.

Our solution consists of an authentication management server, storing
the request from the doctor to the user, and a mobile application from which
users can have an overview on pending requests and can communicate their
answers to the server. Please observe that the presented prototype is only
intended to demonstrate how such a two-factor authentication mechanism
can be built, that is easily integrated into an EHR management system for
patient monitoring or other purposes that require Patient Consent, but a full-
fledged solution does require further implementation effort (see Sect. 2.1.5
for more details). Note that this is an alternative view on the commonly
proposed 2-factor solutions that focus on the generation or transmission of
synchronized tokens ([140, 36, 7, 131]). In our view, our approach has two
main advantages:

• on the one hand it improves security, since users can answer to fine-
grained requests individually and via insecure channels

• on the other hand it improves usability, since users do not have to
manually input randomly generated tokens from one device into an-
other device, but simply choose their answer (accept/reject) in their
mobile devices

Firstly, we discuss the architectural and design view of our proposed so-
lution (Sect. 2.1.1) including the security properties defined in scope. In
Sect. 2.1.2 we formalize the protocol and rigorously specify the desired au-
thentication and secrecy properties by means of the ASlan++ formalism
[134]. We verify the protocol with respect to a man-in-the-middle attacker
(in the Dolev-Yao model) with the help of the CL-AtSe model checker [128],
obtaining formal guarantee on its logical correctness.
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As a running example, we apply the authenticator to a case study from
the healthcare domain where strong authentication guarantees are required
to be compliant with legal regulations (see for instance [138] for a discussion
on the current European legal framework with respect to electronic consent).
We also present details about our prototypical eHealth implementation and
the integration with the authenticator functionality in Sect. 2.1.3. We review
existing solutions in Sect. 2.1.4 and conclude in Sect. 2.1.5.

2.1.1 Design overview

In this section, we discuss high-level architectural details of our proposed
solution, and describe a concrete instantiation integrated in a prototypical
healthcare web application. In a nutshell, the authentication system pre-
sented in this chapter provides a flexible authorization mechanism for inte-
gration in other application based on a secondary communication channel.
The authorization mechanism is rather simple but facilitates advanced secu-
rity controls like two-factor authentication and four eyes principle/separation
of duties. As the secondary communication channel, the system uses a de-
vice with cryptographic capabilities (for instance a mobile phone running the
Android operating system), which is also the main interface to the end-user.
The main function of the system is to establish a simple, secure communica-
tion channel between applications and their users which allows to pose simple
yes/no questions and to receive the answers.

Figure 1: Overview of the authentication components

Architecture overview The principal components of the authentication/au-
thorization system (see Fig. 1) are the Authenticator, the AuthServer, and
one or more AuthClients. Two main types of messages are exchanged: Au-
thRequests and AuthResponses. The Authenticator represents the main user
interface for the end-user. The Authenticator interacts with the AuthServer
via web services to request a list of pending AuthRequests and to submit
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AuthResponses for processing. The AuthServer is the main server applica-
tion of the system offering web services for communication with both the
Authenticator and the AuthClients. Its main responsibility is the manage-
ment of the authorization data, the AuthRequests and the AuthResponses,
and the meta-data, for example audit logs. The AuthClients are applications
that integrate the authentication system to implement for instance advanced
authorization mechanisms in their respective workflows, as depicted in Fig.
2.

Figure 2: Two-factor authentication workflow and subsequent rights delega-
tion

Authenticator Design In the following, the applications running on the
different systems and their interaction are described. For this purpose, a
scenario from the healthcare domain is used to explain the main control
and information flows. This scenario is characterized by a doctor-patient
infrastructure. For sharing personal data with other doctors or third party
treatment institutions, the patient has to explicitly give his consent.

Firstly, the doctor logs in to the system and selects a patient who has to
accept the exchange of his personal data. During the time the patient makes
the decision, the status of the open consent request is marked as pending.
For the practical functioning of the Authenticator, we use a mobile device
to capture the incoming requests. An incoming request refers to a list of
active requests received by the Authenticator from the AuthServer. These
active requests are presented to the user via the Authenticator on his mobile
device. The user can act upon each of these active requests individually and
the answer to each active request is submitted back to the AuthServer in
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form of a response. The requests sent to the user are authenticated with an
HMAC using a pre-shared key, that is verified by the device before presenting
it to the user. Similarly, every generated response, corresponding to the
action performed by the user, is authenticated with an HMAC to prevent
manipulation. The Authenticator uses a unique device identifier. Every user
can have more than one identifier linked to his user account. The AuthServer
validates the user’s response and stores the answer in a database. This will
be compared with the user’s response to the request through the regular web
interface of the eHealth application. Only if both responses are positive, the
doctor will be granted access to the user’s personal data.

Figure 3: Informal sequence chart of the authentication workflow

To summarize, the core of the protocol is based principally on two mes-
sages, a request message (AuthRequest) and a response message (AuthRe-
sponse), and are assumed to be sent over an insecure channel (such as HTTP
communication), but the overall workflow of interactions between parties is
not trivial, as depicted in Fig. 3. Intuitively, the desired security properties
are that doctors should not be able to see the personal data of a given user
unless the user has approved both requests sent to him: one through the web
application itself, and one over the mobile device. Moreover, the pre-shared
key should remain secret to third parties. In the next section we will make
our model of the protocol and the assumptions on the different parties more
precise, in order to derive formal guarantees about its security.
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2.1.2 Protocol verification

In this section we summarize our formalization exercise for the proposed
2-factor consent protocol. The goal is to obtain a formal guarantee that
the protocol cannot be abused by third parties that can sniff an manipulate
messages in unprotected channels (such as HTTP).

For illustrative purposes we will further use the eHealth scenario, but
note that the devised authentication mechanism is general and can be used
in arbitrary contexts involving user consent. For simplicity we will discuss
a model where the requests coming from doctors are not authenticated by
HMACs, since this step is not crucial for our authenticity and secrecy goals.
As we will discuss in the next section, it is however useful to have that extra
authentication factor for functional reasons.

The formal model of the consent mechanism involves four types of agents:
a central server; doctors, patients, and smart mobiles.

Listing 1: eHealth actor types
types

server < agent; % central server
doctor < agent; % doctor
patient < agent; % patient
smart < agent; % smart mobile of patient

In order to cover as many attack scenarios as possible, we allow two
identical sessions to run in parallel to check for potential replay attacks and
confusion between sessions. This is formalized as follows:

Listing 2: eHealth sessions
body { %% of entity Environment

any D P S. Session (D, P, S, eh)
where (D != P) & (D != S ) & (D != eh) &

(P != S) & (P != eh) & (S != eh);
any D P S. Session (D, P, S, eh)

where (D != P) & (D != S ) & (D != eh) &
(P != S) & (P != eh) & (S != eh);

}

We model the consent requested by a doctor D by a patient P via a two-
factor authentication of P using the eHealth server’s web interface and the
patient’s smart mobile S as depicted in Fig. 4.

On receiving a request from any doctor D for consent by patient P with
any smart mobile S with any pre-shared secret SK, the eHealth server EH
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Figure 4: Formal message flow

produces a new text that we assume is acceptable to P and sends it out to
both the patient P and his smart mobile S:

Listing 3: eHealth Server: consent request by the doctor
select {

%% -- (1) Doctor may request Patient Consent

on ((?D *->* Actor : consent_request_D (?P) &
!(?P-> hasConsented (?D))) &
?P->owns (?S)): %% (1)

{
Text := fresh ();
Text -> isAcceptable ;

NonceP := fresh ();
Actor *->* P: consent_request_P (NonceP ,D,Text ); %% (2)
% We assume that P has securely logged
% in at the eHealth server

NonceS := fresh ();
Actor -> S: consent_request_S (NonceS ,D,Text );

%% (4)
}

}

By the starred arrow *->*, we indicate that there is already a secure con-
nection between EH and P. This is usually achieved by a HTTPS web session
where P has successfully logged in to EH’s web server using his browser. For
the connection of EH with S we do not assume any channel protection. For
both requests, a nonce is used as unique identifiers.

Then the eHealth server awaits response from both P and his smart
mobile S. If both are positive and the HMAC used to authenticate the
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response from S using the pre-shared secret SK, it can conclude that the
consent has been granted, which we model by the introduction of the fact
P->hasConsented(D):

Listing 4: eHealth server: consent request by the doctor
select {

on (
P *->* Actor :

consent_response_P ( P_consent :( NonceP ), accepted ) %% (3)
& S->has (?SK) &
S -> Actor : consent_response_S ( S_consent :( NonceS ),accepted ,

hmac( secret_EH_P_S :(? SK), NonceS . accepted .D.Text ))): %% (5)
{

P-> hasConsented (D);
}

}

In the following we discuss the formalization of the main goals of our
protocol: the authenticity of the user’s response and secrecy of the pre-shared
key.

Authenticity The main goals of two-factor patient consent are that the
consent responses by both the patient P himself (via EH’s web interface) and
by his smart mobile S are authentic and cannot be re-played. Formally:

Listing 5: eHealth Server: consent request by the doctor
goals

P_consent :(_) P *->> EH; % P’s response must
% be authentic and fresh

S_consent :(_) S *->> EH; % S’s response must be
% authentic and fresh

Secrecy For the authenticity protection of response by the smart mobile S
we use an HMAC with a pre-shared symmetric key SK between EH, P, and
its S. Its secrecy is given as a secondary goal:

Listing 6: eHealth Server: consent request by the doctor
secret_EH_P_S :(_) {EH ,P,S}; % secret HMAC key ,

% shared among EH , P, and S
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(a) Doctor’s view, including open consent
requests (b) Detailed patient information

Figure 5: Doctor’s perspective

Analysis Results using a model checker We checked for violations of
the given goals using the model checker CL-AtSe [128]. On the final version
of the model, no attacks were found. There was nevertheless a spurious
attack on a previous version of the model, which was due to a mismatch in
the assignment of pre-shared secrets SK and smart mobiles S that showed
up when two sessions ran in parallel for the same doctor with two different
S. We solved this problem using facts of the form S->has(SK), which solved
ambivalences in the initial model.

2.1.3 Case Study

In order to validate our approach, we have implemented the AuthServer as a
RESTful service (Jax-RS) running on Tomcat and the Authenticator as an
Android (API level 10) application. We have integrated the authenticator
functionality with a prototypical eHealth application that allows both pa-
tients and doctors to login and access their personal profiles. Doctors can
additionally see the personal details of patients including sensitive medical
data and geographical location (see Fig. 5b) if they have been granted per-
mission to do so, and currently open requests with their status(see Fig. 5a).
Doctors can request permission to users via the web application. This re-
quest will be forwarded to a mailbox on the patient’s personal profile site,
and his registered device will pull it from the AuthServer. In Fig. 6a is the
list of pending requests as seen in the user’s device, whereas in Fig. 6b is the
interface to answer a specific request.

The device and the AuthServer exchange HTTP messages containing
JSON objects, and will both check for their authenticity using the pre-shared
key associated with the device. As discussed in the previous section and in
Sect. 2.1.1, in the actual implementation requests are also authenticated
with an HMAC, although this is not strictly necessary: answers to mali-
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(a) List of requests
(b) Answer to a particular re-
quest

Figure 6: Implemented Android application

cious requests will be ignored by the AuthServer because the text of the
request, the issuing doctor or the ID will not match any legitimate request.
It is nevertheless useful to have that extra authentication factor to filter fake
messages.

2.1.4 Related work

The use of 2-factor authentication has been advocated as an important means
to increase security in web-applications [115]. In particular, the use of mobile
phones has been regared as a natural way of make 2-factor solutions practical
[140, 66, 7].

However, there are several ways in which mobile phones can be used two
provide such guarantees. The most widely implemented mechanism is to send
SMS to users containing a token meant to be used as a one-time-password
(OTP) to authenticate for a certain action (for instance a payment with a
credit card). The main disadvantage of such techniques is that such tokens
transmitted that way are susceptible to be stolen or/and manipulated by
man-in-the-middle attacks.

Recently, other solutions have been proposed [140, 36, 7, 131] that aim
at securely generating tokens on the mobile device. These solutions however
have limitations regarding applications to consent: there is usually no direct
correlation between the OTP and a specific request, as seen by users in the
mobile device application, and users have in principle no technical means
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to associate their consent with a specific action. Additionally, users have
to copy the tokens from one device into another. Moreover, some of the
mechanisms to make these solutions compatible with applications not using
browsers have been circumvented by attackers [1], exploiting ‘application
specific passwords’ stored as plaintext.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no implemented solutions provid-
ing strong guarantees for fine-granular user consent using mobile devices.

2.1.5 Conclusions

We have presented a solution for strong user consent in the context of web
applications with the aid of mobile devices. The core logic of our protocol has
been machine-verified against man-in-the-middle attacks. We have prototyp-
ically implemented our solution and integrated it with an application from
the healthcare domain, where strong patient consent is needed for operations
involving sensitive medical data.

The purpose of the demonstrator was to provide a proof-of-concept that
is easy to integrate into existing EHR management solutions that require
Patient Consent. Indeed, we believe that not too much effort is needed to
apply this approach to existing applications. But a real life implementation
would still require much further work. In particular, the use public key cryp-
tography which may mitigate the effect of some server attacks, and which,
if applied correctly to generate session keys, renders perfect forward secrecy,
the security required for the messages of the Doctor, the precise informa-
tion sent in the request and response messages and their understandability
and their protection, the bootstrapping of the root keys, and other details
are missing in this prototype, but are well-known from standard projects or
deployments, and are straight-forward to built into the system.

Acknowledgements We would like to warmly thank Henry Fleischer,
Monica Verma, David von Oheimb, Ricarda Weber, Jan Wolff for many
discussions and Abian Blome and Nils Kunze (all from Siemens) for their
help in implementing a prototype of the Authenticator and its integration
with the eHealth prototype.

2.2 Session Imagination
After the initial login, web browsers authenticate to web applications by send-
ing the session credentials with every request. Several attacks exist which ex-
ploit conceptual deficiencies of this scheme, e.g. Cross-Site Request Forgery,
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Session Hijacking, Session Fixation, and Clickjacking. We analyze these at-
tacks and identify their common root causes in the browser authentication
scheme and the missing user context. These root causes allow the attacker
to mislead the browser and misuse the user’s session context. Based on this
result, we present a user authentication scheme that prohibits the exploita-
tion of the analyzed vulnerabilities. Our mechanism works by binding image
data to individual sessions and requiring submission of this data along with
security-critical HTTP requests. This way, an attacker’s exploitation chances
are limited to a theoretically arbitrary low probability to guess the correct
session image.

2.2.1 Introduction

In order to provide personalized services in the World Wide Web, remote
applications must identify and authenticate their users. Upon signing up,
users generally choose a username and a password that can be used as a
shared secret to establish future sessions. After the authentication of the
user, the web application assigns a unique temporary token to the user. This
token is stored in the browser and subsequently used by the browser and
the application to tell this user and others apart. Several attacks target the
browser or the token to hijack established sessions. Clickjacking and Cross-
Site Request Forgery mislead the victim’s browser to send requests that are
determined by the attacker. Session Hijacking and Session Fixation aim at
sharing the token with the attacker.

In this paper, we introduce a method to authenticate security-sensitive
operations. Our approach, named Session Imagination, can be applied to
existing web applications and mitigates the above mentioned attacks. Specif-
ically, we apply the two steps of identification and authentication to estab-
lished sessions. After login, the user is equipped with a shared secret that
is not stored in his browser. The former universal token then serves as the
identification that is complemented by the shared secret as the authentica-
tion for security critical operations. The shared secret can not be stolen by
an attacker, and the browser can not be lured into misusing the secret.

Our contribution is twofold: we identify the above mentioned attacks’
common root causes and provide an applicable solution that implements
the well-known and approved concept of identification and authentication to
web sessions. This solution remedies basic deficiencies of current web session
implementations. We give details about the authentication scheme and its
implementation, evaluate the approach, and show that the protection goals
are achieved.

In the next section, we explain our solution’s background in more detail.
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We give an overview of authentication in the web and how the focused at-
tacks work. Then, we explore the attacks’ common root causes. In Sec. 2.2.3,
the actual solution, Session Imagination, is presented. We shed light on the
user authentication scheme and provide evaluation of the scheme in terms
of overhead, usability, and applicability. Then, we show that Session Imag-
ination raises the bar for all four attacks though it can not yet completely
prevent all of them. Sec. 2.2.4 presents related work before we conclude in
Sec. 2.2.5.

2.2.2 Background

In this section, we explain details of authentication, particularly in web ap-
plications, and attacks on authentication and authenticated sessions. We
show that these attacks share some common root causes.

Authentication Authentication can happen based on something one knows,
something one holds, who one is, what one does, or where one is. The most
widespread approach is based on knowledge. A shared secret is established
between the authenticating system and the legitimate user. The user pro-
vides this secret together with his identification (i.e. the claim who he is)
in order to authenticate. The security of this approach lies in the fact that
the shared piece of information remains secret. Thus, an entity which can
provide the secret must be legitimate. Usually, the identification is called
‘username’ and the shared secret is the ‘password’ or ‘PIN’.

Authentication tracking in the web HTTP was designed to be a state-
less protocol. Therefore, web applications have to implement their own ses-
sion tracking on the application layer. For this purpose, session identifiers
(SIDs) are used. Every HTTP request that carries the same SID is rec-
ognized by the application to belong to the same user session. In general,
authentication tracking in web applications is tied to the application’s ses-
sion tracking, i.e., after a successful logon the user’s session is marked to be
authenticated on the server-side. In consequence, the SID becomes the user’s
de-facto authentication credential as long as the session is valid.

Web Session-based Attacks The vast majority of all existing web appli-
cations utilize HTTP cookies for SID transport. This means that the SID,
i.e., the user’s credential, is locally stored by the browser and automatically
added to all HTTP requests which match the cookie’s domain value. Several
attacks are known that exploit this mechanism.
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Session Hijacking: Session Hijacking denotes a class of attacks that
strive to take over an existing session. As pointed out in Sec. 2.2.2, the session
token allows access to individualised services. Thus, an attacker aims at
knowing the SID. A promising variant is called Session Hijacking via Cross-
Site Scripting (XSS). The attacker first performs a XSS attack to steal the
user’s session ID and finally obtains access to the web application’s internal
area in his victim’s name. The XSS attack is executed with maliciously
injected JavaScript code that reads the stored cookies and transmits them
to the attacker’s site.

Session Fixation: Session Fixation attacks are similar to Session Hijack-
ing attacks. A Session Fixation attacker places an unauthenticated token at
the victim’s browser, waits until it gets authenticated (i.e. the user logs in),
and finally hijacks the session with the known token [69]. The first step, plac-
ing the cookie at the victim’s browser, can be taken by several approaches
[116]. A web application is vulnerable to Session Fixation attacks if it does
not renew SIDs after user authentication. So, the attacker can reuse the
known SID after the victim logged in.

Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF): An attacker can even perform
some actions on behalf of a victim without ever getting any knowledge of
the SID. He inserts a crafted link into some website that makes the browser
send a request to the target web application. For example, the attacker
might put http://www.yourbank.com/transfer.php?from=your_acc&to=
my_acc into an image (<img>) tag on any website. Upon visiting this website,
the user’s browser tries to retrieve a picture and sends the crafted request
to the banking website. The attack is successful if the victim is logged into
his account at ‘yourbank’ at the same time. His browser will attach the SID
cookie to the request and legitimate the money transfer.

Clickjacking: A Clickjacking attack [107] exploits the fact that the
users’ perception may vary from the page rendering outcome by the browser.
In this attack scenario, the victim is a user that has an account at the target
web application. To perform an attack, the attacker prepares a web page
that makes the user perform actions on the target web application.

Technically, there are several ways the attacker can take [92]. First, he
can load the target web application in a transparent integrated frame (iframe)
[136] and place it as an additional layer in front of the visible underlying page
while at the same time luring the victim into clicking on a particular area by
design of his own page. The attacker can make the user perform arbitrary
actions as long as these are invokable by mouse clicks. Second, the attacker
can include a button from the target web application in his own context.
Therefore, he crafts an iframe that contains just the respective button as the
only visible part of the target web page. This way, he changes the context of
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the triggered functionality. The victim might suppose to invoke a completely
different action at a different web application.

In summary, Clickjacking attacks rely on a gap between a session context
as it is perceived by the victim and the actual technical session context in
the browser.

The Attacks’ Root Causes The previously described attacks share com-
mon root causes:

First, session authentication means authentication performed by the browser.
For the user’s perception, only one authentication step happens, namely the
login where he provides his username and password. The rest of the session
handling is transparent to the user. As explained above, HTTP does not
have a session feature and, thus, session handling has to be implemented us-
ing session identifiers on the application layer. This fallback solution provides
authentication of the browser with every request instead of authentication
of the user as it would be required. The following example illustrates this
fact: One person logs into his account on a web page, then leaves his com-
puter to have a coffee. Every other person could now interact with the web
application on behalf of the user logged in because the browser will do trans-
parent authentication. So, as long as the browser maintains the session ID,
all requests are authenticated. The same person accesses a terminal next to
the coffee maker. He visits the same web application but he will not be able
to access his account without another login though he already authenticated
towards this web application.

Second, on the opposite side, the server can not distinguish different
contexts of a request. On the server side, incoming requests generated by a
JavaScript command, an image tag, or the click of a user respectively are all
alike. The requests do not contain evidence that they are intended by the
user. The server can not decide whether the user is aware of the action that
is caused by a request.

To sum up, the common root causes of Session Hijacking, CSRF, Click-
jacking, and Session Fixation are in fact browser authentication instead of
user authentication along with the server’s unability to determine a request’s
initiation context.

Browser-level and User-level Authentication: The authentication
of HTTP requests can be divided into two classes: browser-level and user-
level authentication.

Browser-level authentication is the current practice in web applications,
meaning that after the user provided his credentials for login, the authen-
tication token is cached and subsequent requests are implicitly applied by
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automatically sending the authentication token. In this case, the browser
performs authentication on behalf of the user because the user logged in to
the personalised service. Examples of implicit, e.g. browser-level, authentica-
tion are the above mentioned cookies, client-side SSL authentication, HTTP
authentication (basic and digest), and authentication based on the client’s
IP address.

The other principle is user-level authentication. In this case, another
authentication step for a user’s requests is added. We require the user’s
explicit consent to a user-level authentication step such that this step can
not be taken by the browser only but additional action by and knowledge of
the user is required. Examples of explicit, user-level authentication are re-
entering the username and password and passcodes received as text messages.

We identified two attack vectors emerging from browser-level authentica-
tion. CSRF and Clickjacking attacks make the browser send a request and
authenticate on behalf of the user even though the authenticated user does
not acknowledge. This problem is known as the ‘confused deputy problem’
[49]. The browser stores all secret information that is needed to authenti-
cate the requests. The underlying assumption becomes evident in the attack
scenarios: All requests are supposed to be only initiated by deliberate user
clicks or by the browser that fetches regular content. This assumption stems
from the early days of the World Wide Web where web applications were
not personalized. The addition of web sessions and cookies turned this es-
tablished assumption to a security risk. The web application can not decide
whether the user deliberately initiated the requests. Uncommon request se-
quences may indicate CSRF attacks, Clickjacking attacks simulate regular
user sessions and are harder to detect.

While CSRF and Clickjacking are based on requests initiated by the vic-
tim’s browser and without his consent, there is another attack vector that
exploits the fact that browser-stored information can be easily transferred.
Session Hijacking and Session Fixation attacks strive to impersonate the user
from different machines towards the web application. Both attacks share the
same goal, namely the attacker and the victim share the same SID and are
thus indistinguishable from the web application’s point of view.

Both attack vectors are based on the same conceptual deficiency: Due
to browser-level authentication, no user input is needed to supply evidence
that the authenticated user intends the requested action. On the opposite,
request authentication including user interaction prevents the attack vectors
and remedies the conceptual deficiency.
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Figure 7: A fresh session image is given immediately after login. This image
has to be remembered throughout the session and identified among a set of
images to legitimate security-critical requests.

2.2.3 Session Imagination

To mitigate the vulnerabilities described in Sec. 2.2.2, we implemented a new
approach for user-level authentication, named Session Imagination. Thereby,
we focused on overcoming the vulnerabilities’ root causes (see Sec. 2.2.2). In
this section, we will describe our solution that aims at mitigating CSRF,
Clickjacking, Session Hijacking, and Session Fixation attacks. Session Imag-
ination separates identification and authentication in web sessions and relies
on visual authentication tokens which can be easily remembered and recog-
nized by the user while the authentication token is not stored in the browser.

We model the attacker to be a regular web participant. He can send
messages, access web applications and set up his own web sites. However,
he does neither control the other user’s machine or platform nor those of the
web application nor the communication infrastructure between them.

Protection Goals Our goal is to protect a web application and its users
against the attacks described in Sec. 2.2.2. Protection means that an at-
tacker’s chances to reach his goals are limited to an upper bound of proba-
bility. The actual upper bound may be configurable. The attacker must not
be able to increase this probability. For the sake of completeness, we must
say that we aim at securing authentication tracking and do not consider an
attacker who owns the login credentials. For example, a phishing attacker
gaining knowledge of username and password can still use a protected web
application in the victim’s name.

The User-level Authentication Scheme Session Imagination uses im-
ages as per-session user-level authentication tokens. That means that every
user is assigned an image upon login. This image is displayed once immedi-
ately after login (cf. Fig. 7).

It is then used together with a conventional session ID in a cookie to
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Figure 8: Before a critical operation is executed, the respective request has
to be authenticated. Therefore, the user has to identify the correct session
image.

authenticate security-critical requests. For example, in an online shop, a set
of critical actions is defined, e.g. sending an order or changing the shipping
address. Upon requesting such an action, the user has to choose the right
image among a given set before the action is executed (cf. Fig. 8). In
our example implementation, we used circles, triangles, hexagons, arrows,
squares, and ellipses as images. One could also use more usual images like
animals, shoes, or hats. We call this intermediate step the ‘challenge’. A
brief overview of Session Imagination steps is given in Fig. 9.

For every new challenge, the images’ shape is slightly varied. That does
not affect the user’s ability to distinguish the right image from the others
but makes simple image recognition, e.g. by automatic hashing, harder. As
an example, consider the images in Fig. 10 which represent the same six
“classes” as those given in Fig. 8. Differences between two images of the
same class can occur in terms of orientation (where appropriate), line color,
and fill color. If pictures of animals or items serve as session secret, similar
classes can be used. Users are expected to be able to distinguish cats from
dogs etc.

The next point of image recognisability is the Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI). The provided images could be identified by their file names, e.g.
circle1.png. Given that, an attacker can conclude the image shape from
the name which can be stolen by a XSS attack in conjunction with the
session cookie. So, we implemented random names for all provided images.
The names are regenerated with every response. They serve as one-time
passwords that the user does not have to remember because he can identify
the correct password by the corresponding image which is valid for the whole
session.

In the run of a XSS attack, the attacker could record the user’s click and
use a canvas element [135] to prepare an exact copy of the session image.
The attacker can choose size 0 x 0 to avoid that the attack is detected by
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Figure 9: An overview of authentication steps related to Session Imagination.
We used descriptive file names for the pictures for the sake of clarity.

the victim. Next, the canvas is serialized and transmitted to the attacker’s
domain, e.g. by a hidden form or as a GET parameter. As a countermeasure,
the images are integrated as iframes [136] from a different subdomain than
the actual web page. The Same-Origin Policy (SOP) [108] prevents that the
attacker’s payload injected in the web page can read the image data.

Finally, the order of images must change with every challenge to avoid
recognisability by position, e.g. “always the left most image”. In particular,
Clickjacking attacks are much easier if the sequence of images is predictable.
The examples given in Fig. 8 and Fig. 10 illustrate how the images are re-
arranged. The classes that are used in both examples are the same which
is necessary to prevent intersection attacks. Otherwise, the attacker could
prompt several challenges and compute the intersection. The remaining set
must contain the correct class because the user must always be able to choose
the correct image. This way, the attacker could reduce the number of candi-
dates with every new challenge.

Session Imagination implements a user-level authentication scheme where
the browser is not able to authenticate high-security requests transparently.
The conventional separation of identification and authentication is restored.
The SID in the cookie serves as a temporal identification while the correct
image is the authentication. As we pointed out in Sec. 2.2.2, a user-level
authentication scheme prevents all attacks under consideration.

Evaluation The performance evaluation of Session Imagination can be re-
stricted to the measurement of the additional steps required for the authenti-
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Figure 10: The actual shapes of the session images vary. This does not lower
identifiability by users but prohibits image recognition by hashing.

cation of security-critical actions. The restriction to security-critical actions
limits the overhead. In our prototype implementation, we considered an
online shop as a use case. Putting items to the cart was possible without
additional efforts while checking out and changing account information was
classified as security-critical. So, for an average shopping trip, only one ad-
ditional step is necessary.

Next, we come back to the protection goals named in Sec. 2.2.3. We
will show that Session Imagination is able to overcome all of the respective
vulnerabilities and, thus, meet the goals. This is achieved by the introduction
of identification and authentication for requests to overcome the conceptual
deficiency of SID-based authentication.

Session Hijacking and Session Fixation: Session Hijacking and Ses-
sion Fixation attacks both aim to steal the established session context. Ses-
sion Imagination does not prevent stealing or setting the session ID. So, we
consider the case that the attacker already owns the correct SID. Then, he
can act on behalf of his victim unless he faces a challenge where his only
chance is guessing the right image. A Session Hijacking attack that makes
use of XSS does not increase the attacker’s probability. The payload can not
access the images because they are served as iframes from a different domain.
The right image is not stored on the victim’s machine such that the attacker
can not steal or set the right image in the same way as the respective cookie.

CSRF: A CSRF attacker can make the victim send a request for a
security-critical operation. Though the attacker can generally not read back
the application’s response, he might know the application and can thus pre-
dict the form of the next request. This would be the answer to the challenge.
At this point, the attacker not only has to guess the right image among the
given ones but he has to guess the right image name which is a dynamic and
random string of variable length. This is due to the fact that this string is
used as a response parameter to decide whether the user clicked the right im-
age and the attacker can not read the webpage to learn the provided names.
In this scenario, the attacker’s chances are lower than guessing the right
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image among the provided ones.
Clickjacking: A Clickjacking attack prohibits the victim’s context aware-

ness which is crucial for passing the challenges.
If the attack starts before user authentication, the attacker would have

to include the target web application’s user login while pretending to log in
on the attacker’s site. Moreover, the attacker would have to make the victim
provide his credentials of the target web application. We consider this to be
infeasible.

If the victim is already logged in at the target web application, the attack
must fail because the attacker would have to make the victim deliberately
click on the session image of another web application. This task can be ren-
dered impossible if the session images contain their web application’s context,
like the company’s logo. If the attacker overlays the images with his own im-
ages to hide the context, the attack fails because the attacker can not link
the user’s session image with the respective attacker image. So, the user ends
up clicking an arbitrary image which is equal to guessing the image.

To sum up, in all scenarios, the attacker can not increase his chance higher
than the probability to guess the correct image.

Relation to Picture-based Authentication Approaches based on
password pictures differ in major aspects from our approach. First, we im-
plement a secret on a session basis. The user thus does not have to remember
another persistent password in the form of picture categories. Case studies
on the long-term memorability of graphical passwords do not apply to our
approach. Moreover, an attacker gaining knowledge of the user’s session im-
age can not use this after the user logs out and in again in our approach.
Second, the user is not free to choose the picture. This fact avoids that
the attacker can take advantage of familiarity with the victim to guess the
correct image (e.g. the respective user loves cats).

Relation to CAPTCHAs A CAPTCHA [5] denotes a “Completely
Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart". It is
meant to provide a task that can be easily solved by a human but is hard
to solve for a computer. However, a CAPTCHA contains all information
that is needed to solve the task while the task consists in extracting this
information. This would allow an attacker to hijack a session after stealing
the session ID.

Relation to Other User-level Authentication Schemes The most
wide-spread approach to make sure that the user is willing to perform the
particular action is to require username and password entry again. This,
however, is less secure compared to Session Imagination. First, the creden-
tials entry form can be easily spoofed by an attacker (XSS, phishing) which
makes the victim provide his confidential login data to the attacker. Second,
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username and password can be easily stored in the browser. This makes the
browser again the storage point of all information needed to hijack sessions.
The other common approach is to enter passcodes that have been received via
text message. This approach has similar security properties as Session Imagi-
nation, e.g. guessing is still theoretically possible and an attacker owning the
victim’s platform will still succeed. However, this procedure induces addi-
tional cost and requires an additional device with GSM connectivity. Due to
this fact, mobile and smartphones are excluded from accessing the respective
web application. Session Imagination does not require GSM availability and
can be used with a single device.

Usability In order to assess the usability of Session Imagination, we
conducted a survey. Therefore, we set up an online shop equipped with
Session Imagination. 40 users had to provide the correct session image to
check out and enter or change the shipping address. We found that 95% of
them have never forgotten the correct session image. Next, we asked the test
people whether they prefer another password entry (17, 5%), passcodes via
SMS (22, 5%), or Session Imagination (47, 5%). The remaining 12, 5% do not
like any of these. Nevertheless, 92, 5% would accept additional effort if this
protects them from fraud. 47, 5% consider 2-5 challenges acceptable in the
course of an online shopping trip where 45% tolerate only 1 challenge. Over-
all, we can say that a vast majority of all testers accept Session Imagination
challenges and prefer this procedure to the alternative approaches.

Decreasing the attacker’s chances In our prototype implementation,
we presented six images to the user, i.e. an attacker has a chance of 16.67%
to guess the right image. More images can reduce the attacker’s chances
and increase security. As an alternative, a big picture could be presented
where the user has to click a certain area to authenticate. The security level
then depends on the number of areas. Further, aligned style sheets allow the
provider to include many pictures while only some of them are visible to the
user. This allows to increase security without lowering usability.

2.2.4 Related Work

There is related work in many areas. Session Hijacking prevention either pro-
hibits script access to session cookies [89, 60] or the execution of unauthorized
script code [88]. Session Fixation protection strives to renew the SID after
authentication [69, 116, 61]. Server-side CSRF protection validates the trans-
mitted referer [12] or request-specific nonces [64]. Client-side approaches strip
off authentication information from suspicious requests [63, 111]. Clickjack-
ing [106, 107] attacks can be partially thwarted by HTTP headers [84, 87].

However, all these approaches target only one of the attacks respectively,
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e.g. they protect against CSRF attacks but can not thwart Clickjacking
or combinations of CSRF and XSS [64]. Moreover, some of the standard
defenses turned out to not provide the aimed protection level [146, 112].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no web-based approach with the
same protection as Session Imagination.

2.2.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have thoroughly examined fundamental deficiencies in to-
day’s web session management. We have explained how sessions are es-
tablished and handled between client and server. We have identified the
common root causes of four widespread vulnerabilities, Session Hijacking
with Cross-Site Scripting, Session Fixation, Cross-Site Request Forgery, and
Clickjacking. The root causes have been found in the use of browser-level
authentication schemes and the missing user context on server-side.

Based on these insights, we have proposed a user-level authentication
scheme, named Session Imagination. It makes use of images as session-based
secrets that are shared between the user and the web application. We have
shown its effectiveness in the sense that it mitigates the above mentioned
vulnerabilities. The attacker’s chances can be expressed as the probability
to guess the correct session image. At the same time, this probability can be
set by design to an arbitrary low value by providing a considerable number of
images. The limit depends on the actual design of the user interface. We have
shown its usability in a survey which confirms advantages in terms of user
friendliness, universal applicability, cost, and security over the two state-of-
the-art approaches. Session Imagination is applicable with reasonable efforts
to new and existing web applications. It is technology-independent and does
not create new requirements on the client-side.

In sum, we provide a solution that does not tamper with the symptoms of
some vulnerability but resolves the underlying problem of web session-based
deficiencies. In the course of this, we achieved the mitigation of at least four
vulnerabilites that are exploited in practice.

2.3 BetterAuth
This paper presents “BetterAuth", an authentication protocol for Web appli-
cations. Its design is based on the experiences of two decades with the Web.
BetterAuth addresses existing attacks on Web authentication, ranging from
network attacks to Cross-site Request Forgery up to Phishing. Furthermore,
the protocol can be realized completely in standard JavaScript. This allows
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Web applications an early adoption, even in a situation with limited browser
support.

2.3.1 Introduction

Motivation The current state of password-based authentication on the
Web is a mess. If used in its default configuration without additional protec-
tion measures, today’s Web authentication almost appears to be an exercise
in demonstrating how an authentication process should not be realized, show-
casing severe flaws, such as, sending the password in cleartext over the wire,
allowing untrusted parties to create arbitrary authenticated requests, or ex-
posing the authentication credentials to potentially malicious code. While
there have been first stabs in the direction of improving Web-based password
authentication, previous approaches expose at least one of the following prob-
lems:

Web authentication differs from most other authentication scenarios: It
exposes many characteristics that resemble properties from security proto-
cols. However, it lacks a security protocol’s rigorous enforcement of message
sequence and integrity, resulting, for instance, in enabling the insertion of
messages in authenticated workflows via CSRF. Hence, proposals that ap-
proach Web authentication purely from a protocol perspective are in danger
of solving only a subset of the problems and missing issues that result from
the versatile and fragile nature of Web interaction.

Furthermore, the vast majority of proposed improvements require funda-
mental changes both in the browser as well as in the client/server interaction.
Hence, without Web browser support Web applications cannot benefit from
the potential security benefits. This leads to a chicken/egg problem, as there
is no early adopter path for motivated developers, which in turn could en-
courage the browser vendors to natively implement the mechanism.

In consequence, the basic process of password authentication on the Web
has not significantly changed since the day in which the type="password"
attribute was introduced to HTML.

Contribution & Organization In this paper, we propose BetterAuth,
a password-based authentication scheme that is tailored to fit the Web’s
security requirements and mitigate the flaws of the current scheme. Our
approach has the following properties:

• Unlike related approaches [142, 121, 2, 9, 31, 118], BetterAuth spans the
full authentication lifecycle, consisting of both the initial authentication
process and the ongoing authentication tracking. This allows both a
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lightweight, consistent design as well as robust, end-to-end security
guarantees.

• Furthermore, BetterAuth is secure by default. The developer does not
need to enable security properties explicitly. Instead, all security goals
are met due to inherent properties of the scheme. In consequence, in its
default state, BetterAuth transparently addresses many weaknesses of
the established approach, including password sniffing, session credential
theft, session fixation, and cross-site request forgery.

• Finally, even while being suited to be adopted as a native capability of
Web browsers, BetterAuth can be implemented completely in standard
JavaScript. This enables sites to use the scheme today without having
to wait for the browser vendors to catch up. This potentially enables
a viable, transitional phase, in which only a subset of deployed Web
browsers support the scheme natively.

Organization: The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
First, we summarize the current state of Web-based password authenti-
cation, both from the attacker as well as the developer’s point of view
(Sec. 2.3.2). Then, we describe BetterAuth, our improved authentication
scheme (Sec. 2.3.3) and report on our experiences in practically implement-
ing the protocol (Sec. 2.3.4). An evaluation on security, performance, and
limitations is given in Sec. 2.3.5. Before we conclude in Sec. 2.3.7, we discus
related work (Sec. 2.3.6).

2.3.2 The Current State of Web-based Password Authentication

The basic process of authenticating against Web applications has not changed
significantly since the early days of the Web. In the following sections, we
show how the current state of Web authentication came to be. First, we
discuss the bare-bones authentication mechanism that is in use by the vast
majority of all existing Web applications (see Sec. 2.3.2). Please note, that
in this description, we omit all potential security measures. We simply show
how Web authentication would look like, if implemented as is and how lit-
tle security is provided by default. Then, in Sec. 2.3.2 and Sec. 2.3.2, we
revisit attacks on Web authentication and the countermeasures which were
introduced to mitigate these threats.

Also, please note, that for the remainder of this paper, we restrict the
discussion to password-based authentication, and in this respect, even further
to the well established practice of form-based authentication (see Sec. 2.3.2),
as virtually all professional Web applications utilize this method.
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The Basics of Web Authentication and Authentication Tracking
The Web authentication process consists of two steps: First, the initial au-
thentication, in which the user provides his user ID and password to the
application’s server-side. Then, the authenticated state of the user is main-
tained over the series of following HTTP request/response pairs. The next
two sections will explore these two processes.

Initial authentication: In form-based authentication, the user’s ID and
password are communicated using HTML forms. After the user has entered
his credentials, he submits the form. This causes the Web browser to create
an HTTP request, which carries the values in the form of GET or POST
parameters. In particular, this implies that the password is sent in clear-text
to the server. The server compares the submitted user ID and password with
its internal records. If the password and ID match with one of its records,
the authentication process succeeds and the user’s session is promoted to an
authenticated state.

Authentication tracking: HTTP is a stateless protocol. Therefore,
there is no protocol-level mechanism to promote a usage session into an
authenticated state, as there is no inherent session concept. In consequence,
application-layer measures for session and authentication tracking had to be
introduced. The dominant method to maintain an authenticated state over a
series of HTTP requests is to use HTTP cookies for this purpose. An HTTP
cookie is a value that is set by a Web server for the Web server’s domain. The
value is stored by the browser. From this point on, all further requests that
are sent to the server’s domain carry the cookie value automatically, via the
Cookie-header. To implement authentication tracking, the Web server sends
a cookie to the browser, which signifies the authenticated state of this client.
All further requests which are received by the server carrying this cookie
value are regarded as being authenticated under the user’s identity. Hence,
the cookie value is de facto the user’s authentication credential. Again, as
with the password, this credential is communicated in cleartext. NB: Instead
of setting a new cookie, the server could also promote an already existing
session identifier (SID) cookie into an authenticated state, thus, making this
SID the user’s credential.

Fixing Web Authentication: A History of Band-Aid Solutions and
Additive Design In this section, we briefly revisit documented classes of
Web attacks that target either the initial authentication or the authentication
tracking process. In addition, we discuss the protective measures that have
to be taken by the application developer to mitigate the respective threat.
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Network-Based Attacks As already mentioned in Sec. 2.3.2, both
the user’s password as well as the authenticator cookie are communicated in
cleartext to the server. This opens the communication to various network-
level attacks:

For one, every party that is able to observe the network traffic between
the browser and the server can simply sniff the password or cookie value
and abuse these credentials under the identity of the user. Furthermore,
parties with direct access to the network link can also launch man-in-the-
middle attacks, which allows the dynamic modification of HTTP requests
and responses.

To counter these threats, the SSL/TLS protocol was introduced, which
provides end-to-end confidentiality and integrity guarantees on top of TCP,
making the sniffing of authentication credentials infeasible. Furthermore,
SSL/TLS provides a PKI-based scheme to prove the server’s identity to the
user. This way, attempted man-in-the-middle attacks can be mitigated (as
long as the user does not choose to ignore the warning dialogues).

SSL Stripping: Most Web applications serve content both encrypted,
via HTTPS, as well as unencrypted, via HTTP. Unfortunately, if the user
does not explicitly specify the protocol when he accesses a Web page, browsers
default to HTTP. In consequence, in the majority of all cases, the first HTTP
request to a server is sent via plain HTTP. This opens a loophole for a
network-based man-in-the-middle attacker – the so-called SSL Stripping at-
tacks [95]. For this first request, an end-to-end SSL/TLS connection has
not been established yet. Thus, the attacker can set himself in between the
browser and the server and modify the server’s responses. This way, even if
the server requires HTTPS for certain operations and tries to redirect the
browser accordingly, the attacker can simply remove these redirection at-
tempts from the server’s responses, before they reach the client. The client
is forced to indefinitely communicate unencrypted.

To combat this problem, the HSTS HTTP response header [52] was cre-
ated. This header tells the browser that for the future, all communication
with the server shall be conducted using HTTPS. Under the assumption that
the first connection to the server has been done using an attacker-free net-
work path, from that point on the browser will reliably and exclusively use
HTTPS to communicate with this server. This way, SSL stripping attempts
are made impossible.

Further issues with SSL/TLS: The recent past has shown, that the
current state of SSL/TLS is not fully bullet proof. For one, the security
of HTTPS-based communication heavily relies on the security policies and
practice of the Certification Authorities (CAs), that issue the root certifi-
cates which are included in Web browsers by default. However, issues in that
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Transport HTTP Cookie App
SSL/TLS X
HSTS X
HTTPonly X
Anti CSRF (Xa) X
Session Fix. (Xb) (Xc) X
Anti Framing Xd Xe

a: Origin header, b: Origin-Bound Certs (exp.),

c: Origin flag (exp.), d: X-Frame options, e: JS-framebuster

Table 1: Overview of countermeasures and their respective implementation
levels

domain have been reported repeatedly, e.g., unlimited RA certificates have
been issued [51] and the internal systems of several CA’s have been com-
promised [33, 32]. As the CA system and its security is out of reach of the
application’s developers and operators, the current approach offers severely
limited options to mitigate such threats.

Issues Related to Cookie-Based Authentication Tracking As
discussed above, after the initial authentication process, the cookie value
becomes the user’s authentication credential. However, HTTP cookies have
not been designed with security in mind and were never intended to be used
for this purpose.

Session hijacking through cookie theft: For one, based on the fact
that the existence of the cookie value in a request suffices that the request
is recognized to be authenticated, every party that can obtain this value is
able to send arbitrary authenticated requests under the identity of the user.
As, by default, the cookie value is sent in cleartext, every party with access
to the network can sniff the value for future abuse. While SSL/TLS protects
against this threat, many sites only protect the login page with SSL/TLS
and then revert back to plain HTTP [54], leaving the cookie exposed.

Even in the existence of an uncompromised SSL/TLS connection, the
cookie is readable by default through JavaScript via the document.cookie
property. Hence, a simple Cross-site Scripting (XSS) vulnerability allows
to leak the cookie’s value to the adversary. To counter this threat, browser
vendors introduced the HTTPonly-flag [89], which hides the cookie value from
JavaScript. This flag has to be set explicitly by the developer to mark the
authentication cookie.

Session Fixation: The HTTPonly-flag only prevents read access to the
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cookie value. However, an attacker is still able to set or overwrite cookie
values. Hence, if he is able to set cookies for an attacked domain in the
user’s browser, he can launch a session fixation attack in which he tricks the
application to reuse a value controlled by the attacker as the user’s authen-
tication token. Possible scenarios, in which attackers are able to set cookies
for foreign domains include XSS, HTTP header injection [68], or insecure
subdomains [65].

While this problem is partially addressed with currently experimental
browser features [19, 9], the only reliable way for an application to mitigate
this attack, is to renew the cookie’s value each time the authorization level
of the user changes [61].

Cross-site Request Forgery By default, the browser attaches all cookie
values that belong to a given origin to every outgoing HTTP request to the
corresponding site. However, due to the hypertext background of the Web,
several HTTP-tags, such as img, script, or iframe, have the inherent ability
to create cross-domain HTTP requests. Regardless of the actual origin of
these elements, the browser attaches the target domain’s cookies to all HTTP
requests that are created this way. This circumstance leads to an attack
vector known as Cross-site Request Forgery (CSRF): It is possible for any
Web site which is rendered in the user’s browser to send authenticated HTTP
requests to all other Web sites, which currently maintain an authentication
context with the browser.

To prevent third parties abusing this capability to initiate state-changing
actions under the user’s identity, the developer has to protect all sensitive
interfaces of his application. This can be done either using secret nonces [97]
or through strict checking of the origin request header [12].

Clickjacking: While being only partially related to authentication track-
ing, Clickjacking [48] (also known as “UI Redressing”) is a class of attacks in
the CSRF family. Clickjacking exploits the fact, that due to the cookie rules,
foreign sites can load authenticated, cross-domain content into iframes. Us-
ing cascading style sheets, these iframes can be hidden from the user (e.g, by
making them completely transparent) and, thus, the user can be tricked to
interact with them via clicks or drag’n’drop.

To protect users from such attacks, the developer has to utilize JavaScript
framebusting code [112] or the X-Frame-Options response header [85].

Phishing A further serious threat is known by the term “Phishing” [91].
Phishing attacks aim to steal the user’s password through simple decoy: A
site under the control of the attacker imitates domain name and design of the
target Web site. The user is tricked to enter his password into the forged site
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under the assumption that he interacts with the legitimate application. As
HTTP transports the password in cleartext to the communication partner,
the attacker is able to obtain and abuse it. A similar approach is followed
by “Pharming” [120], a variant of phishing, which utilizes compromised DNS
responses.

Due to its social engineering component, there is no straight forward
technical solution to combat phishing, as long as the passwords are still sent
over the wire. To mitigate the threat, browsers currently check visited URLs
for known phishing sites and warn if such a page is accessed [42].

Summary To sum the up the previous sections: The current praxis of Web
application authentication and authentication tracking is secure if (and only
if) the following holds:

• The password is transmitted over an uncompromised SSL/TLS con-
nection in which the authenticity of the Web server has been verified.
This requires among others robust defense against SSL-stripping at-
tacks [95], e.g., utilizing the HSTS HTTP response header [52].

• All further requests, both belonging to the current session as well as
all future sessions, are transmitted over an uncompromised SSL/TLS
connection, as long as the authenticated cookie is valid.

• The authenticated cookie is secured against JavaScript read access by
the HTTPonly cookie attribute [89].

• The value of the authenticated cookie is changed every time the autho-
rization level of the user changes to combat potential session fixation
vulnerabilities [61].

• State-changing interfaces are secured against CSRF using server-side
checking of security nonces [97] or strict enforcement of matching origin
HTTP response header [12].

• UI redressing attacks are avoided by framing prevention [85, 112].

All these measures have to be explicitly introduced and are realized at
different positions and abstraction levels within the application architecture,
spanning from securing the low-level transport layer via SSL to application
layer anti-CSRF prevention (see Table 1 for an overview). Furthermore,
even mitigation measures that are positioned at the same level within the
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application architecture often have to be implemented at separate places in
the application’s code.

And even if all these factors hold, the basic interaction pattern is still
susceptible to phishing attacks, as the current scheme requires sending the
password to the server as part of each login process.

2.3.3 Protocol Design

As discussed above, the current state exposes numerous security shortcom-
ings. In this section, we present BetterAuth, an improved password scheme
which is tailored to the Web’s inherent characteristics and addresses the
identified problems of the current scheme.

Design goals Before we explain the technical aspects of BetterAuth, we
briefly state our design goals:

Secure by default: BetterAuth is designed to mitigate the weaknesses of
the current approach (see Sec. 2.3.2). In particular, these security goals are
realized without explicit enabling steps by the developer.

No mandatory reliance on non-existing browser features: BetterAuth is
designed in a fashion that allows an implementation for today’s browsers.
This allows an immediate deployment without the need to wait for browser
vendors to implement native support.

No security regression: Regardless of the form of implementation (browser-
based or pure JavaScript), BetterAuth has to be at least as secure as the cur-
rent approach. This means a (re-)introduction of security problems, which
are not currently present, is not acceptable.

High-level overview Our proposed scheme consists of two steps, imple-
mented as sub protocols:

An initial mutual authentication protocol with integrated key negotiation:
The browser and the server both prove their knowledge of the password
and jointly generate a per-session, shared secret which is used for further
authentication tracking.

And an authentication tracking scheme which is based on request signing:
Every further request from the browser to the server is signed using the
freshly generated shared secret from step one, if it satisfies certain criteria
(see Sec. 2.3.3 for details). Only requests with such a signature are regarded
by the server as authenticated.

In the following sections, we give details on the realization of the two sub
protocols.
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Initial mutual authentication As motivated above, one of BetterAuth’s
pillars is a mutual authentication step, which results in a shared crypto-
graphic session key. Such mutual authentication schemes have received con-
siderable attention in the past. In the given scenario both parties already
share a textual secret (i.e., the password). Hence, a suiting choice for this task
is a member of the password authenticated key exchange (PAKE) family [37].
PAKE protocols utilize well established cryptographic building blocks, such
as the Diffie-Hellman key creation, and protect the communication against
active network attackers using the pre-shared password.

While various protocols match our requirements, we selected [96] for our
implementation, a scheme which is currently under active standardization
by the IETF and, thus, has the potential for future adoption by the browser
vendors. The protocol works as follows (see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12):

1. Initial Handshake: The browser sends a request targeted at the re-
stricted resource. Along with this request, it sends the user’s ID (UID,
e.g., the user name). This causes the server to create the server-side
partial key (SPK) for the Diffie-Hellman key generation. The value is
encrypted with the password1, which has been set for the given UID.

2. Key exchange: The encrypted SPK is sent back to the browser as part
of a 401 response. The browser creates the client-side Diffie-Hellman
partial key (BPK). The browser is now able to calculate the session
key SSK using SPK and BPK. In addition BPK is encrypted with the
password and added to the next request to the server.

3. Mutual authentication: The browser signs (see Sec. 2.3.3) the BPK
carrying request using SSK. The server receives the request, calculates
SSK himself and verifies the request signature. As the browser can
only correctly compute SSK, if it knows the password, the correctness
of the signature is used as authentication proof by the server. Hence,
the server sends the restricted resource to the browser. Furthermore,
the server also signs the response using SSK, to let the browser verify
the server’s knowledge of the password.

Request Signing After the first protocol step has concluded successfully,
both parties share a fresh symmetric key SSK, which from now on will serve
as the basis for authentication tracking. Our authentication tracking mech-
anism is realized by HMACs [71], a well established Message Authentication
Code scheme which utilizes cryptographic hash functions.

1NB: This step can also be done with salted passwords.
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The client attaches an HMAC-based signature to all further requests to
the server which satisfy the criteria given in Sec. 2.3.3, closely mimicking the
current practice of automatically adding cookie headers to outgoing requests.
For GET requests, the URL in a normalized form and selected request head-
ers are signed, for POST requests, also the POST parameters are included in
the signature. Only requests, for which the server can successfully validate
the correctness of the HMAC are recognized to be properly authenticated.
This way, both the authenticity as well as the integrity of the received re-
quests are ensured.

Context-Dependent Authentication As discussed in Sec. 2.3.2, several
security problems - most notably Cross-Site Request Forgery - are caused
by the fact that currently all requests that originate from an authenticated
browser are automatically equipped with the authentication credentials, i.e.,
the authentication cookies.

Our approach breaks from this troublesome behavior and instead only
signs outgoing requests if the request’s origin, i.e. the Web page which initi-
ated the request, is already in an authenticated state with the server. Hence,
we enforce in-application authentication tracking. All requests that are gener-
ated in the browser from outside of the Web application, i.e., from third party
Web sites, are not signed and, in consequence, not treated as authenticated
by the server.

Public Interfaces While a strict enforcement of context-dependent au-
thentication would provide robust security guarantees, it is too inflexible to
cater to all existing usage patterns of the Web. For example, social Web book-
marking services, such as delicious.com provide one-click interfaces to add
bookmarks from external pages. Such requests need to be processed in the
user’s authentication context, as they commit state changing actions to the
user’s data. However, as they are generated from outside of the Web applica-
tion’s authentication context, they would not receive a signature. Therefore,
to enable such scenarios, our approach supports the declaration of public in-
terfaces. Such a public interface is a URL for which the server opts in to
receive authenticated requests, even if they originate from outside of the ap-
plication’s authentication context. A Web application’s public interfaces, if
they exist, are communicated to the browser during the initial key exchange
using a simple policy format.

Resulting Authentication Tracking Logic In consequence, the decision
process which requests to sign works as follows:
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Figure 11: Initial auth. (HTTP communication)
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1. Test: Check that the target URL of the request points to a domain,
for which currently a valid BetterAuth authentication context exists.
Such a context exists, if in the key storage a valid SSKapp key could
be found, which is assigned to the domain value and that has not yet
expired.

2. Test: Verify that the request is entitled to be signed. This means,
check:

• Was the request generated within the application? This means
that the HTML element which was responsible for creating the re-
quest (e.g. hyperlink-navigation, form submission, or JavaScript
action) is rendered within the browser in the origin of the authen-
ticated application.

• Or, is the target of the request contained in the applications’s list
of public interfaces?
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3. Action: Normalize the request data (Method, URL, selected HTTP
headers, request body) and create an HMAC signature using SSKapp

as signature key.

4. Action: Attach the resulting request signature in an Authorization
header to the request.

2.3.4 Implementation

In this section, we present our experiences on practically implementing Bet-
terAuth. We created two different client-side implementations: For one, we
built a Firefox browser extension in order to be able to assess how applica-
tions would behave, if the BetterAuth-protocol was implemented as a native
part of the Web browser (see Sec. 2.3.4). Furthermore, we implemented Bet-
terAuthcompletely in standard JavaScript (see Sec. 2.3.4). Using this imple-
mentation, Web applications could utilize the protocol during a transitional
phase, in which only a subset of browsers support the approach natively.

Native Implementation As mentioned above, we approximated a native
browser implementation by realizing our approach in the form of a Fire-
fox extension. The extension hooks itself as an observer into the browser’s
rendering process and monitors the outgoing HTTP requests. Whenever
an authentication with a BetterAuth-enabled site is initiated or a request is
sent to a domain for which an established BetterAuth authentication context
exist, the extension becomes active.

Initial Authentication If an HTML form is processed during render-
ing, which is marked with the custom attribute data-purpose= "betterauth"
the extension becomes active and the submission process of this form is in-
tercepted: Before submitting the form, the username and password data
is retrieved from the request data and used to initiate the BetterAuth-
authentication handshake. After receiving the 401 response, the extension
removes the password value from the request’s data and submits the form.

Authentication Tracking As discussed in Sec. 2.3.3, the authentica-
tion tracking mechanism mimics the behavior of Web browsers in respect
to automatically adding cookie headers to requests that are targeted to the
cookie’s domain. The extension keeps track of currently active authentica-
tion contexts. Whenever a request is targeted towards a domain, for which
such an authentication context exists, the extension verifies that the request
originated from within this authenticated context or whether the target URL
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is listed in the application’s set of public interfaces (see Sec. 2.3.3). If one of
these conditions is satisfied, the extension transparently signs the outgoing
request.

JavaScript Implementation Our solution is designed in a fashion that
allows to create a pure JavaScript fallback for browsers which do not support
our authentication scheme natively. This way, a transitional phase can be
supported, which allows developers to already use the mechanism without
requiring to provide a separate authentication scheme for legacy browsers.
In this section, we document the design of the JavaScript implementation of
BetterAuth.

General Approach The core of the transitional implementation is the
replacement of native navigation operations, such as form submissions and
page transitions, with a JavaScript initiated loading mechanism. This way,
the initial authentication handshake can be executed and all further outgoing
requests can be signed by JavaScript before they are sent to the server.

This approach is realized using four distinct elements: A dedicated form
handling for the initial authentication (see Sec. 2.3.4), a request signing com-
ponent (see Sec. 2.3.4), and a dedicated page loader object for pure page
transitions (see Sec. 2.3.4). Furthermore, we utilize domain isolation to keep
the key material out of reach of potentially untrusted JavaScript code (see
Sec. 2.3.4).

Initial Authentication Implementing the actual initial authentication
handshake is straightforward: The BetterAuth-enabled HTML form executes
a JavaScript function on form submission which conducts the key exchange
handshake. For this purpose, the username and password values are read
from the DOM elements. Using the XMLHttpRequest object, the script
creates the OPTIONS request to the server’s authentication interface. After
receiving the server’s encrypted Diffie-Hellman key and the optional password
salt in the 401 response, JavaScript calculates the browser’s Diffie-Hellman
key and encrypts it with the password. In addition, after sending the key
to the server, the script calculates the session signing key using the two key
fragments.

Isolating the Secure Key Storage As in Sec. 2.3.3 stated: It is
unacceptable for any aspect of our technique to introduce security flaws which
are not present in the current state. For this reason, we have to take measures
to separate the key material from potentially untrusted JavaScript code.
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An implementation of the authentication tracking process requires that
the session signing key is handled by standard JavaScript functions. In con-
sequence, a careless implementation would lead to a situation in which an
XSS-attack could be used to steal this key and leak it to the adversary. Such
an attack would be comparable to XSS-based cookie stealing, which can ef-
fectively be mitigated using the HTTPonly cookie flag. Hence, to avoid the
introduction of security regression, we have to ensure that the key material
is kept out of reach of untrusted parties.

To achieve this, we leverage the guarantees provided by the same-origin
policy [108] and the postMessage API [119]: First, we introduce a separate
subdomain, which is responsible to handle and store the signing key. This
domain only contains static JavaScript dedicated to this task and nothing
else. Based on this, we consider it to be feasible that the code running in
this origin is well audited and XSS-free. An HTML document hosted on
this subdomain which contains all necessary scripts, is included in the main
application’s pages using an invisible iframe.

The main application communicates with the key handling scripts on the
secure subdomain using the postMessage API [119]: The postMessage API
is a mechanism by which two browser documents are able to communicate
across domain boundaries in a secure manner. A postMessage can be sent
by calling the method postMessage(message, targetOrigin). While the
message attribute takes a string message, the targetOrigin represents the
origin of the receiving page. In order to receive such a message the receiving
page hast to register an event handler function for the message event. When
receiving a message via the event handler function, the browser passes addi-
tional meta data to the receiving page. This data includes the origin of the
sender. Hence, the postMessage API can be used to verify the authenticity
of the sending page.

After a successful key exchange, the component responsible for the ini-
tial handshake passes the session signing key via postMessage to the secure
subdomain. The receiving script stores the key, depending on its configured
lifespan, either via the subdomain’s sessionStorage or localStorage mecha-
nism [34].

JavaScript-Based Request Signing Following the initial authenti-
cation, all further requests have to carry a correct HMAC signature to be
recognized as authenticated. In consequence, all outgoing requests have to
be initiated via JavaScript. This is done by replacing hyperlink targets and
form actions with JavaScript event handlers, which pass the target URL to
the signing component of our implementation. This component normalizes
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Figure 13: Domain isolated key handling

the request’s data and then passes it, using the browser’s post-message API,
to the secure iframe (see Listing 7).

Listing 7: Request initiation (simplified sketch)

<a href="#" onclick =
" initAuthRequest (’ submod .jsp?a=b ’)">

<script >
window . addEventListener

(" message ", handleSignedRequest );
// Get request signature
function initAuthRequest ( requestData ){

var rq = normalize ( requestData );
window . postMessage (rq ,

"http :// secure .app.com")
return false ;

}
// receive signed request
function handleSignedRequest (event ){
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if(event. origin ===
"http :// secure .app.com"){

[ attach request signature to request ]
}

}
</script >

As mentioned above, a central feature of the post-message API is, that the
origin domain of the incoming requests is communicated in an unspoofable
fashion. Hence, the request signing script can verify that the call to the
signing function was created within an authenticated context (see Sec. 2.3.3),
and not by an untrusted third party which tries to abuse the functionality.
Then, the signing component retrieves the signing key from localStorage,
conducts the signing process, and passes the resulting values back to the
main application, again using the postMessage functionality (see Listing 8).

For apparent reasons, all page transitions and related request initiating
actions of the main application have to utilize the request signing function-
ality. While for newly written applications, this won’t cause a lot of effort,
legacy applications have to be adapted to support the novel functionality.
However, as discussed in [2], many applications can easily be adapted by
traversing the application’s pages DOM on load and patching the encoun-
tered links and forms to use the request signing functions. Alternatively,
server-side rewriting of outgoing HTML could be utilized, modifying hyper-
links and form-actions to utilize JavaScript page navigation (see Listing 7).
Finally, for applications that mainly rely on AJAX driven client/server in-
teraction, the request signing functionality can be introduced transparently
replacing the XMLHttpRequest object with an object wrapper which imple-
ments the necessary actions.

Listing 8: Request signing code on the secure subdomain (simplified sketch)

window . addEventListener
(" message ", handleSignOrder );

// Create signed request
function handleSignOrder (event ){

if( authContext (event. origin )){
var key = getSSK (event. origin )
var sig = signReq (event.data , key)
event. source . postMessage (sig ,

event. origin )
}

}
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Accessing Public Interfaces The final puzzle piece in the transitional
implementation is a facility that enables external sites to navigate to the
application’s public interfaces (see Sec. 2.3.3). To recall, a public interface
is a URL to which external sites are allowed to navigate in an authenticated
state (e.g., for posting to social sharing sites).

For this purpose, we utilize a pageloader object: The page loader is a small
JavaScript that is delivered by the application in case an unauthenticated
request has been received for a URL which requires authentication and is
contained in the application’s set of public interfaces. The script is carried in
the body of the initial 401 response during the key exchange handshake. In
consequence, if such a response is received during a standard Web navigation
process (opposed to the explicit authentication handshake executed by the
native or transitional implementation), the page loader is executed in an
otherwise blank HTML document.

The pageloader’s source code is created dynamically by the server to
contain the request’s data which needs to be signed, in most cases mainly
consisting of the original request’s URL. The page loader dynamically in-
cludes the iframe to the secure subdomain and utilizes the standard request
signing functionality of the implementation (see Listing 7) to create a sec-
ond, now authenticated request. The strict origin checking mechanism of the
subdomain’s signing interface robustly prevents potential abuse.

2.3.5 Evaluation

Security Evaluation In this section, we examine how capable BetterAuth
is in mitigating the security threats (see Sec. 2.3.2).

Network-based attacks: At no point, passwords nor authentication
tokens are transmitted over the network. Therefore, sniffing attacks are
powerless. Also, due to the mutual authentication properties of the initial
authentication, man-in-the-middle attacks are mitigated. However, please
note, that BetterAuth only proves that the server indeed possesses the pass-
word. Furthermore, the security properties of BetterAuthdo not rely on the
security of an underlying SSL/TSL connection. In consequence, SSL strip-
ping attacks or CA breaches have no effect.

Issues related to cookie-based authentication tracking: There is
no authentication cookie anymore, which could be stolen or manipulated.
Hence, session hijacking and fixation attacks do not apply. Furthermore,
CSRF attacks are mitigated, as only in-application requests receive a sig-
nature, leading to a situation in which cross-domain requests are treated as
unauthenticated by default. Only, if URLs are explicitly added to the list of
public interfaces, the developer has to ensure, that cross-domain request to
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these URLs do not cause unwanted side effects. Finally, as we will discuss
further in Sec. 2.3.5, Clickjacking attacks are partially addressed but still
might occur.

Phishing: The password never leaves the browser. Hence, phishing at-
tacks are bound to fail. However, this property only holds, if the password is
entered only in BetterAuth-enabled input fields (see Sec. 2.3.5 for a further
discussion of this limitation).

Limitations of the JavaScript implementation: Unlike a native im-
plementation, the transitional implementation is susceptible to active man-
in-the-middle attackers. The reason for this is, that the cryptographic com-
ponents, which are executed in the secure subdomain’s iframe are transported
over the compromised network connection. Hence, the adversary could alter
the transmitted source code in a fashion that leaks the session signing key or
the user’s password to the outside. Hence, at least the secure subdomain’s
content should be communicated via HTTPS.

Performance Evaluation We don’t expect a native implementation to
cause considerable overhead. The utilized algorithms are in similar form al-
ready highly efficiently implemented both in browsers and servers as part of
the SSL/TLS suite. Hence, the introduced overhead will be at most in the
same range as overhead introduced by HTTPS communication. However, for
the transitional implementation, the client-side component is implemented
in pure JavaScript. Thus, a potential for noticeable overhead is given. Fortu-
nately, in the last couple of years the browser vendors were inclined in an arms
race on rapidly improving the performance of their JavaScript interpreters.
To evaluate, how a JavaScript realization of the initial authentication would
perform under realistic circumstances, we implemented the protocol as out-
lined in Sec. 2.3.4. For the cryptographic operations, we utilized the “Big
Integer Library”2 and the “Stanford JavaScript Crypto Library (SJCL)”3.
We benchmarked our implementation on three different machines running
different operating systems each (Linux, Mac Os X, and Windows 7) and in
total six browsers (see Table 2 for further details). The results of our bench-
marking efforts can be obtained in Table 2. Among all configurations, the
best performance could be observed with the Chrome browser, which reliably
stayed below 300 ms, using a reasonable key length of 1024 Bit. The worst
performance was exposed by Internet Explorer 9, which consumed in average
1314 ms for the same operations. Please keep in mind, that this overhead
occurs only once during the whole process. The HMAC based authentica-

2http://leemon.com/crypto/BigInt.html
3http://crypto.stanford.edu/sjcl/
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D-H key length
Browser 768 Bit 1024 Bit 1536 Bit
Chromium/Linux1 116.7 261.1 876.6
Firefox/Linux1 182.6 426.8 1476.6
Chrome/Mac2 113.9 257.9 862.6
Safari/Mac2 405.6 942.5 3069.7
Chrome/Win 73 127.2 281.9 932.7
IE 9/Win 73 592.2 1314.6 4511.2

1: Acer Aspire, Ubuntu 11.10, Core i5, 2.53 GHz, 4GB RAM

2: MacBook Pro, Os X 10.7.2, Core i7, 2,2 GHz, 8GB RAM

3: ThinkPad T410s, Win7 Pro x64 SP1, Core i5 2,6 GHz, 4GB RAM

Table 2: JavaScript implementation performance (times in ms, averaged over
ten runs)

tion tracking can be implemented highly efficient and, thus, causes minor
performance effects.

Open Issues While our approach provides robust security properties, some
open issues remain.

The password entry field: BetterAuth provides strong protection
against phishing attacks on the protocol level. However, this protection
can be circumvented by the attacker on the GUI-level: As duly observed
in [113, 37], if the user can be tricked into entering his password in non-
BetterAuth form field, the attacker is still able to steal it. What is needed
to close this hole is a visually unspoofable “trusted path” [145] from the user
to a well isolated password handler within the browser. If such functional-
ity is provided, further security guarantees in respect to the handling of the
password data can be robustly introduced. Merely implementing such an
approach is not a hard task on the engineering level, in parts it has already
been done with the authentication dialogues for HTTP basic and digest au-
thentication as well in various research prototypes. However, it is a major
challenge in UI design. A right balance has to be found between the needs of
Web UI designers and the ability of users to reliably recognize such “secure”
entry forms.

Limited protection against Clickjacking: As motivated in Sec. 2.3.2,
Clickjacking can be regarded as a class of vulnerabilities rooted in the current
practice of authentication tracking. More precisely, Clickjacking is based on
the adversary’s capability to load cross-domain, authenticated GUI inter-
faces into the iframe. If BetterAuth is used without any configured public
interfaces (see Sec. 2.3.3), this attack pattern would be infeasible, as no entry
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point into the application logic can be accessed from outside of an authen-
ticated context. However, this protection ends as soon as public interfaces
are added: In this case, the application probably offers a navigation path
from the public interface to the targeted GUI interface. By tricking the user
into multiple click-interactions with the disguised iframe, the attacker may
be able to trick the user into unknowingly conduct this navigation. As all re-
quests which originate from the public interface come from an authenticated
context, they transparently receive request signatures, resulting in potential
access of the attacker to the targeted Web GUI. Therefore, public interfaces
should still be protected with anti-framing measures. Nonetheless, Better-
Auth raises the bar of difficulty for Clickjacking attacks and with the set
of public interfaces being limited and explicitly configured, full anti-framing
protection is a straight forward task.

Replay attacks: If implemented in the from it is described in Sec. 2.3.3,
the communication between browser and server would be susceptible to re-
play attacks from network attackers. We left handling of this issue out of the
description for brevity and clarity reasons. However, adding replay protection
to the authentication tracking process is straightforward, using a sliding win-
dow of monotonous growing nonces in the requests and limited state-keeping
on the server-side.

2.3.6 Related Work

Isolated security aspects of the Web authentication have received consider-
able attention, foremost the areas of phishing [31, 118, 141, 73], cross-site
scripting [78, 90, 60, 122] and CSRF [12, 64, 97]. Due to the narrow focus
of these works, we omit a detailled discussion. For the remainder of this
section, we focus on password protocols and approaches that target Web
authentication.

Password protocols: Bellovin and Merritt proposed the Encrypted Key
Exchange (EKE) protocol that is based on pre-shared secretes, i.e. pass-
words, and secure against dictionary attacks [15, 16]. They put emphasis on
considering which messages should be encrypted with the password without
increasing the risk of offline, brute-force attacks. One drawback of this ap-
proach in modern web scenarios lies in the fact that the password has to be
stored in cleartext on server side. Jablon proposed an improved approach
that eliminates this need [53]. Wu proposed a modified version of EKE, called
Asymmetric Key Exchange (AKE), which is finally used to derive the Secure
Remote Password (SRP) protocol [142]. It ceases to use symmetric cryptog-
raphy and focuses on strong security properties with respect to leakage of
server’s user database or session keys. Steiner et al. describe the integra-
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tion of a slightly modified version of Bellovin’s and Merritt’s approach [15],
named DH-EKE, into TLS [121]. This way, they eliminate the need for a
public key infrastructure. Due to mutual authentication, certificates become
obsolete. Their Secure Password-Based Cipher Suite for TLS implements
confidentiality and authenticity.

Web authentication: SessionLock [2] is closely related to our transi-
tional JavaScript implementation of BetterAuth. The paper demonstrates
how standard JavaScript can be used to substitute cookie-based authentica-
tion tracking with a browser-driven HMAC scheme. SessionLock does not
protect against CSRF problems and does not handle the initial authentica-
tion step. [9] introduces browser authentication without user authentication:
The browser, generates a self-signed certificate. This certificate must not con-
tain any user-related information. A new certificate is issued by the client
for every single server domain (“origin”). Session tracking can be secured by
relating session cookies to the respective client certificate, hence, mitigating
several of the cookie related threats, such as SID theft or session fixation. Fi-
nally, the most recent draft of HTTP/1.1 specification provides an extension
of long-known HTTP Basic and Digest Authentication based on Challenge-
Response Authentication [41], which prevents known eavesdropping attacks
on the former HTTP authentication standards.

Chen et al. address the problem of cross-site attacks that occur while surf-
ing sensitive and non-trustworthy websites at the same time in one browser [24].
Therefore, they isolate browser sessions which prevents cross-domain attacks.
Same-domain attacks are out of scope of this approach. This feature is com-
parable with our context dependend authentication and public interfaces.
The security level of app isolation is equivalent to surfing different websites
using different browsers.

2.3.7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented BetterAuth. BetterAuth is a mutual Web authen-
tication protocol that was designed to be secure by default, thus, freeing the
developers and operators of Web applications from the need to counter poten-
tial threats at various heterogeneous places in the application’s architecture,
as it is required by the currently established approach. BetterAuth signif-
icantly improves the susceptibility of the authentication process to known
threats, ranging from network attacks, over Cross-site Request Forgery, up
to Phishing. Furthermore, the protocol was designed in a fashion that allows
an implementation in standard JavaScript, enabling its deployment even in
situation in which no widespread native browser support is present yet.
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3 Cross-Domain Communication

3.1 Defense against Malicious Cross-domain Requests
3.1.1 Introduction

Since the release of the World Wide Web by CERN, the online world has
dramatically changed. In this ever-expanding and ever-changing Web, old
technologies give way to new ones with more features enabling developers to
constantly enrich their Web applications and provide more content to users.
This evolution of the Web is one of the main reasons that the Internet, once
accessible by an elite few, is now populated by almost 2 billion users4.

Two of the most popular platforms for providing enriched Web content
are Adobe Flash and Microsoft Silverlight.Through their APIs, developers
can serve data (e.g. music, video and online games) in ways that couldn’t
be traditionally achieved through open standards, such as HTML. The latest
statistics show a 95% and 61% market penetration of Flash and Silverlight
respectively, attesting towards the platforms’ popularity and longevity [104].

Unfortunately, history and experience have shown that functional expan-
sion and attack-surface expansion go hand in hand. Flash, due to its high
market penetration, is a common target for attackers. The last few years
have been a showcase of “zero-day” Flash vulnerabilities where attackers used
memory corruption bugs to eventually execute arbitrary code on a victim’s
machine [3].

Apart from direct attacks against these platforms, attackers have devised
ways of using legitimate Flash and Silverlight functionality to conduct at-
tacks against Web applications that were previously impossible. One of the
features shared by these two platforms is their ability to generate client-side
cross-domain requests and fetch content from many remote locations. In
general, this is an opt-in feature which requires the presence of a policy con-
figuration. However, in case that a site deploys an insecure wildcard policy,
this policy allows adversaries to conduct a range of attacks, such as leak-
age of sensitive user information, circumvention of CSRF countermeasures
and session hijacking. Already, in 2007 a practical attack against Google
users surfaced, where the attacker could upload an insecure cross-domain
policy file to Google Docs and use it to obtain cross-domain permissions in
the rest of Google’s services [105]. Even though the security implications of
cross-domain configurations are considered to be well understood, three re-
cent studies [70, 74, 58] showed that a significant percentage of websites still
utilize highly insecure policies, thus, exposing their user base to potential

4http://www.internetworldstats.com
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client-side cross-domain attacks.
To mitigate this threat, we present DEMACRO, a client-side defense

mechanism which can protect users against malicious cross-domain requests.
Our system automatically identifies insecure configurations and reliably dis-
arms potentially harmful HTTP requests through removing existing authen-
tication information. Our system requires no training, is transparent to both
the Web server and the user and operates solely on the client-side without
any reliance to trusted third-parties.

The key contributions of DEMACRO are as follows:

• To demonstrate the significance of the topic matter, we provide a prac-
tical confirmation of this class of Web application attacks through the
analysis of two vulnerable high-profile websites.

• We introduce a novel client-side protection approach that reliably pro-
tects end-users against misconfigured cross-domain policies/applets by
removing authentication information from potentially malicious situa-
tions.

• We report on an implementation of our approach in the form of a
Firefox extension called DEMACRO. In a practical evaluation we show
that DEMACRO reliably protects against the outlined attacks while
only implying a negligible performance overhead.

3.1.2 Technical background

In this section we will give a brief overview of client-side cross-domain re-
quests.

The Same-Origin Policy The Same-Origin Policy (SOP) [108] is the
main client-side security policy of the Web. In essence, the SOP enforces that
JavaScript running in the Web browser is only allowed access to resources
that share the same origin as the script itself. In this context, the origin of
a resource is defined by the characteristics of the URL (namely: protocol,
domain, and port) it is associated with, hence, confining the capabilities of
the script to its own application. The SOP governs the access both to local,
i.e., within the browser, as well as remote resources, i.e., network locations.
In consequence, a JavaScript script can only directly create HTTP requests
to URLs that satisfy the policy’s same-origin requirements. Lastly, note that
the SOP is not restricted to JavaScript since other browser technologies, such
as Flash and Silverlight, enforce the same policy.
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Client-side Cross-Domain Requests Despite its usefulness, SOP places
limits on modern Web 2.0 functionality, e.g., in the case of Web mash-ups
which dynamically aggregate content using cross-domain sources. While in
some scenarios the aggregation of content can happen on the server-side, the
lack of client-side credentials and potential network restrictions could result
in a less-functional and less-personalized mash-up. In order to accommodate
this need of fetching resources from multiple sources at the client-side, Flash
introduced the necessary functionality to make controlled client-side cross-
domain requests. Following Flash’s example, Silverlight and newer versions
of JavaScript (using CORS [129]) added similar functionality to their APIs.
We will focus on Flash’s approach as it is currently the most wide spread
technique [74]. Furthermore, the different techniques are very similar so that
the described approach can easily be transferred to these technologies.

An Opt-in Relaxation of the SOP As we will illustrate in Section 3.1.3,
a general permission of cross-domain requests would result in a plethora
of dangerous scenarios. To prevent these scenarios, Adobe designed cross-
domain requests as a server-side opt-in feature. A website that desires its
content to be fetched by remote Flash applets has to implement and de-
ploy a cross-domain policy which states who is allowed to fetch content
from it in a white-list fashion. This policy comes in form of an XML file
(crossdomain.xml) which must be placed at the root folder of the server
(see Listing 1 for an example). The policy language allows the website to
be very explicit as to the allowed domains (e.g. www.a.net) as well as less
explicit through the use of wildcards (e.g. *.a.net). Unfortunately the wild-
card can be used by itself, in which case all domains are allowed to initiate
cross-domain requests and fetch content from the server deploying this pol-
icy. While this can be useful in case of well-defined public content and APIs,
in many cases it can be misused by attackers to perform a range of attacks
against users.

Listing 1 Exemplary crossdomain.xml file

<cross -domain -policy >
<site - control

permitted -cross -domain - policies ="master -only" />
<allow -access -from domain ="a.net"/>

</cross -domain -policy >
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http://a.net
Browser

http://b.net

Cookie for b.net
CrossDomain.swf
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http://a.net

Crossdomain.xml

Figure 14: General Use Case

http://hacker.net
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(a.net)

JavaScript
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Figure 15: Vulnerable Flash
Proxy

Client-side cross-domain requests with Flash Figure 14 gives an overview
of how Flash conducts client-side cross-domain requests in a legitimate case.
(The general scenario is equivalent for Silverlight and only differs in the
name and the structure of its policy file). If the domain a.net would
like to fetch data from the domain b.net in the user’s authentication con-
text, it has to include an applet file that implements cross-domain capa-
bilities. This file can either present the fetched data directly or pass it
on to JavaScript served by a.net for further processing. As already ex-
plained earlier, b.net has to white-list all domains that are allowed to con-
duct cross-domain requests. Therefore, b.net hosts a cross-domain policy
named crossdomain.xml in it’s root folder. (So the url for the policy-file is
http://b.net/crossdomain.xml). If the Flash applet now tries to conduct
a requests towards b.net, the Flash Player downloads the cross-domain pol-
icy from b.net and checks whether a.net is white-listed or not. If so, the
request is granted and available cookies are attached to the request. If a.net
is not white-listed the request is blocked by the Flash Player in the running
browser.

3.1.3 Security Implications of Client-Side Cross-Domain Requests

In this section we present two classes of attacks that can be leveraged by
an adversary to steal private data or to circumvent CSRF protection mech-
anisms.
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Vulnerable Scenario 1: Insecure Policy For this section we consider
the same general setup as presented in section 3.1.2. This time however,
b.net hosts personalized, access-controlled data on its domain and at the
same time allows cross-domain requests from any other domain by white-
listing a wildcard (“*”) in its cross-domain policy. As a result any Flash/Sil-
verlight applet is allowed to conduct arbitrary requests towards b.net with
the user’s session cookie attached to it. Thus, an adversary is able to craft an
applet file that can access the personalized, access-controlled data on b.net.
The last step for the attacker is to lure users into visiting a website that
embeds the malicious file. This could either be achieved through social net-
works, social engineering or through the abuse of other vulnerabilities such as
cross-site scripting on vulnerable sites. The more popular the website hosting
the insecure policy is, the more chances the attacker has that the users who
end up visiting the malicious domain will provide him with authenticated
sessions.

Vulnerable Scenario 2: Insecure Flash Proxies As we have recently
shown [62], an insecure cross-domain policy is not the only condition which
enables adversaries to conduct the attacks outlined in Section 3.1.3: The
second misuse case results from improper use of Flash or Silverlight ap-
plets. As stated in Section 3.1.2, an applet is able to exchange data with
JavaScript for further processing. For security reasons, communication be-
tween JavaScript and Flash/Silverlight applets is also restricted to the same
domain. The reason for this is that, as opposed to other embedded content
such as JavaScript, embedded Flash files keep their origin. Consequently,
JavaScript located on a.net cannot communicate with an applet served by
b.net even if that is embedded in a.net. But, as cross-domain communi-
cation is also sometimes desirable in this setup, an applet file can explicitly
offer communication capabilities to JavaScript served by a remote domain.
Therefore, Flash utilizes a white-listing approach by offering the ActionScript
directive System.security.allowDomain(domain). With this directive, an
applet file can explicitly allow cross-domain communication from a certain
domain or white-list all domains by using a wildcard.

We have shown that these wildcards are also misused in practice: Several
popular off-the-shelf cross-domain Flash proxies include such wildcard direc-
tives, and thus, allow uncontrolled cross-domain JavaScript-to-Flash com-
munication. If such a Flash applet offers cross-domain network capabilities
and at the same time grants control over these capabilities to cross-domain
JavaScript, an attacker can conduct requests in the name of the website
serving the applet file.
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Figure 15 shows the general setup for this attack. An adversary sets-up a
website hacker.net that includes JavaScript capable of communicating with
a Flash applet served by a.net. This applet includes a directive that allows
communication from JavaScript served by any other domain. Thus, the at-
tacker is able to instruct the Flash applet to conduct arbitrary requests in
the name of a.net. If JavaScript from hacker.net now conducts a request
towards a.net via the vulnerable applet, the request itself is not happening
cross-domain as a.net is the sender as well as the receiver. Therefore, the
Flash Player will grant any request without even checking if there is a cross-
domain policy in place at a.net. Consequently, the attacker can conduct
cross-domain requests and read the response as if a.net would host a wild-
card cross-domain policy. Furthermore, the adversary is also able to misuse
existing trust relationships of other domains towards a.net. So, if other
domains white-list a.net in their cross-domain policy, the attacker can also
conduct arbitrary cross-domain requests towards those websites by tunneling
them through the vulnerable proxy located on a.net (please refer to [62] for
details concerning this class of attacks).

Resulting malicious capabilities Based on the presented use and misuse
cases we can deduce the following malicious capabilities that an attacker is
able to gain.

1. Leakage of Sensitive Information: As an adversary is able to conduct
arbitrary requests towards a vulnerable website and read the corre-
sponding responses, he is able to leak any information that is accessible
via the HTML of that site including information that is bound to the
user’s session id. Thus, an attacker is able to steal sensitive and private
information [45].

2. Circumvention of Cross-Site Request Forgery Protection: In order to
protect Web applications from cross-site request forgery attacks, many
websites utilize a nonce-based approach [23] in which a random and
unguessable nonce is included into every form of a Web page. A state
changing request towards a website is only granted if a user has re-
quested the form before and included the nonce into the state changing
request. The main security assumption of such an approach is that
no one else other than the user is able to access the nonce and thus,
nobody else is able to conduct state changing requests. As client-side
cross-domain requests allow an adversary to read the response of a re-
quest, an attacker is able to extract the secret nonce and thus bypass
CSRF protections.
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3. Session Hijacking: Given the fact that an adversary is able to initiate
HTTP requests carrying the victim’s authentication credentials, he is
essentially able to conduct a session hijacking attack (similar to the
one performed through XSS vulnerabilities). As long as the victim
remains on the Web page embedding the malicious applet, the attacker
can chain a series of HTTP requests to execute complex actions on any
vulnerable Web application under the victim’s identity. The credentials
can be used by an attacker either in an automated fashion (e.g. a
standard set of requests towards vulnerable targets) or interactively,
by turning the victim in an unwilling proxy and browsing vulnerable
Web applications under the victim’s IP address and credentials (see
Section 3.1.6).

General Risk Assessment Since the first study on the usage of cross-
domain policies conducted by Jeremiah Grossman in 2006 [43], the imple-
mentation of cross-domain policies for Flash and Silverlight applets is be-
coming more and more popular. While Grossman repeated his experiment
in 2008 and detected cross-domain policies at 26% of the top 500 websites,
the latest experiments show that the adoption of policies for the same set of
websites has risen to 52% [74]. Furthermore, the amount of wildcard policies
rose from 7% in 2008 up to 11% in 2011. Those figures clearly show that
client-side cross-domain requests are of growing importance.

Three recent studies [58, 70, 74] investigated the security implications
of cross-domain policies deployed in the wild and all came to the conclu-
sion that cross-domain mechanisms are widely misused. Among the various
experiments, one of the studies [74] investigated the Alexa top one million
websites and found 82,052 Flash policies, from which 15,060 were found us-
ing wildcard policies in combination with authentication tracking and, thus,
vulnerable to the range of attacks presented in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.4 Real-World Vulnerabilities

To provide a practical perspective on the topic matter, we present in this
Section two previously undocumented, real-world cases that show the vul-
nerabilities and the corresponding malicious capabilities. These two websites
are only two examples of thousands of vulnerable targets. However, the pop-
ularity and the large user base of these two websites show that even high
profile sites are not always aware of the risks imposed by the insecure usage
of client-side cross-domain functionality.
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Deal-of-the-day Website: Insecure wildcard policy5 The vulnerable
website features daily deals to about 70 million users world-wide. At the
time of this writing, it was ranked on position 309 of the Alexa Top Sites.
When we started investigating cross-domain security issues on the website,
a crossdomain.xml file was6 present, which granted any site in the WWW
arbitrary cross-domain communication privileges (see Listing 2). This policy
can be seen as a worst case example as it renders void all restrictions implied
by the Same-Origin Policy and any CSRF protection. On the same domain
under which the policy was served, personal user profiles and deal registra-
tion mechanisms were available. Hence, an attacker was able to steal any
information provided via the HTML user interface. As a proof-of-concept we
implemented and tested an exploit which was able to extract any personal
information7. Furthermore, it was possible to register a user for any deal on
the website as CSRF tokens included into every form of the website could be
extracted by a malicious Flash or Silverlight applet.

Listing 2 The website’s crossdomain.xml file

<cross -domain - policy >
<site - control permitted -cross -domain - policies ="all" />
<allow -access -from domain ="*" />
<allow -http -request -headers -from domain ="*" headers ="*" />

</cross -domain - policy >

Popular sportswear manufacturer: Vulnerable Flash proxy8 As dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.3, even without a wildcard cross-domain policy, an
attacker is able to conduct arbitrary cross-domain requests under certain
circumstances. For this to be possible, a website needs to host a Flash or
Silverlight file which is vulnerable to the second misuse case presented in
Section 3.1.3.

We found such a vulnerable flash proxy on a Web site of a popular
sportswear manufacturer that offers an online store for its products. Al-
though the website’s cross-domain policy only includes non-wildcard entries,
it hosts a vulnerable Flash proxy which can be misused to circumvent the
restrictions implied by the Same-Origin Policy.

5anonymized for publication
6The vulnerability has been reported and fixed in the meantime.
7Notice: We only extracted our own personal information and, hence, did not attack

any third person
8anonymized for publication
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Besides leaking private data and circumventing CSRF protections, the
vulnerability can be exploited even further by an attacker to misuse existing
trust relationships of the sportswear manufacturer with other websites. As
the vulnerable Flash proxy enables an adversary to conduct client-side cross-
domain requests in the name of the company, other websites which white-list
the sportswear manufacturer’s domain in their cross-domain policies are also
exposed to attacks. During our tests, we found 8 other websites containing
such a white-list entry.

3.1.5 Client-Side Detection and Mitigation of Malicious Cross-
Domain Requests

In Section 3.1.3 we showed that plug-in-based cross-domain techniques are
widely used in an insecure fashion and thus users are constantly exposed to
risks resulting from improper configuration of cross-domain mechanisms (see
Section 3.1.3 for details). In order to safeguard end-users from these risks
we propose DEMACRO, a client-side protection mechanism which is able to
detect and mitigate malicious plug-in-based cross-domain requests.

High-level Overview The general mechanism of our approach functions
as follows: The tool observes every request that is created within the user’s
browser. If a request targets a cross-domain resource and is

caused by a plugin-based applet, the tool checks whether the request could
potentially be insecure. This is done by examining the request’s execution
context to detect the two misuse cases presented in Section 3.1.3: For one,
the corresponding cross-domain policy is retrieved and checked for insecure
wildcards. Furthermore, the causing applet is examined, if it exposes client-
side proxy functionality. If one of these conditions is met, the mechanism
removes all authentication information contained in the request. This way,
the tool robustly protects the user against insecurely configured cross-domain
mechanisms. Furthermore, as the request itself is not blocked, there is only
little risk of breaking legitimate functionality.

While our system can, in principle, be implemented in all modern browsers,
we chose to implement our prototype as a Mozilla Firefox extension and thus
the implementation details, wherever these are present, are specific to Fire-
fox’s APIs.

Disarming potentially malicious Cross-Domain Requests A cross-
domain request conducted by a plug-in is not necessarily malicious as there
are a lot of legitimate use cases for client-side cross-domain requests. In
order to avoid breaking the intended functionality but still protecting users
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from attacks, it is crucial to eliminate malicious requests while permitting
legitimate ones. As described in Section 3.1.3 the most vulnerable websites
are those that make use of a wildcard policy and host access-controlled,
personalized data on the same domain; a practice that is strongly discouraged
by Adobe [4]. Hence, we regard this practice as an anti-pattern that carelessly
exposes users to high risks. Therefore, we define a potentially malicious
request as one that carries access credentials in the form of session cookies
or HTTP authentication headers towards a domain that serves a wildcard
policy. When the extension detects such a request, it disarms it by stripping
session cookies and authentication headers. As the actual request is not
blocked, the extension does not break legitimate application but only avoids
personalized data to appear in the response.

Furthermore, DEMACRO is able to detect attacks against vulnerable
Flash proxies as presented in Section 3.1.3. If a page on a.net embeds an
applet file served by b.net and conducts a same-domain request towards
b.net user credentials are also stripped by our extension. The rationale here
is that a Flash-proxy would be deployed on a website so that the website
itself can use it rather than allowing any third party domain to embed it and
use it.

Detailed Detection Algorithm While DEMACRO is active within the
browser it observes any request that occurs. Before applying actual detection
and mitigation techniques, DEMACRO conducts pre-filtering to tell plugin-
and non-plugin-based requests apart

. If a plugin-based request is observed, DEMACRO needs to check
whether the request was caused by a Silverlight or a Flash Applet, in or-
der to download the corresponding cross-domain policy file

. With the information in the policy file DEMACRO is now able to reveal
the nature of a request by assessing the following values:

1. Embedding Domain: The domain that serves the HTML document
which embeds the Flash or Silverlight file

2. Origin Domain: The domain that serves the Silverlight or Flash file
and is thus used by the corresponding plug-in as the origin of the re-
quest

3. Target Domain: The domain that serves the cross-domain policy and
is the target for the request

4. Cross-domain whitelist: The list of domains (including wildcard
entries) that are allowed to send cross-domain requests to the target
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domain. This information is received either from the Silverlight or
Flash cross-domain policy.

Depending on the scenario, the three domains (1,2,3) can either be to-
tally distinct, identical or anything in between. By comparing these val-
ues DEMACRO is able to detect if a request was conducted across domain
boundaries or if a vulnerable proxy situation is present. For the former, the
extension additionally checks whether the policy includes a wildcard. If such
a potentially malicious situation is detected the extension removes existing
HTTP authentication headers or session cookies from the request. Figure 16
summarizes our detection algorithm.

isPluginReq	  ||	  isRedirect	  

Conduct	  Request	  

No	  

Yes	  

OriginDomain	  ==	  TargetDomain	  

No	  (cross-‐domain	  request)	  

isWildcardRequest	  

yes	  

No	  

Yes	  (potenAally	  malicous)	  

Remove	  user	  credenAals	  

OriginDomain	  ==	  EmbeddingDomain	  

Yes	  

No	  (return	  to	  sender)	  

Figure 16: Detection and Mitigation Algorithm

In the remainder of this section, we provide technical details howDEMACRO
handles the tasks of request interception, plugin identification, and session
identifier detection.

Requests interception and redirect tracing: In order to identify plug-
in-based requests, DEMACRO has to examine each request at several points
in time. Firefox offers several different possibilities to intercept HTTP re-
quests, but none of them alone is sufficient for our purpose. Therefore, we
leveraged the capabilities of the nsIContentPolicy and the nsIObserver
interfaces.

The nsIContentPolicy interface offers a method called shouldLoad which
is called each time an HTTP request is initiated and before the actual
HTTPChannel object is created9. Thereby, the method returns a boolean

9the HTTPChannel object is used to conduct the request and read the response
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value indicating whether a request should be conducted by Firefox or not.
Since we do not want to block a request but only modify its header fields,
this method cannot fully serve our purpose. But as it is the only method
that receives the url of the webpage and the DOM object that caused the
request, we need to intercept page requests here and detect the origin of a
request. A request originating from either a HTMLObjectElement or from a
HTMLEmbedElement is categorized as a plug-in-based request.

The nsIObserver interface offers the observe method which is called at
three different points in time:

1. http-on-modify-request: Called each time before an HTTP request
is sent.

2. http-on-examine-response: Called each time before the response is
passed back to the caller.

3. http-on-examine-cache-response: Called instead of http-on-examine-
response when the response is completely read from cache.

Thereby, the observe method receives an HTTPChannel object as a pa-
rameter which can be used to modify request as well as response header fields.
If the extension detects a potentially malicious request, it can thus disarm
it by stripping existing session information in Cookie fields and by removing
Authentication header fields.

To prevent an attacker from hiding cross-domain requests behind local
redirects, the extension also needs to keep track of any redirect resulting
from a plug-in-based request. This is also done in the observe method at
the http-on-
examine-response event. If a 3xx status code of a plug-in-based request
is detected, the redirect location will be stored for examination of follow-up
requests.

During experimentation with DEMACRO we noticed that Web applica-
tions tend to initiate a new session if an existing session identifier is not
present in a user’s cookie headers. More precisely, if a session identifier never
reaches the application, the application emits a Set-Cookie header which in-
cludes a new session identifier. If this header reaches the user’s browser it will
override existing cookies with the same name for the corresponding domain
and therefore the user’s authenticated session is replaced by an unauthenti-
cated one. As this can obviously lead to undesired side-effects and possible
denial of service attacks, DEMACRO additionally examines each response
of potentially malicious requests and removes Set-Cookie headers before
allowing the response to be interpreted by the browser.
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Listing 3 Object and Embed detection (pseudocode)

function detectPlugin ( HTMLElement elem ){

var type = elem. getAttribute ("type");
var data = elem. getAttribute ("data");
var src = elem. getAttribute ("src");

switch (type. startsWith ){
case " application /x- silverlight ": return flash;
case " application /x-shockwave -flash": return silverlight ;
default :

}

if(data =="data: application /x- silverlight ")
return silverlight ;

if(data. endsWith (".swf")) return flash;

switch (src. endsWith ){
case ".swf": return flash;
case ".xap": return silverlight ;
default :

}

return -1;
}

Plug-in identification: In order for DEMACRO to investigate the cor-
rect cross-domain policy, our system must detect whether the underlying
request was caused by a Silverlight or by a Flash applet. Since the HTTP
request itself does not carry any information about its caller, we developed a
mechanism for Firefox to distinguish between Flash and Silverlight requests.

As stated above, the only point in time where we have access to the
request-causing DOM element is the call of the shouldLoad method in the
nsIContent- Policy interface. But, due to the fact that Silverlight and
Flash files can both be embedded into a page by using either an HTMLObjectElement
or an HTMLEmbed- Element, we need to examine the exact syntax used to
embed those files for each element. By testing standard and less-standard
ways of embedding an applet to a page, we resulted to the detection mecha-
nism shown in Listing 3. In case the detection mechanism fails, the extension
simply requests both policies, in order to prevent an attacker who is trying to
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Web Framework Name of Session variable
PHP phpsessid
ASP/ASP.NET asp.net_sessionid

aspsessionid
JSP x-jspsessionid

jsessionid

Table 3: Default session naming for the most common Web frameworks

circumvent our extension by using an obscure method to embed his malicious
files.

Session-Cookie detection: As described earlier, it is necessary to differ-
entiate between session information and non-session information and strip
the former while preserving the latter. The reasoning behind this decision
is that while transmitting session identifiers over applet-originating cross-
domain requests can lead to attacks against users, non-session values should
be allowed to be transmitted since they can be part of a legitimate Web
application’s logic.

DEMACRO utilizes a techniques initially described by Nikiforakis et
al. [94] and Tang et al. [124] that attempts to identify session identifiers at
the client-side. The approach consists of two pillars. The first one is based on
a dictionary check and the second one on measuring the information entropy
of a cookie value:

The dictionary check is founded on the observation that well known Web
frameworks use well-defined names for session cookies - see Table 3. By
recognizing these values we are able to unambiguously classify such cookies as
session identifiers. Furthermore, in order to detect custom naming of session
identifiers, we characterize a value as a session cookie if it’s name contains
the string “sess” and if the value itself includes letters as well as numbers
and is more than ten characters long. We believe that this is a reasonable
assumption since all the session identifiers generated by the aforementioned
frameworks fall within this categorization.

The second pillar is based on the fact that session identifiers are long
random strings. Thus their entropy, i.e., the number of bits necessary to
represent them, is by nature higher than non-random strings. DEMACRO
first compares a cookie variable’s name with its dictionary and if the values
are not located it then calculates the entropy of the variable’s value. If
the result exceeds a certain threshold (acquired by observing the resulting
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entropy of session identifiers generated by the PHP programming framework),
the value is characterized as a session identifier and is removed from the
outgoing request.

This session identifier technique works without the assistance of Web
servers and offers excellent detection capabilities with a false negatives rate
of ~3% and a false-positive ratio of ~0.8% [94].

3.1.6 Evaluation

Security In this section we present a security evaluation of DEMACRO. In
order to test its effectiveness, we used it against MalaRIA [80], a malicious
Flash/Silverlight exploit tool that conducts Man-In-The-Middle attacks by
having a user visit a malicious website. MalaRIA tunnels attacker’s requests
through the victim’s browser thus making cross-domain requests through
the victim’s IP address and with the victim’s cookies. We chose Joomla, a
popular Content Management System, as our victim application mainly due
to Joomla’s high market penetration [26]. Joomla was installed on a host with
a wild-card cross-domain policy, allowing all other domains to communicate
with it through cross-domain requests.

Our victim logged in to Joomla and then visited the attacker’s site which
launched the malicious proxy. The attacker, situated at a different browser,
could now initiate arbitrary cross-domain requests to our Joomla installation.
Without our countermeasure, the victim’s browser added the victim’s ses-
sion cookie to the outgoing requests, thus authenticating the attacker as the
logged-in user. We repeated the experiment withDEMACRO activated. This
time, the plug-in detected the cross-domain requests and since the Joomla-
hosting domain implemented a weak cross-domain policy, it stripped the
session-identifier before forwarding the requests. This means that while the
attacker could still browse the Joomla website through the victim’s browser,
he was no longer identified as the logged-in user.

Apart from the security evaluation with existing and publicly available
exploits, we also implemented several test-cases of our own. We implemented
Flash and Silverlight applets to test our system against all possible ways
of conducting cross-domain requests across the two platforms and we also
implemented several vulnerable Flash and Silverlight applets to test for the
second misuse case (Section 3.1.3). In all cases, DEMACRO detected the
malicious cross-domain requests and removed the authentication information.
Lastly we tested our system against the exploits we developed for the real-
world use cases (See Section 3.1.4) and were able to successfully prevent the
attacks in both cases.
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Request Type #Requests
Non-Cross-Domain 77,988 (98.6%)
Safe Cross-Domain 414 (0.52%)
Unsafe Cross-Domain

Without Cookies 387 (0.49%)
With Session Cookies 275 (0.34%)

With Non-Session Cookies 29 (0.05%)
Total 79,093 (100%)

Table 4: Nature of requests observed by DEMACRO for Alexa Top 1k web-
sites

Compatibility In order to test DEMACRO’s practical ability to stop po-
tentially malicious cross-domain requests while preserving normal function-
ality, we conducted a survey of the Alexa top 1,000 websites. We used
the Selenium IDE 10 to instrument Firefox to automatically visit these sites
twice. The rationale behind the two runs is the following: In the first run,
DEMACRO was deactivated and the sites and ad banners were populating
cookies to our browser. In the second run, DEMACRO was enabled and re-
acting to all the insecure cross-domain requests by stripping-off their session
cookies that were placed in the browser during the first run. The results of
the second run are summarized in Table 4.

In total, we were able to observe 79,093 HTTP requests, of which 1,105
were conducted by plug-ins across domain boundaries. 691 of the requests
were considered insecure by DEMACRO and thus our system deemed it
necessary to remove any session cookies found in these requests. Of the
691, approximately half of them did not contain cookies thus these requests
were not modified. For the rest, DEMACRO identified at least one session-
like value in 275 requests which it removed before allowing the requests to
proceed.

In order to find out more about the nature of the insecure requests that
DEMACRO modified, we further investigated their intended usage: The 275
requests were conducted by a total of 68 domains. We inspected the do-
mains manually and discovered that almost half of the requests where per-
formed by Flash advertising banners and the rest by video players, image
galleries and other generic flash applications. We viewed the websites first
with DEMACRO de-activated and then activated and we noticed that in all
but one cases, the applications were loading correctly and displaying the ex-

10http://seleniumhq.org/projects/ide/
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1,500 C.D. requests Firefox FF & DEMACRO Overhead/req.
JavaScript 27.107 28.335 0.00082
Flash 184 210 0.00173

Table 5: Best and worst-case microbenchmarks (in seconds) of cross-domain
requests

pected content. The one case that did not work, was a Flash advertisement
that was no-longer functional when session cookies were stripped away from
its requests.

One can make many observations based on the aforementioned results.
First of all, we observe that the vast majority of requests do not originate
from plugins which experimentally verifies the commonly-held belief that
most of the Web’s content is served over non-plugin technologies. Another
interesting observation is that 50% of the cross-domain plugin-originating re-
quests are towards hosts that implement, purposefully or accidentally, weak
cross-domain policies. Finally, we believe that the experiments show that
DEMACRO can protect against cross-domain attacks without negatively af-
fecting, neither the user’s browsing experience nor a website’s legitimate
content.

Performance Regardless of the benefits of a security solution, if the over-
head that its use imposes is too large, many users will avoid deploying it. In
order to evaluate the performance of our countermeasure we measured the
time needed to perform a large number of cross-domain requests when a)
issued by JavaScript and b) issued by a Flash applet.

JavaScript Cross-domain requests: This experiment presents the
minimum overhead that our extension will add to a user’s browser. It consists
of an HTML page which includes JavaScript code to fetch 1,500 images from
a different domain than the one the page is hosted on. Both domains as well
as the browsing user are situated on the same local network to avoid unpre-
dictable network inconsistencies. The requests originating from JavaScript,
while cross-domain, are not in scope of the presented mitigation mechanism
and are thus not inspected by our system. The experiment was repeated
5 times and the first row of Table 5 reports the time needed to fetch all
1,500 images with and without our protecting system. The overhead that
our system imposes is 0.00082 seconds for each cross-domain request. While
this represents the best-case scenario, since none of the requests need to be
checked against weak cross-domain policies, we believe that this is very close
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the user’s actual everyday experience where most of the content served is
done so over non-plugins and without crossing domain boundaries, as shown
in Section 3.1.6.

Flash Cross-domain requests: In this experiment we measure the
worst-case scenario where all requests are cross-domain Flash-originating and
thus need to be checked and processed by our system. We chose to measure
“Flash-Gallery” 11, a Flash-based image gallery that constructs its albums
either from images on the local disk of the webserver or using the public
images of a given user on Flickr.com. Cross-domain accesses occur in the
latter case in order for the applet to fetch the necessary information of each
image’s location and finally the image itself. A feature that made us choose
this applet over other Flash-based image galleries is its pre-emptive loading
of all available images before the user requests them. Thus, the applet will
perform all cross-domain requests needed without any user interaction.

To avoid the network inconsistencies of actually fetching 500 images from
Flickr, we implemented the necessary subset of Flickr’s protocol to success-
fully provide a list of image URIs to the Flash applet, in our own Web ap-
plication which we hosted on our local network. Using our own DNS server,
we resolved Flickr.com to the host of our Web application instead of the
actual Web service. This setup, allowed us to avoid unnecessary modifica-
tions on the client-side, i.e. the Flash platform, our plug-in and the Flash
applet, and to accurately measure the imposed worst-case overhead of our
solution. According to the current protocol of Flickr.com, an application
first receives a large list of image identifiers. For each identifier, the applet
needs to perform 3 cross-domain requests. One to receive information about
the image, one to fetch the URIs of different image sizes and finally one to
fetch the image itself. We configured our Web service to return 500 image
identifiers which in total correspond to 1,500 cross-domain requests. Each
transfered image had an average size of 128 Kilobytes. Each experiment was
repeated 5 times and we report the average timings.

The second row of Table 5 reports the results of our experiment. Without
any protection mechanisms, the browser fetched and rendered all images in
184 seconds. The reason that made these requests so much slower than
the non-protected JavaScript requests of Section 3.1.6 is that this time, the
images are loaded into the Flash-plugin and rendered, as part of a functioning
interactive image gallery on the user’s screen. With our system activated,
the same task was accomplished in 210 seconds, adding a 0.00173 seconds
overhead to each plugin-based cross-domain request in order to inspect its
origin, the policy of the remote-server and finally perform any necessary

11http://www.flash-gallery.org/
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stripping of credentials.
It is necessary to point out that this overhead represents the upper-bound

of overhead that a user will witness in his every-day browsing. In normal cir-
cumstances, the majority of requests are not initiated by Flash or Silverlight
and thus we believe that the actual overhead will be closer to the one reported
in the previous section. Additionally, since our experiments were conducted
on the local network, any delay that DEMACRO imposes affects the total
operation time much more than requests towards remote Web servers where
the round-trip time of each request will be significantly larger.

3.1.7 Related Work

One of the first studies that gave attention to insecure cross-domain policies
for Flash, was conducted by Grossman in 2006 [43]. At the time, 36% of the
Alexa top 100 websites had a cross-domain policy and 6% of them were using
insecure wildcards. Kontaxis et al. [70] recently reported that now more than
60% of the same set of websites implement a cross-domain policy and the
percentage of insecure wildcard policies has increased to 21%. While we [74]
used a more conservative definition of insecure policies, we also came to the
conclusion that the cross-domain traffic through Flash and Silverlight is a
real problem.

To the best of our knowledge this paper presents the first countermea-
sure towards this increasingly popular problem. The nature of the problem,
i.e. server-side misconfigurations resulting to poor security, allows for two
categories of approaches. The first approach is at the server-side, where the
administrator of a domain configures the cross-domain policy correctly and
thus eliminates the problem all together. While this is the best solution, it a)
depends on an administrator to realize the problem and implement a secure
policy and b) needs to be repeated by all administrators in all the domains
that use cross-domain policies. Practice has shown that adoption of server-
side countermeasures can be a lengthy and often incomplete process [146].
For these reasons we decided to focus our attention on the client-side where
our system will protect the user regardless of the security provisions of any
given site.

Pure client-side security countermeasures against popular Web applica-
tion attacks have in general received much attention due to their attractive
“install once, secure all” nature. Kirda et al. [67] attempt to stop session
hijacking attacks conducted through cross-site scripting (XSS) [144] at the
client side using a proxy which blocks requests towards dynamically gener-
ated URIs leading to third-party domains. Nikiforakis et al. [94] and Tang
et al. [124] tackle the same problem through the identification of session
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identifiers at the client-side and their subsequent separation from the scripts
running in the browser. Vogt et al. [133] also attempt to prevent the leak-
age of session identifiers through the use of static analysis and dynamic data
tainting, however Russo et al. [110] have shown that the identifiers can still
be leaked through the use of side channels.

Moving on to Cross-Site Request Forgeries, Johns and Winter [63] pro-
pose a solution where a client-side proxy adds tokens in incoming URLs
(based on their domains) that bind each URL with their originating domain.
At each outgoing request, the domain of the request is checked against the
originating domain and if they don’t match, the requests are stripped from
their credentials. De Ryck et al. [111] extend this system, by moving it into
the browser where more context-information is available. Shahriar and Zulk-
ernine [117] propose a detection technique where each cross-domain request
is checked against the visibility of the code that originated it in the user’s
browser. According to the authors, legitimate requests will have originated
from visible blocks of code (such as a visible HTML form) instead of hid-
den code (an invisible auto-submitting form or JavaScript code). None of
the above authors consider cross-domain requests generated by Flash and
Silverlight.

Client-side defense mechanisms have also been used to protect a user’s
online privacy. Egele et al. [35] designed a client-side proxy which allows users
to make explicit decisions as to which personal information gets transmitted
to third-party social network applications. Beato et al. propose a client-
side access-control system for social networks, where the publishing user can
select who will get access to the published information [14].

3.1.8 Conclusion

In this section we have shown that the increasingly popular problem of inse-
cure Flash/Silverlight cross-domain policies is not just an academic problem,
but a real one. Even high profile sites carelessly expose their users to un-
necessary risks by relying on misconfigured policies and plugin applets. In
order to protect security aware users from malicious cross-domain requests
we propose a client-side detection and prevention mechanism, DEMACRO.
DEMACRO observes all requests that occur within the user’s web browser
and checks for potential malicious intent. In this context, we consider a re-
quest to be potentially harmful, if it targets a cross-domain resource on a Web
server that deploys an insecure wildcard policy. In such a case, DEMACRO
disarms potentially insecure cross-domain requests by stripping existing au-
thentication credentials. Furthermore, DEMACRO is able to prevent the
vulnerable proxy attack in which a vulnerable Flash application is misused
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to conduct cross-domain requests under a foreign identity. We examine the
practicality of our approach, by implementing and evaluating DEMACRO as
a Firefox extension. The results of our evaluation suggest that our system
is able to protect against malicious cross-domain requests with a negligible
performance overhead while preserving legitimate functionality.

3.2 LogSec
3.2.1 Introduction

Since the early days of the World Wide Web, websites have changed from
stateless hypertext delivery servers to fully-fledged web applications. Those
modern web applications combine dynamic content, user interactions, and –
in most cases – personalized user accounts.

Users authenticate (“log in”) by providing a username and a secret pass-
word. Then, a session is established between the user’s browser and the web
application. Technically, sessions are implemented by HTTP cookies [72]
which are initially delivered by the web application and then transmitted
by the browser with every request. Hence, browsers take over authentica-
tion after the login. However, there is no session management on browser
side beside appending all stored cookies on every request to the respective
domain.

After login, sessions enter a sensitive state because any subsequent action
is authenticated automatically without the user’s explicit consent [20]. Sev-
eral known attacks exploit the browser’s unawareness of the actual session
state: Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) [101], Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
[101], Session Fixation [69], and Session Sidejacking.

Figuratively spoken current mitigation approaches are like flooding the
house to clear the candles – it does the job but has unnecessary impact on
living. A better approach is to first determine which candles are actually
burning and then only clear exactly these.

We propose “LogSec”, an applicable client-side protection against a wide
range of session-based attacks from CSRF over Session Fixation and Side-
jacking to Cookie Theft via XSS. The majority of the protection means are
not new, instead, we use the state-of-the-art approaches but modify their
application policies. This allows us to only step into communication if nec-
essary.
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3.2.2 The Current State of Browser Behavior

The web browsers’ security policy has not significantly changed since the
introduction of the same-origin policy (SOP) [109] in the mid 1990s. In
the following sections, we show how the client-side security policy came to
be. Please note that in this description, we omit all potential security add-
ons. We simply show how off-the-shelf browsers process standard HTTP web
traffic [40] and which attacks arise from that (Sec. 3.2.2). Then, we explain
the up-to-date protection means to overcome the described vulnerabilities
(Sec. 3.2.3).

The Basics of Client-Side Security Policies & Respective Attacks:
In this paragraph, we point out some shortcomings that arise from the by-
default naive browser behavior. It is important to stress that this state
is grown by time, stemming from the stateless nature of the World Wide
Web. The browsers’ role as a generic user interface has been more or less
the same for almost 20 years, while the other part of the Web has changed
from a stateless hypertext delivery network to distributed fully fledged web
applications.

Receiving, Storing, and Sending Cookies: While browsers are com-
pletely agnostic about the meaning of HTTP cookies, they blindly send all
stored cookies with every request with respect to the SOP [72]. On server
side, however, these cookies are used to implement web sessions, thus accept-
ing received cookies as temporal authentication credential after login [72, 20].
Attackers use this fact in order to run cross-site request forgery (CSRF) at-
tacks. Therefore, they make the victim’s browser send prepared requests
that cause actions in the attacker’s interest. As browsers only check target
domains, they append the authenticating cookies though the requests are
triggered in a different domain context.

Other attack vectors emerge after sharing the sensitive session cookies
with the attacker. Session Hijacking attacks steal the cookies from the client,
for instance by eavesdropping on insecure communication channels or by
injecting malicious JavaScript code in the target domain reads the cookies via
the browser-provided API. Session Fixation attacks [69] set session cookies
known by the attacker in the victim’s browser before authentication [116].
After the victim’s login, attacker and victim share the same authenticated
session.

In all these cases, the attacker’s window of opportunity lasts until the
session ends. However, sessions do not automatically end when the user
closes his browser or surfs another website. Instead, the server waits for a
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particular logout request while the browser still maintains the session cookies.
This way, not only above described remote attackers can go on exploiting the
access to the victim’s account but also local users with access to the same
machine can (mis-)use the established session.

Besides chaining requests and responses to a web session, there is another
field of application for cookie-based identification. Website operators as well
as advertising networks want to keep track of their customers’ surfing habits
to improve the site’s design and offerings and so to increase their turnover.
Tracking is usually done by integrating content from a statistics and analysis
vendor. Upon accessing any website, the browser loads the integrated con-
tent, ranging from one static invisible pixel to sophisticated JavaScript code.
Thereby, it sends stored cookies allowing the tracking site to determine the
currently accessed website or – if no cookies are stored yet – receives new
cookies to start tracking.

Ensuring a Secure Channel: Many web sites deploy their content
via a secure HTTPS connection over TLS [103]. Therefore the protocol
protects against attackers listening to the communication between client and
server or even intervening it. This technology for example can protect from
cookie theft since all cookies are transmitted encrypted, too. But there is a
very prominent pitfall: If only one request that belongs to a particular web
application is conducted over the “normal” HTTP protocol the sent cookies
are transferred in plaintext as well. An attacker (i.e., an eavesdropper on a
public Wifi) could pickup these cookies and might be able to impersonate
the victim since the attacker now knows all the session cookies. For instance
if a web developer simply forgets the “s” in an image’s source tag on the web
site all other efforts concerning securing cookies are useless because then the
image is requested via the insecure HTTP protocol.

Recording Browsing History: Modern web browsers record the surf-
ing history for future replicability, e.g. if the user wants to revisit a news
article he read the day before. This locally stored record, however, turned
out to be a worthwhile target for spies to infer private information up to the
identity of the user [55, 56, 139, 57].

However, not only remote attackers threaten the users’ privacy. Mozilla’s
browser Firefox (version 13) introduced a new Home tab that provides snap-
shots of and links to recently and frequently visited web pages [86]. Hence,
every person catching a glimpse on the screen with a home tab could in cer-
tain circumstances get to see confidential information like banking or email
account snapshots [76].
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Some web sites store the session ID as a URL parameter instead of a
cookie. This allows everyone with access to the browser’s history to access
respective accounts as long as the user did not log out.

Filling Password Forms: All modern browsers come with a password
manager. Moreover, browser-external tools offer to store and provide user-
name and password for web authentication. An attacker who is able to inject
code, e.g. via widespread inclusion of third-party code [93], into a web page
can lure the browser into filling the form and send it to the attacker’s server.
This attack can happen on any page in a domain even without letting the
user notice. A successful attack not only allows to take over the established
session but to impersonate the victim at all time unless the password is
changed. And since many users use one and the same password (and email
address) for multiple web sites [127] and applications the victim can obtain
access to others than the compromised web site, too.

3.2.3 Overcoming Historically-Grown Weaknesses

Most of the browsers’ behavior described in Sec. 3.2.2 is meant to increase
the user’s comfort while surfing: For example after the initial authentication,
users are not requested to enter their credentials again (Sec. 3.2.2). And users
can choose arbitrary passwords and logging into web applications does not
require to memorize nor to enter them (Sec. 3.2.2).

A set of countermeasures has been put in place to prevent damage by
resulting attacks. The so-called “HttpOnly” [89] flag on cookies is supposed
to prevent malicious JavaScript code from reading confidential cookies [89].
The transmission of such cookies shall be secured by SSL and – in order
to prevent SSL-stripping attacks [81] – ‘HTTP Strict Transport Security’
(HSTS) [52] and the ‘secure’ cookie attribute [72]. Web applications can
append nonces to make links to actions unpredictable and thus prevent CSRF
attacks [64]. Renewing the session ID cookie upon login prohibits Session
Fixation attacks [61]. Browsers can retrieve an anti-tracking list of domains
to prevent tracking of users through the Web [83].

The history stealing problem has long been an arms race [11] where every
fix was followed by a new attack vector. New tabs of the Firefox browser can
exclude secure (i.e. https) URLs from being thumbnailed [125].

As Table 6 shows all these countermeasures that do not require manual
maintenance demand server contribution. User tracking and History Stealing
can be avoided by changing the web browsers’ behavior – for example by
applying white and blacklists against tracking. The problem with the history
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could be bypassed by manually removing entries from it. Especially the latter
suggestion is very annoying and time consuming.

attack countermeasure initiator man. maint. needed
Cookie stealing HTTP only attribute server no
Cookie sniffing HSTS server no
Cookie sniffing Secure cookie attribute server no
CSRF nonces server no
Session Fixation SID renewal server no
User tracking Blacklists browser yes
History Stealing remove unwanted entries user yes

Table 6: Attacks on Browser-inherent Behavior and Respective Countermea-
sures

3.2.4 Maintaining Browser State

In this section we introduce “LogSec”, a new browser extension that enhances
the browsers’ security level. The core of our approach is an algorithm that
is able to figure out whether the user is currently logged in on a web site or
not. The result of the algorithm is the so called “login state”. This indicator
is used to selectively activate and deactivate security features and privacy
protecting methods. Moreover the login state can be seen as the basis for
entirely new polices.

So with the knowledge about the user’s authentication state we can
achieve a stateful web browser that allows way more fine-grained security
policies than current approaches.

This idea relies on the assumption that many security features are only
needed when the user is logged in and has a web session worth to be protected.
Accordingly the function can be disabled when the user is not authenticated.
As a result unwanted side effects (so called “false positives”) of the security
policies can be mitigated since for instance HTTP requests or cookies are
intercepted and modified less often. In this way a higher level of compatibility
with the Web can be achieved and the user’s surfing experience is affected
less frequently.

The currently implemented features are only for demonstration purposes.
Theoretically almost every existing security policy can be admitted and ben-
efit from the information about the user’s login state.

URIs The just mentioned login status is determined individually and in-
dependently for every visited web site. A web site is defined through its
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corresponding domain. The applied granularity level is the tier of the second-
level domain (SLD) that is a domain hierarchically direct below a top-level
domain.

For instance if the URI http://images.example.com is handled in our ap-
proach the login state will be stored in the internal storage system only for
example.com (the second-level and top-level domain part of the domain).
Consequently LogSec assumes that the user is logged in (or logged out) on
*.example.com.

Of course also the URIs with an assembled country code second-level
domain (ccSLD) are considered, e.g. in the United Kingdom web sites with
commercial purposes use the class .co.uk or academic registrants use .ac.uk.
To decide whether a part of a URI belongs to the ccSLD or not we use the
list of all known top-level domains and ccSLDs from http://publicsuffix.org.

Session Cookies Besides dealing with domain names in URIs the exten-
sion also has to handle cookies. For some security features of LogSec it is
important to be able to differentiate between “regular” cookies and session
cookies – those cookies that carry session identifiers.

To identify whether a cookie carries such session information LogSec uses
a list with 46 known designators for session cookies. For example “phpsessid”
or “jsessionid” are common identifiers for session cookies in popular web
application frameworks.

If an examined cookie does not have a known identifier the length of
the cookie’s value, thus the session id must be longer then ten characters
and must contain both numbers and letters to be a potential session cookie.
Usually session identifiers are generated in this manner because so it is nearly
impossible to brute-force a valid session id due to the large range of possible
values [94]. Moreover if the identifier does not match with an entry of the
reference list the entropy of the cookie’s value must exceed a given value.
The entropy is calculated with the function H = L · log2 N where N is the
number of possible symbols and L the length of the value respectively the
session identifier. H now represents the number of bits necessary to represent
the session identifier.

This approach to identify session cookies is similar to the algorithms
used in a different Firefox extension named “SERENE” [30] and the local
web proxy “SessionShield” [94].

Login State Recognition In order to determine the user’s login state
of a site the extension examines all ongoing HTTP requests and received
web content: if state indicating keywords can be found in requests belonging
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to the web site or on the web page itself, the login state for the particular
domain will be updated accordingly.

LogSec determines the login state in two steps: On the one hand there
is the state that directly indicates the current login state. On the other
hand a score is stored for every single domain. The score is a number and
modified every time when a new evidence for a login or logout is found. For
example when a specific keyword like “log out” is found on a web site the
score is incremented. With the use of the score it is also possible to achieve
a weighting of signs that point towards a changed login status. So some
very distinct keywords can affect the value more than other, not so precise
keywords. When the score exceeds a certain value - the so called “login
threshold” - the extension changes the state of the domain accordingly and
the score is set back to zero.

Henceforward LogSec looks for indicators that point towards the opposite
state and remains at the current state until the threshold is exceeded again.

The benefit of the combination of state and score is that a maximum score
is reached after a certain time. For example when the extension would only
use a score and a positive scoring would indicate a login we would run into
the following trouble: When the user is authenticated on a web application
the extension may detect the signal word “logout” on the web page. With
every click on the web site and with every request the extension would find
one more “logout” and would update the score every time accordingly. After
dozens of interactions with the web site the internal score would now be a
very high number. Now when the user logs out from the web application the
score would be lowered but would still remain positive. The positive score
then would indicate that the user is logged in but obviously this would be
wrong.

The information about the user’s login state then is used to switch on
and off security or privacy functions and observing the login state over time
allows us to implement entirely new policies. And since the login status is
determined individually for every domain for example a security function
could be activated for web site A if the user is authenticated there while
for web site B that is opened in a second browser tab the function is not
activated. The implemented security and privacy components are described
in the following sections.

Cross-Site Request Forgery Protection The first outlined security com-
ponent is a function that analyzes HTTP requests in order to offer protection
mechanisms against Cross-Site Request Forgery [64] attacks.

The idea is quite similar to two already existing approaches – the first one
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is described in [29] The second one is DEMACRO (Sec. 3.1). But our solution
also considers the login state when applying these policies. Furthermore we
use CORS [129] to achieve a higher level of compatibility.

When an HTTP request with a different origin and target is monitored
this request is classified as cross domain request that could be caused by a
CSRF attack. If the user is not authenticated on the request’s target we let
this request pass through because we do not expect great harm since state
transitions on server-side can not be assigned to the user as a person. But if
the login status indicates that the user is logged in on the targeted web site
the above mentioned policies are applied.

Automatic/Precise Protection: The algorithm from [29] checks
whether the request is expected or not. “A cross-origin request from origin
A to B is expected if B previously (earlier in the browsing session) delegated
to A. We say that B delegates to A if B either issues a POST request to
A, or if B redirects to A using a URI that contains parameters.” [29] If the
request is not expected the request is classified as potentially malicious. But
in contrast to the original version of this concept where all the cookies and
the authentication header would be removed from the request right now our
approach extends the policy with a lightweight version of CORS [129] to
come to a final conclusion whether the request is allowed to carry session
relevant data or not.

For this purpose the extension pauses the ongoing potentially malicious
HTTP request and generates a new one with the same target. The new re-
quest is a so called “preflight” [129] request that tells the server to return
information headers including the CORS header. This preflight request does
not have any side effects on server-side. Of course not every web application
supports this technology but if the CORS header “Access-Control-Allow-
Origin” is available in the response of the preflighted request the extension
then analyzes the obtained information: If the web application allows re-
quests from every possible source or if the Referrer or Origin header of the
currently inspected HTTP request is part of the targeted web application’s
CORS whitelist, the request will be ranked as a benign request and cookies
and the Authorization header won’t be stripped off this request.

The implemented algorithm differs from the W3C CORS standard [129]
because if the optional HTTP origin header is not available we consider the
HTTP referrer header to match with the received CORS whitelist. An imple-
mentation that follows the standard cancels requests when no origin header is
available. Furthermore only the Access-Control-Allow-Origin CORS header
is considered although CORS offers more fine-grained options like headers
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Figure 17: Overview of the CSRF policy.

that define which request methods or request headers are allowed for a par-
ticular cross domain request. Of course the relaxed approach that is imple-
mented in the extension is needed because otherwise many web applications
would misbehave if too many requests would arrive without session informa-
tion. Moreover web applications do not know that a client uses CORS also
for non-JavaScript generated HTTP requests and thus they tend to deliver a
too strict CORS policy which is too conservative for usual HTTP requests.

At this point our implementation – the combination of the in the men-
tioned paper discussed approach plus the CORS feature – might already come
to the conclusion that the current HTTP request is malicious. And conse-
quently the authentication header and all cookies from the will be removed
from the request.

DEMACRO: But as mentioned above LogSec is equipped with the
entire functionality of DEMACRO, too (see Sec. 3.1). The difference in
the implementation of LogSec is that headers with session information are
only stripped off requests if the user is authenticated on the targeted web
application.

The functional interaction is depicted in Figure 17. Note that this is
only a schematic representation. Individual functions for instance could be
deactivated by the user.

Benefit of considering the login state: Both approaches manipulate
HTTP requests by removing the cookie header if a request is ranked to be
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malicious. In some situations the ranking can fail and a cross-domain request
is classified as a CSRF attack despite it is a benign request. Then the web
application usually reacts unexpectedly because it expects cookies to be part
of the request. As a result the user will get an error message or intended
actions are not conducted.

By disabling the protection mechanism for web sites where the user is not
authenticated we avoid these unwanted side effects. Consequently the user’s
surfing experience is affected less frequently than in the always-on approach.

Session Fixation The most difficult part in an extension that protects
against Session Fixation is to recognize that such an attack takes place. With
the use of our login status the solution is within one’s reach: every time when
the extension monitors a POST request that contains specific keywords like
“username” and “password” which indicate a login, LogSec issues a snapshot
of all currently stored cookies for the specific domain. Furthermore all cur-
rently available URL-based session IDs are stored within the snapshot. So
if the web application does not use cookies to store session information this
approach can be seen as a fallback solution. The snapshot is made directly
after a POST request leaves the browser because such a request typically is
the first recognizable step in a login procedure.

Now when the next page that was requested with the POST request
is completely loaded and the login status now indicates that the user is
authenticated the extension compares all now available cookies and the on
the web site present URL-based session IDs with the snapshot that was
created recently. If a known session cookie was changed in its value or if a
new cookie that is obviously a session cookie or URL-based session ID was
added the extension comes to the conclusion that everything is ok and does
not take further measures. In other words that means if

• no session cookie’s value was changed and

• no new session cookie was added

or if the web site does not use cookies and

• no URL-based session ID was changed and

• no new URL-based session ID was added

the web application is vulnerable to Session Fixation attacks. In that case
we react by displaying a warning dialogue that informs the user about that
issue. Furthermore we inspect all links on the web site and request a link
that might be a logout link. To identify the link characteristic keywords are
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used. As a consequence the web application is told to invalidate the user’s
session and thus an attacker is not able to use the session identifier to access
the victim’s user account any longer.

Benefit of considering the login state Only with the login state
it becomes possible to monitor the state transition from not logged in to
logged in. This state transition in conjunction with the detected POST
request allows us to identify at which time the login was conducted. And
then we are able to compare session IDs before and after the login to identify
web applications vulnerable to Session Fixation attacks.

Session Sidejacking An other very critical and wide spread security is-
sue are unsecured HTTP connections which are unintentionally caused by
unaware web developers (Sec. 3.2.2). With our approach – the login state
– we can avoid the problem where sensitive user data like session identifiers
are transmitted by such an insecure connection.

Every time when the user is authenticated on a web site and the exten-
sion detects a request that is sent via the HTTP protocol instead of HTTPS
a warning dialogue is displayed that informs the user about the issue. Fur-
thermore the current request is suspended so the request does not leave the
browser. It depends on the user’s decision whether it is continued. For exam-
ple if the user is connected to the Internet by a public WiFi it would be wise
to abort the request because other network participants could be listening to
the user’s communication.

Cookie Grabbing via XSS To block JavaScript from accessing cookies
they can be equipped with the “HttpOnly” [89] flag. In this way web devel-
opers can set that specific cookies – for instance session cookies – should not
be read by JavaScript since a script that might be injected by exploiting a
Cross-Site Scripting vulnerability could cull the website’s cookies and send
them to an attacker.

LogSec can automatically add the “HttpOnly” attribute to recognized
session cookies (Sec. 3.2.4). But the attribute is only added to cookies from
web sites where the user is authenticated.

If a new cookie with session information is received from a web site where
the user is logged in, the flag is simply added. And if the login state switches
from not logged in to logged in for a domain the algorithm iterates over all
corresponding cookies and adds the flag to all recognized session cookies.
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Password Stealing via Injected Forms Attackers abuse the browsers’
password managers to get at the victims’ passwords by placing a hidden
password field on the compromised web site e.g. by Cross-Site Scripting.
When the user opens the web site his browser’s password manager will fill
out the password field and the payload can send the credentials directly to
the attacker.

With the idea of a login state this attack vector can be eliminated: If
a user is already logged in, the web application usually won’t ask for the
password again. So if a password field (regardless whether hidden or not)
is found on a web site where the user is already authenticated LogSec will
override the value of the input field with an empty string before any em-
bedded script can access the field. So for an attacker it is impossible to get
the user’s password by tricking the password manager to fill out such hidden
form fields.

Misusing Unneeded Sessions When the user navigates from one web
site to a new one within the same browser tab the extension recognizes this
as a logout and deletes all (session) cookies from the “old” host with the
precondition that the same web site is not opened in an other browser tab
or window. A closed tab or window evokes the same functionality and is
interpreted as “logout”, too. Now when the user revisits this web application
he won’t be authenticated there.

An exception is made when a redirection with parameters or a POST
request to an other domain is monitored before the location is changed. In
this situation one can assume that the user will come back to the original
web site any time soon because web sites follow this structure e.g. when a
third party payment service is invoked.

This is a very useful feature especially on shared computers or on public
PCs because users usually forget that they are authenticated on a previously
visited web site when they leave the workstation. Then the next user of the
device could try some popular sites like Facebook and open that web site. If
the previous user was authenticated on the site during his browser session it
is very likely that the current user now can access the web site on behalf of
the first user.

Privacy Features Besides features that enhance the security level also
methods that protect the user’s privacy can benefit from the knowledge about
the login state. We have implemented the following ones:
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History Stealing Protection: This feature blocks URLs from being
stored in the browser’s history when the user is authenticated on a web site.
So for instance if the user is logged in on a shopping web site and opens
several sites belonging to the web shop during his browsing activity only the
home page of the shop will be stored in the history because on the home
page the user was not authenticated yet.

Consequently an attacker or another person who has access to the com-
puter/browser won’t be able to figure out which web sites the user has ac-
cessed while he was authenticated.

Do-Not-Track: Another privacy protecting feature is the client-side
Do-Not-Track enforcement. In order to protect the user from tracking his way
through the Internet this function drops all cookies and the Authorization
header from outgoing HTTP requests that target a web application where the
user is not logged in. Then for example an analyzing service that is involved
by the web site owner to learn about the users won’t receive any information
about the user’s identity and thus it is impossible to map the request to a
particular user. Consequently it is no longer possible for third parties to
draw up user profiles containing data about the user’s surfing behavior.

This approach assumes that no identifying information is needed when
communicating with the web application if the user is not authenticated
there because only if the user is logged in session information is required
to link HTTP requests to the user. Of course there is one scenario where
cookies are needed despite the user is not authenticated: the login process
itself. Thus we allow cookies for POST requests whose body contains specific
keywords like “user” and “password”. These are characteristic elements that
the request aims to authenticate the user.

3.2.5 Implementation

We have implemented the concept of LogSec as a prototype for the Mozilla
Firefox web browser. The add-on contains algorithms for determining the
login state. Moreover all mentioned security and privacy features (Sec. 3.2.4)
are part of the extension.

The concept of course could be transferred to other browsers and further-
more could be integrated directly in the browsers’ cores so that the users do
not have to install LogSec as an additional extension.

LogSec currently is equipped with different security features which all
benefit from the login state. The security features protect from

• CSRF attacks,
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• Session Fixation,

• Cookie Theft,

• Password Theft,

• insecure HTTP connections and

• forgotten active logins.

Besides these security enhancing features LogSec contains some privacy
enforcing mechanisms, too. They guarantee a higher level of privacy by
applying their policies in the area of:

• Tracking protection (Do-Not-Track) and

• History Stealing protection.

This section now provides a detailed explanation of our implementations:

Login State Recognition The basic strategy of LogSec is the login state.
The login state that is determined individually for every domain is used in all
implemented security and privacy enforcing components. The main purpose
of the state is to activate and deactivate such functions selectively.

To learn about the accessed web sites LogSec intercepts all outgoing
HTTP requests and extracts the destination URIs from them with the use
of an event listener that is triggered when the web browser fires the http-on-
modify-request event. In this way the extension recognizes which domains
are invoked in communication processes. Every detected URI is reduced to
its second-level domain and top-level domain or country code second-level
domain as already described in section 3.2.4.

The identified domains are stored in an internal states management sys-
tem, the “state manager”. Moreover in the state manager a boolean that
represents the login state is stored with every domain. Initially the login
state is “not logged in” (false) because at a domain’s first occurrence the
user probably is not yet authenticated since it usually takes several steps to
log in.

Besides the boolean also an integer is stored for every domain. This
integer represents the “score” of a web site. Only when the score exceeds
a defined threshold the state will be affected and for example changed from
false to true. The score is updated every time when the algorithm detects
signals for a login or for a logout. These signals can be found for example
in HTTP requests or on the received web page thus the HTML source code
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itself. Signals are indicating keywords like the expression “log out” on a web
page or in an HTTP request the term “login” (e.g. in the URI the part
/login.jsp). Currently we have implemented a set with English and German
keywords but the list could be extended easily. Also characteristic elements
like for example a login form with an input field for username and password
are part of the keyword list.

With the use of the score it is possible to achieve a weighting: the key-
words have different weights. Its weight is added to the score or subtracted
from it every time when a keyword is found. When the score of a domain
then exceeds the threshold the extension changes the state of the domain.
Simultaneously the score will be set back to zero. From now on LogSec
looks for indicators that point towards the opposite state and remains in the
current state until the threshold is exceeded again.

Every component of LogSec can access the state manager and for instance
retrieve the current login state of a domain. This prompt only requires one
line of code as listing 9 shows.

Listing 9: Accessing the state manager to retrieve a domain’s login state
var loginState = stateManager . getStatus (" example .com ");

Our approach does not require a fixed and defined sequence of actions to
determine the login state. It is sufficient when characteristic keywords can be
found on the web pages or in HTTP requests. Consequently our algorithm
is able to determine a correct login state for web sites that provide Single
Sign-on to authenticate their users.

LogSec informs the user about the determined login state with an icon
next to the browser’s address bar. If the login state of the currently visible
web page is true the icon is green and silver otherwise. In addition the user
can access a list with all known domains and their related login status.

State Recovery When the browser is closed LogSec stores all currently
available states and scores persistently. Now when the browser is opened
again and the browser is told to recover the last session the extension will be
relegated to its previous state, too. This function enables a proper usage of
the recovered web sites since the internal login states are correct.

Preferences Every security or privacy function of LogSec can be disabled
individually. In addition some of them can be configured to fulfill the user’s
individual needs. To do this the user can open a preferences window from
the context menu of the extension. These settings are stored persistently in
the browser’s preferences system.
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3.2.6 Evaluation

In this section the results of the evaluation of the implemented browser ex-
tension LogSec are explained.

For the evaluation with real web applications 100 web sites were examined
manually. These include 50 sites from position one to 70 and 50 sites from
position 200 up to 330 of the Alexa’s [6] most popular web sites (worldwide).
It was not possible to evaluate the list without skipping single sites because
some pages – especially these with a posterior placement – do not offer the
possibility to create a user account or setting up an account would be too
time consuming. For instance for banks it would require to set up a bank
account. Others were skipped because they offer suspect contents like illegal
video downloads.

Login State Accuracy Since the login state is the core of LogSec we
started evaluation with the login state recognition algorithm. While the re-
sults were collected all other security functions of LogSec were disabled since
they might influence the state recognition algorithm, e.g. another feature
might cause a wrong working web site by manipulating HTTP requests.

When obtaining an absolute number of correctly recognized states two
different levels of login states can be set:

1. The login was properly identified and was stable for at least 3-5 further
requests on that web site.

2. The status was determined correctly after logging out.

Both levels are very important: The first level of course is crucial because
only if this status is correct and the user is authenticated features like CSRF
protection are activated. After logging out the status should indicate that
the user is not authenticated because then security components can be de-
activated in order to improve compatibility. Furthermore it is necessary to
have a correct state in these situations since functions like the Session Fixa-
tion protection need to observe state transitions when the user authenticates
again on the web site. And this state transition would not be obvious if the
state would be true even before signing in again.

type correct (first 50) correct (rank 200+) total
login (level 1) 49/50 (98%) 46/50 (92%) 95/100 (95%)
logout (level 2) 43/50 (86%) 35/50 (70%) 78/100 (78%)

Table 7: Evaluation of Login State Recognition
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As Table 7 shows our implementation provides correct results in 95 %
of all evaluated web sites concerning the detection rate of active sessions
(logins). For detecting the logout event the algorithm is right in 78 %.

The reason why the second number is little inferior to the first one is the
fact that we firstly were focused on a good detection rate concerning authen-
ticated sessions. In future we are going to try to improve the last number
e.g. by not considering HTTP requests that load graphics or Cascading
Stylesheets since these requests often contain confusing keywords which then
are considered by the login state recognition algorithm.

Moreover our approach heavily depends on a static keyword list that
currently contains English and German keywords. However for the evaluation
also web pages written in other languages have been considered since in the
top list about one quarter of all pages does not provide contents in one of
our preferred language. Nevertheless on the majority of these web pages a
correct login state can be determined since for example links contain English
expressions.

CSRF Protection Since the function that protects from CSRF attacks is
only activated when the login state indicates that the user is authenticated
on a web site it is very important to have a precise login state.

Currently LogSec detects 95 % (see Table 7) of all logins. Consequently
the CSRF protection function is activated for 95 % of all web sites supposed
to be protected. These sites are protected in the same way as the original
(permanent) policies would protect them. Of course LogSec does not offer
any protection mechanisms in 5 % of cases.

3.2.7 Related Work

In this chapter several other related concepts and prototypes of security
enhancing approaches are explained and discussed. Some of them can directly
be compared to the functionality of LogSec .

“App Isolation”: The approach that is described in [24] among others
protects against Session Fixation and CSRF attacks.

With “App Isolation” multiple web browsers are simulated within just
one browser. [24] For every web application that wants (opt-in policy!) to
benefit from this kind of security measures a virtual browser is applied and
site specific states like cookies are isolated from each other. [24] Accordingly
attackers are not able to take advantage of persistent states and for example
CSRF attacks won’t be successful since cookies can not be accessed from
another virtual browser / web site.
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This approach of course will lower compatibility with the Web since also
benign cross domain requests like for example social network’s recommen-
dation systems (e.g. Facebook’s ‘like’ button) won’t work any longer since
they concern two different virtual browsers. Moreover introducing a security
feature that is based on a server-driven policy file will take some time since
in certain circumstances the web application must be changed considerably.

“CsFire” The Firefox add-on “CsFire” [111] protects from CSRF attacks,
too. In CsFire the policy handles requests accordingly to their type. A dis-
tinction is made between GET and POST requests and further characteristic
properties of requests:

The default policy only allows user initiated cross domain GET requests
with no parameters, e.g. when the user clicks on a link. [111] From cross
domain GET requests with parameters and from all kinds of cross domain
POST requests the extension strips the cookie header. Moreover requests
can be entirely blocked so that they do not leave the client. Instructions
which requests should be blocked can be set by configuring a local blacklist.
Furthermore a local whitelist can be used in order to allow particular cross
domain requests.

In addition CsFire can download a policy file from the web server be-
fore handling a request. Thus also the web application can decide how the
extension should deal with a particular request.

“SessionShield” The concept of “SessionShield” [94] describes a proxy
outside the browser. The proxy monitors all requests and responses and
detects session identifiers in incoming HTTP headers.

All detected session cookies are then removed from the response and
stored in an internal database in the proxy. The modified response then is
passed to the browser. Though the browser won’t receive any session IDs.
Once the proxy detects an HTTP request it checks the domain of the request
and adds the locally stored session IDs to the request.

In case of a session hijacking attack the browser will still execute the
malicious code but since no session cookies are stored in the browser no
session IDs can be stolen in this way.

To determine whether a cookie is a session cookie or a “regular” one
“SessionShield” calculates the information entropy and checks whether the
cookie’s name is a known name from a popular web framework. The clas-
sification algorithm implemented in LogSec was derived from that concept
as described in Section 3.2.4. However in LogSec cookies are not stored
in an external proxy in order to protect them from being hijacked but the
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“HttpOnly” [89] flag is added to them.

3.2.8 Conclusion

So far the principles of LogSec have been introduced and examined in detail.
This section now summarizes the most important aspects and advantages of
the concept of the login status.

From the login state that is separately determined for every domain se-
curity and privacy components can benefit in two different ways:

On the one hand compatibility with the Web can be maximized since
communication is modified less frequently. The reason is that intercepting
(security) components only are activated when the user is authenticated on
a web site since only in this situation the user’s identity could be abused for
example by hijacking his session.

On the other hand the availability of the authentication status allows to
implement an entirely new class of security and privacy features that require
knowledge about the user’s login state. For example with the login state it is
possible to implement an intelligent tracking protection that is not dependent
on a static set of blacklisted domains or web applications can be identified
that are vulnerable to Session Fixation.

The current implementation of the login state recognition algorithm yields
a detection rate of 95 % concerning logins and provides a correct value be-
tween 70 % and 86 % after logout. If these values could be improved a still
better level of security and compatibility would be achieved. A possible so-
lution for instance could be a specific HTTP header that would allow web
sites to directly report the actual login state.
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4 Control-Flow Integrity

4.1 Control-Flow Integrity Monitor for Web Applica-
tions

Modern web applications frequently implement complex control flows, which
require the users to perform actions in a given order. Users interact with a
web application by sending HTTP requests with parameters and in response
receive web pages with hyperlinks that indicate the expected next actions.
If a web application takes for granted that the user sends only those ex-
pected requests and parameters, malicious users can exploit this assumption
by crafting harming requests. We analyze recent attacks on web applica-
tions with respect to user-defined requests and identify their root cause in
the missing explicit control-flow definition and enforcement. Based on this
result, we provide our approach, a control-flow monitor that is applicable to
legacy as well as newly developed web applications. It expects a control-flow
definition as input and provides guarantees to the web application concern-
ing the sequence of incoming requests and carried parameters. It protects
the web application against race condition exploits, a special case of control-
flow integrity violation. Moreover, the control-flow monitor supports modern
browser features like multi-tabbing and back button usage. We evaluate our
approach and show that it induces a negligible overhead.

4.1.1 Introduction

Over the past two decades, the web has evolved from a simple delivery mech-
anism for static content to an environment for powerful distributed applica-
tions. In spite of these advances, remote interactions between users and web
applications are still handled using the stateless HTTP protocol, which has
no protocol level session concept. Handling session state is fully left to the
web application developer or to high-level web application frameworks.

Web applications often include complex control flows that span a series of
multiple distributed interactions. The application developer usually expects
the user to follow the intended control flow. However, if a web application
does not carefully ensure that interactions adhere to the intended control
flow, attackers can easily abuse the web application by using unexpected in-
teractions. Several known attacks have exploited this kind of vulnerability in
the past. The attacks’ impact ranges from sending more free SMS text mes-
sages than actually allowed [102], over unauthorized access to user accounts
[25, 44, 126], up to shopping expensive goods with arbitrarily low payments
[137].
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This paper presents novel approaches for avoiding problems related to
control-flow integrity in web applications. The specific contributions are as
follows. First, we define a formal language for specifying explicitly the control
flow of a web application; Second, we define a control mechanism that makes
sure that only client requests that comply with the control-flow specification
are executed; Third, we integrate the control mechanism in a framework
based on the Model-View-Controller (MVC) model, making our approach
both easy to use for newly developed applications and easy to integrate in
already existing applications. Finally, we show that our approach is effective
and practical by demonstrating that it enables the removal of several kinds
of real-world security problems, while having a low run-time overhead.

This paper is structured as follows. The next section provides an in-depth
discussion of technical aspects of control-flow integrity in web applications
and explains known attacks and vulnerabilities. Sec. 4.1.3 presents novel
approaches for controlling flow integrity at the server-side. Sec. 4.1.4 analyzes
the benefits of our approach and evaluates the performance of our prototype.
Sec. 4.1.5 compares our approach to related work, and Sec. 4.1.6 concludes.

4.1.2 Web Application Control Flow

In this section, we investigate in more detail the problem of control-flow
integrity of web applications, analyze several real-world attacks, and discuss
their root causes.

Technical Background In a typical web application, the user’s web browser
interacts with the remote application by sending HTTP requests. HTTP is
a stateless protocol without session concept [40]. This means that each re-
quest is independent of all others. The protocol does not inherently link one
request to the next. Dynamic web applications, however, have workflows
that are composed of multiple steps, which corresponds to multiple HTTP
requests from the user to the web application. For each step, the client re-
ceives a web page with hyperlinks that offer possible next steps to a user.
Upon clicking a link, the user’s browser sends a particular HTTP request to
the web application, which then performs actions in order to progress to the
next step in the workflow. The actions are defined by the URI [17] of the
HTTP request, the request parameters, and the server-side session record.

The Attacks Several kinds of attacks exploit the fact that attackers can
craft arbitrary requests instead of clicking on provided hyperlinks. Real-
world examples of control-flow integrity violations are race conditions, ma-
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nipulated HTTP parameters, unsolicited request sequences, and the compro-
mising use of the browser’s “back” button.

Race Conditions In order to exploit race conditions [100] in web ap-
plications, attackers can send several crafted requests almost in parallel. If
the web application does not handle concurrent requests by proper synchro-
nization, the actual application semantics can be changed in this way. In
one real-world example, a web application provided an interface to send a
limited number of SMS text messages per day [102]. The web application
first checked the current amount of sent messages (time-of-check), then de-
livered the message according to the received request, and finally updated
the number of sent messages in the database (time-of-use). Attackers were
able to send more messages than allowed by the web application by craft-
ing a number of HTTP requests, each containing the receiver and text of
the message to be sent. These requests were sent almost in parallel and
the multi-threaded web application processed the incoming requests concur-
rently. This way, the attacker exploited the fact that the messages were sent
before the respective database entry was updated, leading to the delivery
of all requested messages. The developers’ underlying assumption was that
users finish one transmission process before sending the next message and do
not request one operation of the workflow several times in parallel.

HTTP Parameter Manipulation HTTP requests can contain pa-
rameters in addition to the receiving host, path, and resource. As the pa-
rameters are sent by the client, the user can control the parameters’ values
and which parameters are sent to the web application. Wang et al. [137]
found a bunch of logic flaws in well-known merchant systems and Cashier-
as-a-Service (CaaS) services. These flaws allowed them to buy any item for
the price of the cheapest item in the store. In 2011, the Citigroup faced
an attack on their customers’ data [126]. The attackers were able to access
names, credit card numbers, e-mail addresses and transaction histories. All
the attackers had to do was simply changing the HTTP parameters in the
web browser. By automation, they obtained confidential data of more than
200,000 customers.

Unsolicited Request Sequences Attackers can not only modify the
requests’ parameters but also craft requests to any method of the web appli-
cation. Besides manipulated HTTP parameters, web applications might face
unexpected requests to any method. For instance, in another given scenario
by Wang et al. [137], a malicious shopper was able to add items to her cart
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between checkout and payment. She was only charged the value of her cart
at checkout time. The recently added items were not invoiced.

Compromising Use of the “Back” Button Current web browsers
are fitted with a so-called “back” button. It is meant to navigate back to the
last visited web page. Depending on the configuration, the last request either
has to be repeated in order to display the page or the content is loaded from
the browser’s local storage (“cache”). In the context of a workflow, the user
takes one step back which in some cases is unwanted and also undetectable
by the web application. In fact, the usage of this button usually invokes the
last action again rather than rolling back the last changes. Hallé et al. [47]
describe related navigation errors.

Root Causes All described attacks share common root causes. Web appli-
cation developers assume that users first request one of possibly several ap-
plication entry points, e.g. the base directory at http://www.example.com.
Upon the first request, the web application sends a given response containing
a set of hyperlinks or a redirect instruction to the user. As users tend to click
on hyperlinks in order to navigate through the application, developers might
assume that only the given requests will be accessed next. However, the user
is technically not bound to click on one of the provided hyperlinks but she
can still send requests that are not provided within this response. Sent re-
quests can differ from provided hyperlinks in terms of addressed methods and
HTTP parameters. Vulnerable web applications fail to handle unintended
user behavior in terms of sequences of requests.

More formally, web application developers implement implicit control-
flow graphs. In each state, sending a request leads to a subsequent state in
the graph. Executing a step corresponds to changing the server-side state.
Control-flow weaknesses occur if an attacker is able to address at least one
method, i.e. cause a state-changing action, that is not meant to be addressed
in the respective session state. In the respective control-flow graph, this
transition does not exist due to the developer’s assumption that the request
does not happen at that time. Vice versa, a web application implementing
a control-flow graph with transitions for all requests in every state is not
susceptible to control-flow weaknesses.

Control-flow weaknesses cannot be overcome with usual access control
means. The attack vectors include only requests that are in the scope of the
user’s rights. Access control mechanisms prevent users from accessing sensi-
tive API methods at all time while control-flow integrity protection prohibits
access to regular API methods at the wrong time.
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Existing web applications enforce the intended control flow based on
session-contained parameters. This allows only the implicit definition of
workflows. The previous actions are assumed to set the parameters and,
thus, allow the execution of next actions. The actual workflows are not ex-
plicitly determined preventing the proper assessment of enabled workflows.
The central and explicit definition of facilitated workflows provides guaran-
tees of request sequences to the relying web application. One crucial aspect
of reliable request sequences are controlled HTTP parameters as we have
shown by the attacks in Sec. 4.1.2.

4.1.3 Preserving Control-Flow Integrity

The attacks described in Sec. 4.1.2 are caused by user actions that violate
given control flows. This section provides detailed information of how we
prevent an unintended action from getting executed and, thus, from violating
the integrity of a control flow.

Technical Background For every web application, the application devel-
oper knows the intended control flow. This control flow can be denoted as a
sequence of actions. Considering each action as a transition in a graph, we
finally obtain the control-flow graph of the web application. So, the applica-
tion developer deploys the control-flow graph of the web application.

Figure 18: The Design Pattern of MVC-based Web Applications

The enforcement of the intended control flow requires a central entity that
takes care of each incoming request. The popular Model-View-Controller
architecture provides such an entity by design (see Fig. 18). Every request
has to pass the application’s controller, which encapsulates the business logic.
The controller consists of several classes, each containing various methods.
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Therefore, one action of a control flow in our definition language is defined as
<class name>.<method name>. From a granularity view, this is appropriate
because a request addresses one method. In sum, a control-flow graph is given
as a sequence of methods of controller classes.

Protection Goals Our approach protects web applications from malicious
users that perform attacks using arbitrary request sequences. As a side ef-
fect, the approach protects honest users against Cross-Site Request Forgery
(CSRF) attacks to some extent because attackers have to follow the intended
control flow to finally commit their abusive request. In more detail, our ap-
proach has the following goals:
– Upon each incoming request, the monitor shall determine the control-flow
context of this request and take a decision whether the request is permitted.
If the monitor allows the request to pass, it updates the context accordingly.
– The approach must be usable with state-of-the-art browser features, includ-
ing the use of a back button as well as multiple browser tabs (multi-tabbing)
for the same session. Each tab shall be permitted to use a different control
flow.
– The monitor must prevent race conditions for actions that might serve as
a target for an attacker. These actions can be specified in the control-flow
graph.
– The monitor must be able to control HTTP parameters and their values.
– All web applications have unclassified resources such as “About us” infor-
mation. These resources shall be accessible without restrictions, independent
of ongoing workflows.

Enforcing Control-Flow Integrity In this section, we provide details
how we achieve the above-mentioned goals. We propose an architecture based
on explicit control-flow specification and server-side control-flow enforcement.
The central control-flow monitor combines several mechanisms to enforce
control-flow integrity. We show that all user interactions are intercepted and
checked by our control-flow monitor. Besides simple checks that sequences
of requests are compatible with sequences in the control-flow graph, several
situations require dedicated treatment, as explained in the following.

Back Button Support A widespread feature of modern browsers is
the back button that allows the user to view the last web page again. As users
are used to click that button whenever they feel like revisiting the last page,
we implemented support for this step in our monitor. Therefore, the control-
flow monitor records the trace of steps of the user. A request is considered a
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step backwards if it addresses the last method and this method is not meant
as a next step in the control-flow graph. However, the control-flow monitor
by default prohibits the backwards traversal due to the issues described in
Sec. 4.1.2. Instead, the usage of the back button has to be allowed in the
control-flow graph for each step.

Multi-Tabbing Support Modern web browsers usually allow several
tabs in the same window. As these tabs share the client-side data, e.g.
cookies [72], across all instances, they are hardly distinguishable from the
server side. Hence, without multi-tabbing support, actions in one tab would
violate the control flow in another. In order to overcome this drawback,
the control-flow monitor inserts client-side identifiers for different tabs to tell
them apart. This way, each tab can be treated individually though logged in
at the same web application.

Race Condition Prevention The monitor prevents the exploitation
of race condition vulnerabilities (see Sec. 4.1.2), by disabling parallel execu-
tion of susceptible actions. In general, these are actions that add, update, or
delete data after reading. We achieve this goal with a locking mechanism.
The control-flow monitor creates a temporary lock named by the session ID
of the user. This means race condition protection on session level. Moreover,
protection on control-flow and user level is possible by using a control-flow
ID and the user ID respectively. Even a system-wide protection can be im-
plemented using one unique ID file for all users.

Parameter Validation The client-side manipulation of HTTP param-
eters can lead to unintended application states (see Sec. 4.1.2). Thus, request
parameters have to be checked for validity on the server side before they are
processed. Instead of leaving this task to each method, the control-flow mon-
itor provides means to centrally enforce given parameter properties. First,
the data type of each parameter can be defined. As a side effect, this feature
also mitigates injection attacks (XSS, SQLi) that need to transmit control
characters. Second, parameters can be marked as “write once read many”
(WORM). This allows to set the parameter’s value once but not change it
afterwards, meaning that this value is immutable for the rest of the session.
This provides an invariant guarantee to the web application. One use case is
the user ID that is supposed to not change during a session. Third, parame-
ter names can be excluded for given workflows. This feature can protect web
applications from unintended data manipulation. For instance, it prevents
the setting of control flow-invariant parameters.
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Definition of Uncritical Methods All web applications contain un-
critical methods. Accessing these methods does not harm the application’s
control-flow integrity. For instance, a chat function can be allowed beside the
enforced workflow. Similarly, AJAX calls that update the user’s view but do
not change the application’s state can also be allowed.

Control-Flow Definition In this section, we provide details on the
syntax of the control-flow graph definition language. The following clauses
and operators can be combined recursively.
Method1→ Method2 — After accessing Method1, the user is allowed to access
Method2.
(Method1|Method2) — The user is allowed to access Method1 or Method2
in the first place, but she is not allowed to change her decision after clicking
the back button.
(&Method1|&Method2) — Like above but the user is allowed to change her
decision after clicking the back button – denoted by the & symbol.
@Method{x} — The user is allowed to access Method repeatedly. It is possible
to define a maximum number x of allowed executions.
?Method — The back button support for Method is enabled, i.e. the user can
navigate one step backwards after having called this method.
!Method — The race condition protection is active for this method. As long
as this method is executed, no other protected method is executed in the
context of the same session, user account, or system-wide (see above).
Method[+par1=type1,*par2=type2] — Only parameters par1 and par2 are
allowed for Method where they can be sent via POST (+) or GET (*) and
have data types type1 and type2 respectively. Predefined data types include
bool, numeric, and string. A policy for the whole control flow can be set
by addParameterTypeGlobal("*par=type").
addForbiddenParameters("par") — Parameter par must not occur in the
whole control flow.
addParametersGlobal("par") — Parameter par can be set once but is im-
mutable afterwards.

The nesting of clauses allows for defining complex control-flow policies.
We provide simple examples in Sec. 4.1.3 and a more sophisticated case in
Sec. 4.1.4.

The Implementation For implementing our control flow monitor, several
challenges need to be addressed. Most importantly, the monitor has to be
integrated into an application framework, which can be a complex task es-
pecially for existing applications. In addition, handling race conditions and
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multi-tabbing also deserve more detailed attention.

Figure 19: Implemented Modification of the Design Pattern of MVC-based
Web Applications w.r.t. Fig. 18

Integration into Web Applications We implemented our control-
flow monitor as a PHP module. It is run by the router (see Fig. 19) before
the controller class is called. This strategic position makes sure that, first, all
requests have to pass our control-flow monitor before being processed by the
web application and, second, the monitor is easy to integrate into existing
web applications.

As a proof of concept, we integrated the monitor into a web application
that is based on the CodeIgniter framework [38]. In fact, the only change
on an existing web application affects the one line of code that calls the
responsible controller. This line has to be slightly modified to include our
monitor (see Listing 10).

Listing 10: Dynamic Inclusion of Controller Classes in the CodeIgniter
Framework [38]
include ( APPPATH .’ controllers /’.RTR− > fetchdirectory().RTR -> fetch_class (). ’.php ’);
// must be changed to
AOP :: process ( APPPATH .’ controllers /’.RTR− > fetchdirectory().RTR -> fetch_class (). ’.php ’,

SESSION [′′atomparentFramework′′]− > getCacheFolderName());**

We use Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) to inject the control-flow
monitor as a processing step into the call sequence of all controllers. This
allows the developer to apply changes on the application the same way as if
there were no control-flow monitor.

Multi-Tabbing Support As explained before, multi-tabbing requires
the unique identification of tabs. This identification is implemented in JavaScript.
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Moreover, a tab handler is implemented on server side as part of the control-
flow monitor. The JavaScript code triggers an AJAX message whenever a
tab is opened, closed, or a tab switch is performed by the user. A tab switch
message by the client makes the tab handler change the tab context on server
side. When the user opens a new tab by clicking on the “open link in new
tab” option in the browser, this tab is assigned a session-unique identifier.
We use the window.name property of the window DOM object to store the
identifier. An AJAX request transmits the new identifier to the tab handler.
The new tab is assigned the advanced position in the control-flow graph while
the first tab holds the former position. Both tabs then run the same control
flow, however, it is enforced individually, i.e. a control-flow violation in one
tab has no effect on the other tab as the respective tab record is duplicated
when the new tab is opened.

The control-flow monitor stores flow-related information per tab, i.e. the
active control-flow graph that is currently enforced in this tab and the re-
spective position in the graph. The user’s session ID and other high level
information is still stored in the session record. This allows, for instance,
to consider several products in different tabs, then add some of them in the
same shopping cart and finally check out in one tab that starts the checkout
control flow.

An attacker stripping or manipulating the embedded tracking code can
not trick the system to gain advantages. The code only signals the current
tab to the web application. A manipulation would cause the web application
to assign the next request to a different tab. This, however, is equivalent
to perform the request in the respective tab. The intended action is only
executed if the request is allowed there. Then, however, the attacker has not
increased his scope of action. In all other cases, the manipulation leads to
voiding the current control flow.

Race Condition Prevention Whenever a protected method is exe-
cuted, the control-flow monitor tries to create a file with the current session
ID. If this creation fails due to an existing file with the same name, the
request is not processed and an error page is displayed. After processing
the protected method, the file lock is released again. This allows the next
protected method to be executed.

The race condition protection mechanism does not prevent the processing
of unprotected methods, e.g. in a different tab. The fine granularity of the
locking makes sure that a single locked method has no impact on the usability
of other sessions of the user or the interactions of other users.
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Simple Examples In this section, we show the usage of our control-flow
definition language. We give examples with respect to the real-world scenar-
ios in Sec. 4.1.2 but assume a simplified technical implementation to keep
the control flows simple and clear. We give details on the application of
our control-flow monitor in the context of the Amazon checkout process in
Sec. 4.1.4.

Preventing Race Conditions in SMS Delivery In the first example
[102], attackers managed to bypass the delivery limit of an SMS portal by
exploiting a race condition vulnerability. We assume the following control
flow to send an SMS: First, the user requests the SMS input form. Then, after
entering all necessary information, the user submits the form. The related
control-flow definition ensures that, first, the input form has to be accessed
before the submission, and, second, the submission must be protected against
race condition attacks, see Listing 11.

Listing 11: Control-Flow Definition to Protect SMS Delivery from Race Con-
ditions
SMS. showForm -> !SMS. validateAndSendForm

The control-flow definition allows access to the method validateAndSendForm
only after requesting showForm. This prevents the attacker from sending the
message information directly to the delivery gateway. Of course, a capable
attacker might send the requests to the showForm method in an automated
fashion. However, as the validateAndSendForm method is protected against
race condition attempts, e.g. on user level, the attacker’s requests will only
be processed sequently. This avoids sending more messages than actually
allowed.

Prevent Adding Items to the Shopping Cart Between Checkout
and Payment A more complex example is given by Wang et al. [137].
After requesting the checkout, the user was able to add more items to her
shopping cart. These items were not charged. In order to prevent this se-
quence of requests, the checkout workflow has to be properly defined. The
method that adds goods to the cart must not be accessible during this work-
flow. The respective control flow definition is given in Listing 12.

Listing 12: Control-Flow Definition to Prevent Adding Items after Checkout
Checkout .logIn
-> Payment . chooseMethod
-> Payment . validateStatus
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-> Checkout . completeOrder

After the authentication, i.e. login, the user chooses her favorite payment
method and is redirected to a payment service provider. The actions on the
payment service provider’s site are not part of the definition because they
happen on a different domain that is not controlled by the same control-flow
monitor. The next request within the scope of the definition is the payment
status validation after the user’s return. Finally, the order is completed,
the goods are shipped to the user, and the cart is reset. During the whole
process, no addition of items to the cart is granted.

4.1.4 Discussion & Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the properties of our control-flow monitor. We
show that it produces a negligible overhead and evaluate the protection goals
defined in Sec. 4.1.3. Finally, we explain its possible application scenarios
and limits.

Performance Evaluation As described in Sec. 4.1.3, the control-flow
monitor is applied between the router and the controller of the web applica-
tion. It examines the received HTTP request with respect to the requested
method and the parameters and checks these against a given policy. This
application overhead is independent of the web application’s execution time.
The delay relates to the complexity of the given policy, though.

We used Xdebug (version 2.1.2) [143] to determine the control-flow mon-
itor’s overhead in a virtual machine with Debian 6 as the operating system
and Apache2 as the web server with PHP 5.5.3.3-7 on an Intel Core-i7-2600
(Intel-VT activated) with 3.4 GHz and 2 GB RAM. For evaluation purposes,
we implemented the checkout process of Amazon. Therefore, we analyzed
the control flow on amazon.com by hand and derived the control-flow defi-
nition given in Listing 13. Note that the controller and method names are
simplified for readability reasons. The control-flow definition does not allow
usage of the back button because Amazon prohibits it, too.

Listing 13: Definition of Amazon’s Checkout Control Flow
1 Login.index
2 -> ( Address . chooseExisting | Address . addNew )
3 -> Shipping . preferences
4 -> (( Payment . chooseExisting

| Payment . addNewCreditCard )
| Payment . addNewDebitCard )

5 -> ( Billing . chooseExisting | Billing . addNew )
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6 -> Order. placeOrder

Runs
Step 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th avg
1 8.9 8.2 8.4 10.2 11.0 8.7 8.2 9.4 8.3 7.7 8.9
2 10.2 9.9 9.3 9.8 10.1 9.8 9.0 8.2 9.5 9.1 9.5
3 10.1 9.2 10.9 8.6 9.6 8.2 9.5 9.0 9.0 8.4 9.2
4 8.3 10.1 10.0 10.2 9.4 9.8 10.3 7.8 10.6 9.0 9.6
5 8.8 11.0 10.1 8.3 8.4 10.0 8.6 7.9 7.7 9.8 9.1
6 10.0 8.5 8.1 8.5 8.4 8.4 9.6 9.7 8.0 10.4 9.0

Table 8: Overhead caused by the control flow monitor in ms

Figure 20: Performance Evaluation of the Amazon Checkout Process

We measured the runtime overhead ten times and computed the aver-
age for each step in the control flow (see Table 8). The respective graph
shows a peak in the fourth state due to the triple branching (see Fig. 20).
Branches, namely alternative paths through the control flow, cause most of
the overhead, the earlier a branch occurs the bigger its overhead. This is the
reason why step 2 causes more overhead than step 5. We assume that some
overhead can be saved by a more efficient policy parsing algorithm. Overall,
the induced delay ranges between 8.9 and 9.6 milliseconds per request. We
consider this an acceptable effort with respect to the security gain. In order
to determine the monitor’s scalability to several user sessions, we set up 100
parallel user sessions and repeated the measurement. While the overall re-
sponse time increased, we found out that there is no measurable difference
to the scenario with only one user in terms of the monitor’s overhead.

There is a one-time overhead for the generation of the temporary con-
troller class file (see Sec. 4.1.3). This overhead occurs once whenever a new
controller class is added or an existing class is modified. The first call on
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this class takes 60% to 90% more time than the subsequent calls. For us-
ability concerns, this overhead can be neglected because the web application
provider could easily initiate an appropriate request, thus, preventing all
users from facing the mentioned delay.

Discussion In this section, we evaluate our findings with respect to the
protective goals defined in Sec. 4.1.3. We have to note that the monitor is re-
sponsible for control-flow integrity while other tasks like session management
and user authentication are handled by the framework in place.

Every incoming HTTP request has to pass the router in the assumed
MVC architecture. So, all requests are finally processed by our control-flow
monitor. Our security evaluation showed that in fact all requests are treated
by the monitor and accepted or rejected appropriately. The control-flow
monitor achieves complete protection against maliciously crafted requests as
well as erroneous navigation attempts.

However, the protection level depends on the sound definition of con-
trol flows. The definition has to be provided by the application developer.
The implications from this fact are twofold. First, the definition requires a
deep knowledge of the web application and its methods. The knowledge and
understanding of the web application must already exist to implement and
maintain the web application. This allows developers to provide more accu-
rate control flow policies than automatic approaches. So, we consider this
a feasible task for an expert. Second, the necessary policy definition efforts
stay within reasonable bounds. The class.method-based policy language
abstracts from the implementation of functional modules but is still close to
the web application’s architecture. In order to estimate the complexity in
real world use cases, we crafted the control flow policy for the checkout of
the open source shop Magento [79] (see Listing 14).

Listing 14: Control-Flow Definition of the Magento [79] Online Shop
Mage_Checkout_CartController . indexAction ->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . indexAction ->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . saveBillingAction ->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . saveShippingAction ->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . saveShippingMethodAction
->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . savePaymentAction ->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . reviewAction ->
Mage_Checkout_OnepageController . successAction

Our control-flow monitor provides multi-tabbing and back button sup-
port, thus proves usable with modern browser features. This increases usabil-
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ity and ensures acceptance by end users. This way, security is not achieved
at the expense of a limited user experience.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to effectively
protect against race condition exploits. The control-flow monitor allows the
flexible definition of the protection level, ranging from control flow-based over
user-level up to system-wide protection.

Policies on HTTP parameters can be defined including both GET and
POST parameters. Policy rules can apply in terms of data type, the limita-
tion on a single value assignment, and the exclusion of parameters for given
workflows. Our parameter control means are suitable to prevent the attacks
described in Sec. 4.1.2.

The definition of uncritical methods allows control-flow integrity to focus
on a comprehensible set of relevant method calls. For instance, there can be
unhindered access to pictures because they are not part of the business logic.
Confidential data can be protected by access control means. AJAX requests
can be divided into state-changing and other requests. The state-changing
requests can be covered by the control-flow definition, the others are excluded
and pass the control-flow monitor. As AJAX requests also call server-side
methods, their control-flow definition is straightforward with respect to the
web application’s control flow.

Our approach is easily applicable at development phase though one of
its most advantageous features is its usability with legacy web applications.
We implemented a PHP-based proof of concept. Nevertheless, a Java-based
implementation can be achieved with acceptable effort, e.g. by a J2EE filter.
Even non-MVC-based web applications can be equipped with the monitor.
However, the integration causes more overhead if a central request handler
is missing. Then, all calls on server-side actions have to be intercepted sep-
arately.

The control-flow monitor does not aim at replacing the web application’s
business logic. As a matter of fact, it provides reasonable and reliable guar-
antees concerning the sequence of requests and properties of provided pa-
rameters. The web application still has to make sure that user generated
content fits the expected information. For instance, a sequence of requests
containing semantic garbage but matching the defined control flow will still
succeed to finally request the intended method.

4.1.5 Related Work

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) coined the term Fail-
ure to Restrict URL Access [98] to describe a similar vulnerability as our
control-flow weakness. However, it is more focused on access control flaws
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that can be exploited by Forced Browsing attacks [99] to find a deep link [22]
to a high privilege web page. Workflows and control-flow integrity play a
tangential role in the description.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no work with a similar scope of
protection and a comparable feature set. We divide related work in nav-
igation restriction means (Sec. 4.1.5), detection of server-side state viola-
tion (Sec. 4.1.5), protection against and detection of client-side manipulation
(Sec. 4.1.5), race condition detection (Sec. 4.1.5) and access control mecha-
nisms that mitigate direct URL access attempts to some extent as our ap-
proach does (Sec. 4.1.5).

There are different names for the respective attacks and vulnerabilities
though not big differences in their technical details. In some cases, the attack
allowing a malicious user to compose his own sequence of actions is called
workflow violation attack [27], state violation attack [77], workflow attack
[10, 59] or the attack exploiting web application logic vulnerabilities [39].

Partial overlap exists with HTTP parameter pollution attacks [8] and
parameter tampering attacks [18].

Navigation Restriction Means The approaches that restrict the web
application’s request surface towards the user are considered most similar
to our approach. They limit the accepted requests to a predefined set and
prevent arbitrary navigation by users.

BAYAWAK [59] is a powerful tool to enforce request integrity. The basic
idea is to prevent access to all server-side resources by giving them unique
temporary interface identifiers (IID). The IIDs are changed with every re-
quest. In each response, the hyperlinks carry the necessary IID to address
the intended next resources. Requests to arbitrary resources are prevented
due to missing identifiers. BAYAWAK appends the IID as an HTTP parame-
ter, e.g. ?IID=x. All necessary attributes in all web pages have to be modified
to include the IID. It remains open how dynamically generated requests are
equipped with the IID. By design, multitabbing and back button support as
well as page reloads can not be granted as the session-bound IID must be
outdated. Race condition protection depends on the actual implementation
of this concept, namely whether parallel execution of requests with the same
IID is possible or excluded.

Hallé et al. propose a model checking-based approach to prevent naviga-
tion errors [47]. They explain their navigation state machines that allow the
execution of given actions only immediately after a preceding action. For ex-
ample, the modification of user accounts is only admitted if requested right
after listing all user accounts. Moreover, parameter values can be defined
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as a prerequisite for actions. The approach focuses more on unintention-
ally caused errors then on security issues based on malicious user behaviour.
Complete workflows can not be defined explicitly. Instead, only ordered pairs
of actions can be set. Multitabbing and race conditions are not handled.

State Violation Detection The approaches that we describe in this sec-
tion aim at detecting unintended or unusual server states. The following
approches infer the intended application states during a training phase or
by static code analysis. They raise an alarm as soon as the detected state
deviates from the known states, but they do not intend to make workflows
explicit and control the interactions with users.

MiMoSA [10] detects violations of workflow integrity if intended work-
flows are enforced based on PHP session variables, request parameters, and
database tables. It uses a cascade of dynamic and static analysis of PHP code
together with model checking techniques to identify program paths that fi-
nally lead to an insecure state – either due to workflow attacks or due to
injection attacks, like Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) and SQL injection (SQLi).

Swaddler [27] detects anomalous combinations of session states and code
execution points in PHP-based web applications after a learning phase. It
assumes that attacks lead to observable differences in the application’s state
with respect to a threshold. In that sense, it is comparable to the functioning
of an intrusion detection system (IDS).

BLOCK [77] follows a black box approach to detect state violation attacks
based on input/output invariants. In this case, input means the requested
action, input parameters, and the session state while the output is the new
session state and the HTTP response. The invariants are derived during
an attack-free training phase. Discrepancies between observed input/output
and known invariants cause an alarm.

Waler [39] follows a similar but white box approach. It attempts to infer
invariants by running dynamic analysis. Invariants are determined by if
statements and equality relations between session variables and database en-
tries. Finally, Waler uses model checking to find invariants-violating program
paths.

Client-Side Manipulation Detection Malicious users not only craft in-
dividual HTTP requests or manipulate request headers to achieve their goals.
Depending on the business logic of the web application, changes on the client-
side JavaScript code can cause damage to the application provider. The fol-
lowing approaches aim at detecting several kinds of client-side manipulation.

PAPAS [8] falls in the category of the above mentioned OWASP attack
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classes. It discovers HTTP parameter pollution vulnerabilities in web ap-
plications. The approach is to some extent similar to intelligent fuzzing
attempts.

Ripley [132] replicates the client-side execution of JavaScript code on a
server-side replica and, thus, detects manipulations, e.g. on AJAX requests.
It causes a higher load on client- and server-side as well as an additional
delay of responses.

Guha et al. [46] make use of static analysis to obtain a model of expected
client behavior from the server’s point of view. All requests not matching
this expected bahavior are considered harmful and are dropped.

NoTamper [18] detects differences in server-side and client-side validation
of user input and HTTP parameters. Finally, if an input, that is rejected on
client-side, gets accepted on server-side, a possible attack vector may exist
by manipulating or disabling client-side checks. This approach is similar to
Ripley [132] which however is supposed to be applied for new applications
while NoTamper is meant for legacy applications that are considered as a
black box.

Race Conditions Race conditions [100] are explained in detail in Sec. 4.1.2.
An attacker exploiting this vulnerability can execute one function more often
than intended by the application developer.

Paleari et al. [102] describe an approach to detect race condition vul-
nerabilities in LAMP12-based web applications. They dynamically log SQL
queries at runtime and analyze the log file to find possible race conditions
based on the series of SQL clauses.

Access Control Mechanisms As we pointed out in the beginning of this
section, attackers might run forced browsing attacks to gain access to re-
stricted resources. They exploit weaknesses in static access limitations. Our
approach has a similar goal, however, our access rules are dynamic and change
with respect to the past actions.

The approach of Sun et al. [123] finds access control vulnerabilities in
web applications. Therefore, they compute the difference of sitemaps for
privileged and unprivileged users and try to directly address pages of this
set.

Nemesis [28] implements an information flow-based approach to prevent
access control and authentication bypass attacks. The respective server-side
language interpreter (e.g. PHP) has to be modified to track information flow

12LAMP stands for Linux, Apache, MySQL, PHP, the classical web server architecture.
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through the web application. This way, the users’ rights are mapped to the
file system and database.

4.1.6 Conclusion

We explained the complex problem of control-flow vulnerabilities and showed
its high practical relevance by real-world examples, i.e. existing vulnerabili-
ties and attacks. We identified the root causes in the modular addressability
of web applications together with the implicit and scattered definition of
workflows. Our solution overcomes this problem by the explicit definition
and enforcement of intended workflows. To the best of our knowledge, it is
the first approach that covers the whole bandwidth of related vulnerabili-
ties, including race conditions, HTTP parameter manipulation, unsolicited
request sequences, and the compromising use of the back button. Moreover,
it is the first approach that properly handles client-side features like back
button usage and multitabbing. We showed that this approach can prevent
all described attacks and causes negligible overhead.

In sum, we provided a thorough approach that is applicable to existing
and newly developed web applications and provides guarantees to the de-
veloper concerning the sequences of incoming requests as well as the format
and values of parameters. This allows to separate web application semantics
and control-flow integrity. As a side effect, the presented approach mitigates
Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) and injection (XSS, SQLi) attacks.

4.2 A Formal Language to Define Control-Flow In-
tegrity Policies

4.2.1 Introduction

In the previous section, we described a control-flow integrity monitor for web
applications. We also gave details on the syntax of a control-flow policy
definition language. In this section, we report some of the flaws we found in
this language. We will therefore introduce a new policy language which aims
to resolve these problems. We also provide the theoretical background which
helped us in the design for the new language. After that, the two languages
are compared and we state our future research goals.

The content we cover in this section is still work in progress and thus also
yet unpublished. In particular this means that the policy definition language
we’ll define here is not complete and some relevant features are still missing.
Nevertheless, we think our work on the policy definition language is relevant
enough to be part of this deliverable.
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4.2.2 Requirement Analysis

In Section 4.1.3, we provided a control-flow integrity policy definition lan-
guage. Though it allows to define control-flow policies to some extent, we
detected several flaws in this language which lead to ambiguities, contradic-
tions, or undefined behaviour.

Let us consider the example policy in Figure 21. The inner decision
semantics does not allow to change the decision for either m3 or m4. The
outer decision semantics on the other hand allows to change the decision, i.e.
after going back to m1 we can choose independently from the first decision.
Let’s assume that we accessed method m3 and afterwards clicked the back-
button. There are two ways of interpretation of the back-button click event:

1. If we go back from m3 to the intermediate node, we now expect m3
as the repeated next access, but cannot satisfy the outer semantics to
allow a new decision.

2. If we go back from m3 to node m1, we can freely choose which method
to access next, but at the same time contradict with the fixed decision
semantics of the inner decision option.

1 m1 → (&m2 | &(m3 | m4))

(a) Textual policy definition

m1

m2

m3

m4
o

&
&

(b) Graphical policy representation

Figure 21: Example showing contradictory behaviour of the policy language
from Section 4.1.3

Another problem arises from definition of the repeat operator which allows
to define policies with non-deterministic behaviour. Let’s assume we want to
define a policy which demands to access a method m1 up to n-times, but at
least twice. There are two ways to define it using the repeat operator:

1. Define a node for accessing m1 and a transition to a node also accessing
m1, but this time it can be repeated "n-2"-times. Next, we do something
else, e.g., access a method m2. This policy is shown in Figure 22a.

2. Define a node for accessing m1 and allow repetition up to "n-2"-times.
Afterwards, define a transition to a node for also accessing method m1.
This policy is shown in Figure 22b (the transition to the node for access
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to method m2 is not necessary to show the problem, but it preserves
the equivalence to the policy in Figure 22a).

m1 m1 m2

n-2

1 m1 → @m1{n -2} → m2

(a) Definition of a deterministic pol-
icy using the repeat operator

m1 m1 m2

n-2

1 @m1{n -2} → m1 → m2

(b) Definition of a non-deterministic
policy using the repeat operator

Figure 22: Example showing possible non-deterministic behaviour for policies
with identical semantics

The behaviour of the first policy definition is deterministic. When accessing
method m1 the second time, it can be repeatedly accessed "n-2"-times again.
As soon as method m2 is accessed, we go to the last node in the control-
flow graph. In contrast, the second policy introduces a non-deterministic
behaviour. When accessingm1 for the second time (or more), an enforcement
mechanism cannot decide whether this is the last access to m1 and to go on
to the second node in the control-flow graph, or whether to continue looping
in the first node.

1 m1 → ?@(m2 | m3){n} → m4

Figure 23: Example showing a policy with undefined behaviour

Other problems exist when combining two or more operators. This is,
e.g., the case when using the back-button in combination with the decision
and the repeat operator. Consider the example in Figure 23 where we have a
policy with a simple transition to a repeat with enabled back-button support.
On every up to n-times repeated decision, either the access to method m1
or m2 can be chosen. The decision cannot be undone. Last, method m4 is
accessed. Let us assume we already repeated the decision operator thrice
and then hit the back-button. First, it is unclear whether we go back to the
second repeated decision, or to the very beginning, i.e. the access of m1. In
any of these cases, if we access m4 after the second repeat, this is on the
one hand a valid behaviour for the repeat operator, but on the other hand
disrespects the behaviour demanded by the decision clause. The decision
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clause expects us to access the method of the third repeat from before the
back-button event, which is either m2 or m3.

The above examples do not cover all problems which come with the pol-
icy language presented in Section 4.1.3. Nevertheless, they show that there
is a need for a more sophisticated control-flow policy definition language.
In particular, we need to look into the theoretical backgrounds to be able
to guarantee the desired behaviour for all with the new language definable
policies. This leads not only to the question how we can redefine the existing
language, but also which features can be included in our language, and which
general limitations for enforceable policies exist.

4.2.3 Grammar

The grammar defined in Figure 24 introduces a language for policies which
consist of three parts: the header, a whitelisting, and the resource transitions.
The header and transition section are mandatory, the whitelisting is optional
and can be omitted.

The header gives general information about the policy. One is the iden-
tifier for the policy graph, the other is the possibility to define the graph as
a critical graph.

With the optional whitelisting section, a list of resources can be defined.
These resources can be requested later by a client at any time. Thus, when-
ever an incoming request matches one of the whitelisted resources, the policy
graph is ignored for this request and there is no change in its current state.

The third part of a policy are the transition definitions, i.e. the relations of
resources within the policy graph. A resource node is defined by its resource
identifier, the parameters expected with the request, and a flag whether to
allow a graph exit on this node. In case that no particular parameters are
expected, the keyword ALL can be used. A resource node can have none, one,
or more successor nodes. If a nodes has multiple successors, it means that
a client can make a decision for the control-flow in the web application by
sending a request for one of the successive resources. A continuous definition
of resource node transitions is called a clause. A clause can consist of a single
resource definition, but also allows sequencing of resource node relations of
arbitrary length and complexity. The transitions section itself demands at
least one clause, but allows arbitrary many clauses. The resource, which is
defined first, acts automatically as the start node for the defined control-flow
graph.

It is possible to set links to other control-flow graphs. In this case, the
defined resource is not a real part of the policy graph, but specifies the name
of the graph the node is actually defined in and the resource identifier of the
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1 s : header ( whitelist )? transitions ;
2 header : (’critical ’)? ’graph ’ NAME ’:’ ;
3 whitelist : ’whitelist :’ ( resource (’,’ resource )*)? ’;’ ;
4 transitions : ’transitions :’ (( start_clause | child_res_def ) ’;’)+ ;
5 start_clause : ( LABEL ’=’)? (’+’)? resource ( child_res_list )? (’->’ clause )?
6 | ( LABEL ’=’)? (’+’)? ’@’ resource ’{’ NUMBER ’}’ (’->’ clause )?
7 | ’res=’ LABEL (’->’ clause )?
8 | ’crossres (’ NAME ’,’ NAME ’)’
9 ;

10 clause : start_clause | decision ;
11 decision : ’(’ start_clause (’|’ start_clause )+ ’)’ ;
12 resource : ’res(’ NAME ’,’ ( PARAMETERS |’ALL ’) ’,’ allow_exit ’)’ ;
13 child_res_def : LABEL ’=’ child_resource ;
14 child_res_list : ’[’ (( LABEL ’=’)? child_resource |’childres =’ LABEL )
15 (’,’ (( LABEL ’=’)? child_resource |’childres =’ LABEL ))* ’]’ ;
16 child_resource : (’!’)? ’childres (’ NAME ’,’ ( PARAMETERS |’ALL ’) ’,’ allow_exit ’)’ ;
17 child_res_ref : ’childres =’ LABEL ;
18 LABEL : [a-zA -Z] [a-zA -Z0 -9]* ;
19 allow_exit : ’true ’ | ’false ’ ;
20 NAME : ’"’ ([a-zA -Z] ’:’)? (’/’ | ’\\ ’)? ([a-zA -Z0 -9_ -]+
21 (’/’ | ’\\ ’))* [a-zA -Z0 -9_ -]+ (’.’ [a-zA -Z0 -9]+)? ’"’ ;
22 PARAMETERS : ’"’ ([a-zA -Z] [a-zA -Z0 -9]* ’=’ [a-zA -Z0 -9]+
23 (’&’ [a-zA -Z] [a-zA -Z0 -9]* ’=’ [a-zA -Z0 -9]+)*)? ’"’ ;
24 NUMBER : (’-’)? [1 -9] [0 -9]* ;
25 WS : [ \t\r\n]+ -> skip ;

Figure 24: Grammar for WebSand control-flow integrity policies

target node itself. The symbol ’+’ can be set to allow a link from another
control-flow policy graph to a resource node in the currently defined policy
graph.

Resources can have no, one or more child resources. A child resource is
a resource which can be requested without proceeding in the policy graph.
Thus, a control-flow monitor remains in the current parent resource node
whenever a child resource is requested. Basically, child resources are defined
in the same way as normal resources, but may not have transitions to other
resource nodes, nor to any child resource nodes. It is possible to enforce
the request for a child resource (denoted with a ’!’ in front of the child
resource node definition). As a consequence, before being allowed to traverse
the policy graph any further, all child resource nodes for which a request
is required must be visited. Because of their differences, resource nodes
and child resource nodes are treated as two completely distinct node types.
Therefore, resource nodes cannot be used as child nodes and vice versa.

In our language, it is possible to define labels for resource nodes or child
resource nodes. This allows to re-use the exact same resource node or child
resource node various times within the policy graph, define clauses in arbi-
trary order, and also to easier structure the policy definition for readability.
Since labels assign names (not variables) to resource definitions, it is not pos-
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sible to reassign the same name to another resource or child resource node
definition, respectively. Because labels are names for resource definitions, it
is not allowed to use resource labels where a child resource is expected, and
vice versa. As an exception, whitelisted resources cannot be labelled. This
makes sense, since these resource definitions can be called at any time and
therefore should not be a direct part of any transition rule.

We also provide some syntactic sugar to ease the definition of permitted
request repetition up to a given maximum number. A repeated source is
enclosed with the symbol ’@’ and the number of permitted repeats in curly
brackets after the resource definition. Thought the upper bound must not be
reached, i.e. less requests for the same resource are accepted, the repeated
resource must be called at least once. The repetition construct is internally
translated to a repeated definition of the same resource with the appropriate
transitions. When labelled, the label refers always to the first graph node
only. Resource nodes, which are automatically created to enable the repeats,
cannot be addressed in any way. Repeated resources cannot have child nodes.
Because child resource nodes cannot have transitions to other graph nodes,
the repeat operator cannot be applied to them.

4.2.4 Example

Figure 25 shows an exemplary control-flow integrity policy definition for a
fictive web application. The policy is illustrated as a graph in Figure 26.
Though the example does not include all features of our language, it suffices
to demonstrate the practical usage. The transitions section is structured
in a way that we first define and label all resource nodes, followed by the
only child resource node we use in our example. After all node definitions,
we define the actual transitions. This highly supports the readability of the
policy. Note, that the node node1 was defined at the first and thus acts as
the start node for the whole graph. Line 12 defines a clause containing first a
transition from node step1 to node step2, and a graph branching after step2
to either branch1 or branch2. Lines 13 and 14 merge the two branches again
by both times defining a transition to the same resource node finalStep. The
node step2 has a child node child which can be visited optionally. Though the
same behaviour could also be obtained using only resource nodes, child nodes
strongly simplify the whole structure of the control-flow graph. Also note,
that we do not have any whitelisted resources in our example and therefore
skip the whitelist section in our policy definition.
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1 graph " example ":
2

3 transitions :
4 step1=res("step1.jsp", ALL , false ) ;
5 step2=res("step2.jsp", "v=foo", true )[ child] ;
6 branch1 =res(" branch .jsp", "par =23", false ) ;
7 branch2 =res(" branch .jsp", "par =42", false ) ;
8 final=res(" finalStep .jsp", ALL , true) ;
9

10 child= childres ("child.jsp", All , false ) ;
11

12 res=step1 -> res=step2 -> (res= branch1 | res= branch2 ) ;
13 res= branch1 -> res= finalStep ;
14 res= branch2 -> res= finalStep ;

Figure 25: Control-flow integrity policy demonstrating the basic usage of the
language defined in Section 4.2.3

step1.jsp, ALL, false step2.jsp, par=foo, true branch.jsp, par=23, false

branch.jsp, par=42, false

finalStep.jsp, ALL, true

child.jsp, All, false, enforce=false

Figure 26: Graphical representation of the policy defined in Figure 25

4.2.5 Language Features

In this section we provide a theoretical basis for enforceable control-flow
integrity policies. We follow the notion of Schneider [114] on enforceability,
which could be summarised informally in the following definition:

Definition 4.2.1 (Enforceable Policy). A control-flow integrity policy is en-
forceable if and only if:

• In the case where the current request of the user would cause a policy
violation, the enforcement mechanism is able to prevent such violation
from happening

• The policy is enforced at all times during execution, and this enforce-
ment does not rely on future actions of the user.

• The policy is satisfied in the scenario where the user has not generated
any requests.

The formal notions of these definition can be found in [114] and [13].
Example informal enforceable policies include:
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• A user can only checkout an order after placing it.

• Any user can browse the product catalogue.

• A user is not allowed to display the previous page by means of the back
button.

However, the following are non enforceable policies:

1. The user must log out after it finishes using the web application.

2. The user will have all of her requests processed by the web application.

Policy number 1 is not enforceable as there is no way to force the user
to log out, at least not in the sense of forcing the user to send a log out
request (the user may walk away from the keyboard and never use the web
application again). Policy number 2 is not enforceable because there are
elements that could prevent requests from being processed that are outside
of the control of any computer implemented enforcement mechanism e.g. the
application is under a denial-of-service attack.

4.2.6 Step-by-Step Policies

We will focus on the enforceable control-flow integrity policies that explicitly
define the possible request sequences of the user, also known as intended
flows. In these policies, a single starting point is established, and the next
following steps are defined in a deterministic way. The natural representation
of these policies are deterministic automata (see Figure 26). In this sense,
step-by-step policies are rather easy to define, and ideal for modelling the
intended flows for the user inside the web-application. Formally:

Definition 4.2.2 (Step-by-Step Policy). A Step-by-Step Policy is a (partial)
deterministic finite automaton (Q,Σ, δ, ε) where:

• Q is the finite state set, with Q ⊂ Σ∗ (Σ∗ denotes the Kleene Star)

• Σ is the finite resources set, which also doubles as the input alphabet.

• δ is the transition function with δ : Q× Σ→ Q

• ε is the initial state. It is also the symbol used to describe an initial
(empty) sequence of requests.

Step-by-Step policies satisfy the following conditions:

1. For every q1, q2 ∈ Q and any σ ∈ Σ, if q1
σ−→ q2 then either:
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(a) q2 = q1σ, or

(b) there are transitions q′ σ−→ q2 and q2
σ′
−→ q1 where q1 = q2σ

′ and
q2 = q′σ for a particular q′ ∈ Q and a particular σ′ ∈ Σ

2. Every state q ∈ Q is reachable from state ε. This means that there is a
sequence σ ∈ Σ∗ with σ = σ1 . . . σn where:

ε
σ1−→ δ(ε, σ1) σ2−→ δ(δ(ε, σ1), σ2) σ3−→ . . .

σn−→ q

Under this definition, step-by-step policies describe explicitly what the
intended execution flows are, and provide back-button support (see Section
4.1.3). These automata are the basis for the enforcement monitors of the
policies they represent. When correctly placed in the request processing
mechanism, these monitors enforce Step-by-Step policies by processing the
requests of the user as inputs for the automaton (see Section 4.1.3). For sim-
plicity purposes, during this section we consider that an enforcement monitor
is able to and will stop execution of the system if the user issued a request
that would violate the policy (i.e. the enforcement can prevent requests from
being processed by the web application). This can be handled differently in
implementations by displaying an error page and restoring the user to a state
where the policy holds.

Theorem 4.2.1. Step-by-Step policies are enforceable.

Proof. To show that every step-by-step policy is enforceable, it is necessary
to show that it satisfies all conditions stated in Definition 4.2.1. Assume
correct tracking of the user, which locates it in state q after a series of requests
σ = σ1 . . . σn, that is ε

σ1−→ . . .
σn−→ q with n ≥ 0:

1. A policy violation is understood as the user reaching a state q′ ∈ Q
through a request σ ∈ Σ when δ(q, σ) 6= q′. Since step-by-step policies
are deterministic, it is possible to decide whether the user is allowed to
go from q to q′ via σ by evaluating δ(q, σ). Therefore, deciding whether
a request would violate the policy can be done before the transition to
the new state takes place.

2. By definition, all states in a step-by-step policy are reachable from the
initial state, and the enforcement mechanism would stop execution if
the user were to attempt to follow a transition that is not defined in the
transition function δ. There are then two cases: either the execution
stopped due to a user request that would violate the policy, or the
execution continued with no policy violation at any moment until q.
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3. The policy holds at the beginning of execution since no requests that
could cause a policy violation have been issued.

4.2.7 Extensions to Step-by-Step Policies

Step-by-Step policies are the basis of enforceable control-flow integrity poli-
cies. They are, however, quite limited in expressibility, but they offer several
properties that are desirable for enforcement:

1. Finite spatial representation and finite processing time.

2. Deterministic

3. Unambiguous

4. They rely on syntactic comparison

In this section, we present possible extensions to step-by-step policies that
could increase their expressibility and applicability in real-life control-flow
integrity enforcement for web applications.

Restore and Error States The notion of restore and error states are
useful to avoid terminating execution of the web application in case of po-
tential policy violations. If the user were to issue a request that violates
the policy, it is taken to an error state instead. From error states it is only
possible to transit to a restore state(s) that were visited by the user before.
Intuitively, the starting state is restore state. It is important to note that
restoring the user state must be carried at all the necessary levels to prevent
inconsistencies e.g. databases modifications should be reverted.

Superstates and Conditions It is possible to introduce symbolism to
step-by-step policies similar to the one used in UML or Harel Statecharts
[50], so that policies can be defined in a more abstract way. It is important
to note that introducing symbolism carelessly may allow the description of
policies that are non-deterministic or not enforceable.

Non-determinism Some step-by-step policies could allow non-determinism.
In fact, it is possible to transform a non-deterministic version of a step-by-
step policy into a deterministic automaton via the power set construction
algorithm [82]. However, the resulting automaton may not offer back-button
support, and could introduce unintended flows.
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{O}-Enforceability The concept of {O}-Enforceability is based on the
work by Basin et al. in [13] and it allows enforcement mechanisms to deal
with observable yet not controllable actions, meaning that a discrete notion
of time can also be included in the definition of enforceable control-flow
integrity policies.

4.2.8 Language Comparison

The grammar we introduced in Section 4.2.3 is fully defined in Backus-Naur-
Form (BNF). This suffices as a proof that our language is context-free and
can therefore be handled by a push down automaton. In contrast, the former
policy language does not precisely define its grammar rules, and can therefore
not guarantee any theoretical properties.

One of the issues of the original policy language was the possible non-
deterministic behaviour for the resulting control-flow graph. This property
is still present in the newly formulated language. However, policy definitions
for non-deterministic control-flow graphs can be detected and rejected when
parsing the policy definition. By doing so, we can guarantee to only hand over
deterministic control-flow graphs to the enforcement mechanism (cf Section
4.2.2).

The other problems discussed in Section 4.2.2 are partially resolved. We
eliminated the occurrence of intermediate nodes by demanding at least one
transition before and after branching. Intermediate nodes caused the con-
tradictory behaviour in the example shown in Figure 21.

One of the language features that caused the problems shown in Section
4.2.3 is the back-button support. Currently, the new policy language does
not yet include this feature. Though we expect the syntactic integration to be
relatively simple, the theoretic background and proofs for the correctness of
the enforcement mechanism are non-trivial. The back-button is an important
aspect in the context of web application usage. Therefore, we are currently
investigating its effects and implications on the control-flow monitor. The
goal is to precisely define the behaviour of the back-button for every possible
situations, i.e. also in combination with the repeats operator or the decision
clause. We expect to integrate back-button support in the next version of
our policy language.

Another issue was the definition of the repeat operator. It’s behaviour is
now well defined in a way that only single resources can be repeated. From
the nodes, which are automatically created to implement the repeats, only
the first one is directly accessible. Therefore, these nodes together behave to
the rest of the control-flow graph the same as a single node. This will also
affect the behaviour of the back-button in future language versions since this
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implies that going back from an i-th repeat is the same as going back from
the first repeat node. Thus, the back-button returns to the predecessor node
of the whole repetition.

The former policy language allows to define the control-flow of an appli-
cation based on the methods a client can access in the web service. Also, it
defines three functions which allow to define global parameters, specify the
type of global parameters, or to black-list parameters, respectively. Instead
for the new policy language, the focus lies on the resources a client can re-
quest via HTTP. Though the former language allows to distinguish GET and
POST requests, this is not yet included in the new language. However, the
new language provides another feature which allows to whitelist resources.
All resource defined within this list can be requested at any time. An appli-
cation scenario is, e.g., the help page which should always be accessible.

4.2.9 Future Work

As previously stated, the back-button plays an important role for the control-
flow in web applications. Therefore, we will further look into the effects and
implications of back-button support, especially in the context of other al-
ready integrated language features such as the repeat operator or the decision
clause.

Another topic is the possible relation of policy graphs. We already im-
plemented inter-policy graph links which allow transitions from one policy
graph to another one. When using one of the links, the control-flow mon-
itoring is continued with the linked node respecting the properties of the
entered graph (e.g. whether the graph is critical). We do not only want to
change the control-flow context, but we also want to investigate whether a
control-flow state can influence another one. This becomes interesting in the
case when using multiple browser tabs or user sessions. For a web appli-
cation, some actions in one tab could only be allowed when an action was
performed in any of the open tabs, i.e. possibly in another open tab. We
want to know whether such dependencies exist in practice and if so, extend
the policy language accordingly.

In this context, we also want to look into different abstraction levels. Cur-
rently a web application activity is monitored on user session level. In future
work, we will also examine how control-flow can be enforced on different
levels such as users, devices, or in any of their combinations.
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4.2.10 Conclusion

In this section we argued that the language definition provided in Section
4.2.3 comes with various flaws affecting the correctness of control-flow poli-
cies. We showed some of the problems and introduced a new policy defini-
tion language which aims to resolve these problems. We discussed the basic
theoretic background for our language, but also for policies in general. Af-
terwards, we compared the language of Section 4.2.3 with the newly defined
one. Last, we stated which features we want to include in future versions of
our language.
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5 Conclusion
The deliverable has reported on the final results of the WebSand work pack-
age on Secure Web Interaction concerning authentication, authorization,
cross-domain communication, and control-flow integrity.

We describe two approaches on second factor authentication and an im-
proved authentication tracking protocol in Section 2 on authentication and
authorization. The universal Android Authenticator (Sec. 2.1) establishes a
second channel to obtain a user’s consent to any conducted action. It de-
pends on the actual usage scenario whether a user confirms his own actions
on this second channel or a principal authorizes his employee’s transaction.
A temporary second factor is established by Session Imagination (Sec. 2.2).
It implements authentication on user level and overcomes common session-
level attacks like Session Hijacking, CSRF, and ClickJacking. BetterAuth is
a new authentication scheme spanning the user login and subsequent session
tracking (Sec. 2.3). It uses the already established password as a shared se-
cret to create session keys and authenticate messages between browser and
application.

In the field of cross-domain communication, server-side protection exists
but is hardly applied in a secure fashion. So, client-side protection is needed
to help the actual victims of cross-domain attacks. We present two enhance-
ments on existing approaches. DEMACRO restricts the attack vector of
Web applications using Flash or Silverlight. Those technologies provide an
attacker with almost unlimited cross-domain access (Sec. 3.1). LogSec goes
one step further and combines the approaches of the state of the art with
status information with respect to the user’s login. This way, it reduces
negative sideeffects and increases the approaches’ usability (Sec. 3.2).

The control-flow integrity of a Web application must be protected on ap-
plication level. Our control-flow monitor intercepts all incoming requests and
checks them for conformity with a given policy. It mitigates race condition
exploits, HTTP parameter manipulation, unsolicited request sequences, and
compromising ‘Back’ button usage (Sec. 4.1). However, the developed policy
language contains ambiguities, and its expressiveness is limited to user ses-
sions. We investigate deeper in the topic of control flow policy languages in
Section 4.2.
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